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What makes the nuclear discussion sensitive is that the nuclear technologies and
technologies related to the [nuclear] fuel cycle are particularly sensitive technologies.
This is because having fuel cycle capability almost means that the country that possesses
this capability is able to produce nuclear weapons, should that country have the political
will to do so. This means that a country that possesses fuel cycle technology can enrich
uranium, and the country that can enrich uranium to about 3.5 percent will also have the
capability to enrich it to about 90 percent. It is for this reason that today the international
circles are discussing this capability with an extraordinary degree of sensitivity.
They would view a country that possesses this capability with concern and a
sensitive eye. The usual practice is to put pressure on a country that is standing on the
threshold of this technology. That is to say, if a country does in fact fully develop this
technology, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to continue the pressure. A
country that is nowhere near this capability is not put under pressure. However, the
countries that are standing on the threshold of having this technology are put under a
tremendous amount of pressure to force them to stop their activities and do not move
toward achieving this capability. It is at this point that the pressures are redoubled.
The Islamic Republic of Iran 15 or 16 years ago ‐‐ that is, in 1366 [ 1987‐1988] or
1367 [ 1988‐1989] ‐‐ started to pursue fuel cycle technology. We pursued this technology
because we always wanted to make use of nuclear energy, wanted to have nuclear
power plants, and wanted to be able to produce the needed fuel for those plants
ourselves.

We tried very hard to purchase the technology and nuclear fuel cycle capabilities
from other countries. In those years, we mostly went to the Soviet Union and China to
buy technology, but no country agreed to give us that technology.
Countries have a natural right to possess the fuel cycle, but because of the
capabilities that accompany such a technology, they avoided giving it to us. Thus, we
started our efforts to obtain this capability through different means. We started our
activities inside the country, things that we had to do to develop a national capability in
this area. We also started to go to the black market and contact different individuals and
networks. We took steps inside the country to address this issue and built up some
capabilities through different means.
In more recent years, that is to say since 1378 [ 1999‐2000], a decision was made
to become more active and upgrade our capabilities. To this end, we redoubled our
efforts in the country and granted the [Iranian] Atomic Energy Agency authorities that it
did not have before. That is to say, we gave the agency a freer hand with new credits
and a more liberal spending procedure, new facilities, and special regulations. This
allowed them to become more active, without being forced to go through bureaucratic
and regulatory labyrinths. It was after these activities that the uproar started in the
Western media in the summer of 1381 [ 2002‐2003], which argued that Iran is in the
process of building an atomic bomb.
You may remember that this uproar started in Mordad 1381 [July‐August 2002].
Reacting to this outcry in the Western media, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) asked Iran questions about this matter to determine whether Iranʹs actions were
legal, to see if these activities were secret or open, to see if Iran had violated the terms of
the NPT or if it had done anything against the rules.
You also may remember that after this great uproar in the international media,
ElBaradei visited Iran in the winter of 1381. During that visit, he also visited Natanz.
After that visit, the argument was put forward that Iranʹs case must be sent to the IAEA

Board of Governors. Because the Americans at that time were determined to attack Iraq,
they temporarily ceased to pursue the matter and put this issue on the back burner. But
even under those conditions, the debate continued in the United States: Should they
attack Iran first or Iraq? In the end, they decided to attack Iraq. So, America was getting
ready to invade Iraq in Bahman [January‐February] it appeared completely ready for
action in Esfand [February‐March], and began its attack on the last day of the month of
Esfand [19 March].
Naturally, because of the issue of Iraq and the invasion of that country, the
arguments over the Iranian issue subsided during the months of Farvardin and
Ordibehesht [March‐May]. Nevertheless, starting in Khordad [May‐June], when
Americaʹs victory in Iraq became evident and, as they themselves said, they succeeded
in occupying Iraq ‐‐ and the resistance that we see today and the kind of pressure
currently on the American troops had not materialized yet ‐‐ they revisited this issue.
They started to think that conditions were right for them to raise the issue of Iran at the
meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors and to pave the way for sending the case to the
UN Security Council. The idea was to plan sanctions or even military operations against
Iran, or at least put political and economic pressure on this country.
It was for this reason that Iranʹs case, for the first time, was officially addressed in
the meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors in Khordad 1382 [May‐June 2003]. Of
course, no resolutions were issued at that meeting. The director general of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Mohamed ElBaradei, presented his report,
and the chairman of that meeting summarized the discussions by way of a statement,
which was not a particularly good summary. It was then that we felt a threat, a sense of
danger in the country. We thought that we might be facing a plot against Iran and that
we might encounter some problems.
Until that time, the Iranian Atomic Energy Agency was the authority that was
basically handling all political and technical issues concerning this case. That is to say,

the Iranian Atomic Energy Agency was the authority that, with presidentʹs approval,
used to appoint the Islamic Republic of Iranʹs representative to Vienna to deal with the
IAEA. Therefore, the Iranian Atomic Energy Agency handled both the political and
technical aspects of the issue. Of course, the Foreign Ministry also provided support at
different junctures. Nonetheless, it was felt that this issue must be addressed at a higher
level. Therefore, the Supreme National Security Council came to discuss the issue for the
first time to determine our course of action. We held several meetings until we got closer
to the next meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors, which was in September (Shahrivar
1382). Strong differences emerged between the Iranian Atomic Energy Agency and the
Foreign Ministry over how to handle this issue. The Iranian Atomic Energy Agency
argued that Iranʹs nuclear case was not an important issue and that we could
successfully solve the problem at the Board of Governorsʹ meeting. The Foreign
Ministry, on the other hand, issued a strong warning that this case might have a very
difficult road ahead. These two bodies, in fact, held exactly opposite views.
In the meetings that we held in the Secretariat of the Supreme National Security
Council, it was very clear that we were dealing with differences of opinion. It was at this
point that we engaged in a public argument in the country about what to do regarding
the Additional Protocol. If you remember, we had huge outcries in the country: should
we accept the protocol or shouldnʹt we? Is accepting the protocol a necessity or an act of
treason? The reason was that ElBaradei (the head of the IAEA) stated in his report,
which was prepared for the September meeting and which was made public, declared
that he would not be able to determine the truth of Iranʹs claims or carry out a
verification, unless Iran accepted the Additional Protocol.
At the September [2003] meeting, the IAEA Board of Governors approved a
strongly worded resolution against Iran based on consensus (without taking a vote). Of
course, at that time, we were a member of the IAEA Board of Governors, too. The
statement was prepared in such a way that it took us to the doorstep of the UN Security
Council. It was very clear that this statement was a very carefully contemplated move

that was planned behind closed doors to take us to the UN Security Council. It was
under these conditions that a new discussion started in this country: What were we
supposed to do under these circumstances?! One assumption was that we would end up
going to the UN Security Council. Another argued that the problem could be solved
somehow. At that juncture, when we reviewed the mater from a technical and legal
point of view ‐‐ by then we had created a committee in the Secretariat of the Supreme
National Security Council that included ministers whose ministries were involved in
this matter, and we held lengthy discussions ‐‐ we concluded that even if we fully
cooperate with the IAEA to address all the concerns raised in their resolution, we still
would be sent to the UN Security Council come November (Azar 1382). Therefore, we
had to find other solutions to cooperate with the IAEA and not to go to the UN Security
Council. The issue was not to guarantee that we would never go to the UN Security
Council. Instead, the issue was that, at that time, the United States was at the height of
its pride and our country also was not yet ready to go to the UN Security Council, so the
issue was for the case not to be referred to the UN Security Council. At the same time,
we had not yet tried all the ways available to us. We had not tried to see if we could
solve the problem through other means. Therefore, we held numerous meetings and
reviewed the issue from different perspectives and at different levels.
At the present time, too, we discuss and make decisions about the nuclear issue
at four different levels. One is the technical level, considering the technical aspects of the
issue. This is headed by a Foreign Ministry executive, and all of the relevant
departments participate in these discussions. Technical discussions also take place at a
higher level, during the meetings of the Supreme National Security Council Secretariat.
The third level is a ministerial committee that also meets in the Supreme National
Security Council Secretariat. The fourth is at the level of the heads of the ruling system.
All of the major fundamental decisions are made there.
In the meeting of the heads of the ruling system, the issue was raised that,
according to the September resolution of the IAEA Board of Governors, we were to

present the IAEA with a complete report on our nuclear activities in previous years. The
main discussion was this: Would presenting a complete picture of our past nuclear
activities solve the problem? If we presented a complete picture, that picture itself could
take us to the UN Security Council. If we did not present a complete picture, this would
have been considered a violation of the resolution, and we would go to the UN Security
Council on the grounds that we had violated the resolution. Therefore, no matter which
option we chose, it was argued, our case would end up at the UN Security Council.
Thus, we had a discussion at the lower, technical level: Should we start cooperating with
the Europeans in this regard, and would such cooperation be effective? Some believed
that cooperation with Europe would not have any effect on the situation, because
Europe is not independent and the United States is determined to take us to the UN
Security Council; so, they argued, Europe would not be able to do anything. There also
were those who believed that cooperation with Europe could bear fruit. All these
arguments were presented to the heads of the ruling system at their meeting.
You should also keep in mind that the three European countries sent a letter to
the Iranian Government in the summer of 1382 and proposed a plan to deal with Iranʹs
nuclear case. Of course, they raised different issues in that letter. One was that Iran
should abandon its fuel cycle program. The Russian Government sent a similar letter to
the Iranian Government . They also said Iran should abandon its fuel cycle program. So
the issue was now this: Should we invite the three European ministers to visit Tehran?
Those who opposed inviting the ministers to visit Tehran did so essentially from two
different perspectives. Some argued that discussions with Europe would be fruitless,
that the Europeans would not be able to do anything in front of the United States, even if
they wanted to do something. There were others who believed that the Europeans, if we
invited them to come to Iran, would not accept our invitation. Their reason was that
three important European ministers had never joined together before to visit a non‐
European country on any mission and that such a thing was practically impossible. Our
Foreign Ministry also believed that, even from a ceremonial point of view, this could not

be done. That is to say, even if we invited the three ministers to visit Tehran, they would
not come. Nevertheless, it was decided during that meeting that we should invite those
ministers to visit Tehran. If they declined, we would hold the meeting in one of the
European countries. This discussion coincided with another discussion about the need
for one person to take charge of the nuclear case and have all departments operate under
his supervision. All of the participants in the meeting of the heads of the ruling system
decided that I should take charge of this case.
It was at that time that we invited the three [European foreign] ministers [to visit
Tehran]. The objective was to find a way to present a complete picture of our past
nuclear activities, without being sent to the UN Security Council. If we did not make our
past activities public, the IAEA would clearly take that as a sign of noncooperation. Most
of the activities that we had not reported to the IAEA had already been reported to the
IAEA by other countries that had worked with us and that were party to those activities,
such as China. We had certain projects with China in the past that, according to the
regulations, we had to report to the IAEA and had not done so. The Chinese, on the
other hand, told us that they had reported all of those activities to the IAEA. In addition,
we had purchased some equipment from the Russians, and they too, had reported all of
it to the IAEA. It also became evident that the IAEA knew about some secret tests we
had conducted a number of years earlier. For instance, we had conducted a test in
Tehran. The person in charge of that project was a university professor. One of his
students that year had written a dissertation, and several copies were made of that
dissertation. The IAEA had accidentally taken possession of a copy of that dissertation,
and we did not know anything know about it. It was only sometime later that the IAEA
produced a copy of that dissertation and said: You have conducted that test. Or, for
example, in another case that we thought nobody knew anything about, one of the
scholars who participated in that project wrote a scientific paper about it and had it
published in an international journal. The IAEA had a copy of that paper. Therefore, the
IAEA was fully informed about most of the cases we thought were unknown to them.

Moreover, in one instance ‐‐ a test that we carried out 10 or 12 years ago ‐‐ as we
prepared to submit the report on our past activities to the IAEA, one of the IAEA
officials told our people that we should be sure to include that test in our report! In fact,
he wanted to tell us that they knew all about it!
My basic discussion with the three European ministers was that if we presented
a full picture of our nuclear program, according to the regulations, what would the
Americans do, given that the Americans insist on taking us to the UN Security Council?
If they were going to promise to resist the American pressure, we thought, we would
cooperate. But if they were not going to resist, then we would choose a different path.
When we invited the three ministers, they all declared themselves ready to come
to Iran, but they said that first the directors general of their respective foreign ministries
must come to Iran on an unofficial visit to conduct technical negotiations to see if there
was a way for us to move ahead or not. The directors general from the three European
countries came to Tehran and talked with the experts from the Foreign Ministry and
myself. In the end, the three foreign ministers decided to visit Tehran. Of course, until
the last minute before the actual visit took place, we had not agreed on the final text of
the accord. But they came to Tehran anyway. The working groups had first discussed
the important issues but had failed to solve the problems. Therefore, inevitably, the
issues were raised in the discussions between the three ministers and me. That meeting
was very long. It started in the morning and lasted until about 1500, when we finally
reached an agreement.
At that meeting, the Europeans promised us that if we presented a complete
picture of the countryʹs nuclear activities to the IAEA, as the resolution called for, they
would resist the American pressure to take us to the UN Security Council and would not
allow that to happen. Of course, we might have been operating under unique
conditions. The Americans were at the height of their pride and victory in Iraq, and the
Europeans did not want to see that case go to the UN Security Council and cause

another crisis in the region. There, they promised us that they would resist and would
not allow that case to go to the UN Security Council. As a result, we presented the IAEA
with a complete picture of our nuclear activities and also announced that we would sign
the Additional Protocol. Of course, all the agreements that we made with the Europeans
were agreements that the system had embraced beforehand. That is to say, even if we
did not reach an agreement with the Europeans, we still would have unilaterally
declared that we would sign the Additional Protocol. We would present the IAEA with
a complete picture of our nuclear activities, and we would declare that we would
suspend parts of our fuel cycle program. That is to say, decisions had been made
beforehand that we would unilaterally take those steps even in the absence of an
agreement with the three [European] countries. Nevertheless, we made a deal. The deal
was for us to take those steps in exchange for some commitments by the Europeans.
The most important promise that they made to us was that they would stand
firm against attempts to take this case to the UN Security Council and work to solve the
problem within the framework of the IAEA. The Europeans upheld that commitment at
the November meeting [of the IAEA Board of Governors]. Even though the Americans,
backed by Australia, South Korea, and Japan, insisted on sending the case to the UN
Security Council, the three European countries stood firm and did not allow the
American proposal to go forward. This was a noteworthy development. The Russians
even told us that this was an interesting scene in political history that we were
witnessing, the United Kingdom going against the United States. We had not seen
anything like that before, and it was beautiful to see. We put the November meeting
behind us, but later we had some problems with our confidence‐building measures with
the Europeans.
I should add here that at that juncture, we did not know anything about the
behind‐the‐scenes American and UK negotiations with Libya. We also did not know that
Libya had purchased equipment from the same middleman we had used to purchase
some equipment. We had mentioned that middleman and the list of equipment we had

purchased from him in a separate and private document that we had submitted to
ElBaradei as an attachment to the complete dossier of Iranʹs nuclear activities that we
had prepared for and submitted to the IAEA. The information about that middleman
and the places where the transactions had taken place ‐‐ the things that the IAEA told us
about ‐‐ was the same information that the Libyans had given to the British and the
Americans. The Libyans told everything, from A to Z, to the British and the Americans.
They gave everything, all the equipment that they had purchased from that dealer and
others, to the Americans and did everything that the Americans and the British asked
them to do. With regard to Middle East peace, Israel, cutting ties with the Palestinians,
and stopping their financial support of the Palestinian groups, and so forth, they did
what the Americans and the British wanted. In fact, whatever they wanted, they took
from Libya. Therefore, when they talk about the Libyan model, it is not that they only
want to collect the centrifuges, put them on a boat, and ship them to Washington.
Instead, the Libyan model means a move toward recognizing Israel, cutting ties with all
the liberation movements in the world, and everything else that Al‐Qadhafi promised;
this is the ʺLibyan model.ʺ You now see that Libya has completely embraced the Middle
East peace process. It supports the Middle East peace process to the point of cutting all
ties with the Palestinian combatants and ceasing all aid. In fact, it has made a 180‐degree
turn.
In any case, through the information they received from Libya, they found out
that there might have been things that we had obtained from that middleman/dealer
that we had not reported. We had mentioned all of the equipments that purchased from
that dealer, except one case that had to do with P2 [centrifuge]. We had not mentioned
anything about that, and because they had found that dealer through Libya, they had
sufficient information about all transactions. They asked us if we had purchased plans
for a P2 [centrifuge]. It became evident to us that they knew about that transaction. Of
course, we did intend to disclose that transaction in future communications, but in any
case, they saw that as a violation.

Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] Dr Rohani, what is a P2?
[Rohani] A P2 is a more advanced centrifuge; it is more advanced than a P1.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] What is a centrifuge?
[Rohani] A centrifuge is a piece of equipment; UF6 gas is fed into a centrifuge
and is enriched.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] What is UF6 gas?
[Rohani] UF6 gas is the hexafluoride gas, which is the primary material for
enrichment using a centrifuge. It is, in fact, what the centrifuge feeds on.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] What is enrichment?
[Rohani] Natural uranium (also UF6 that comes in the form of gas) comprises the
isotopes U238, U234, and U235. Isotope U235 comprise less than 1 percent. Isotope U238
accounts for more than 99 percent, and isotopes U234 and U235 combined are less than 1
percent (.7 percent). Through the enrichment process, we increase the U235
concentration to 3.5 percent. Separation takes place in a centrifuge through high‐speed
spinning, 60,000 rotations per minute; about 1,000 rotations per second. Because of its
high‐speed rotation, it cannot stay stationary. It stays afloat through a magnet on top
and rotates in oil with the aid of a needle at the bottom [sic]. Altogether, it has a complex
technical structure based on advanced technology. Of course, the P1 belongs to a
generation that was used in the 1960s in the world. After that, the newer P1 and P2

generations came in use. What we have in our possession is the P1 model. As for the P2,
we are doing some research; we are doing things at the research level.
In any case, the P2 issue undermined the confidence‐building process that we
were engaged in with the Europeans; it was a serious blow to that process. From the
very beginning, the Americans were telling the Europeans: The Iranians are lying, the
Iranians have not told you everything, and the Iranians have only revealed part of their
program. The Europeans in turn were saying: We trust them. The discovery of the P2
affair angered the Europeans. They came to doubt us: Had we received other
equipment, besides the plan for the P2, that we had not informed them about? For
instance, they were asking us if we also had received plans for making the bomb. They
were asking us because Libya had bought the plan for making the bomb. They were
saying: Libya has purchased the plans for the bomb from the same dealer that you dealt
with, so how is it that you bought a P2 and P1, but not the plans for making the bomb?!
Of course, this dealer is now in prison in Malaysia.
All in all, because of the problems that the Libyan affair created for us, our
situation became more difficult. Nevertheless, in spite of all these problems, we
managed to reach a good agreement with the Europeans in the subsequent stages. The
agreement was that we would somewhat expand the scope of our suspension. In return,
they would remove our case from the IAEA agenda. We reached that agreement in
Brussels in February 2004. After the experts agreed on the details of the accord and the
three [European] ministers signed the agreement and sent it to us, the Americans put a
great pressure on the Europeans and ultimately forced them to retreat from their
commitments. We first heard about this great American pressure from political
channels. Later, the issue became public and appeared in the European press. According
to these press reports, Bush called Blair to criticize the three European countries for
signing that agreement with Iran.

We suspended enrichment activities to the limits required by the resolution, but
not more than that. They also had committed themselves to removing Iranʹs case from
the IAEA agenda at the June meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors. In any case,
because of the opposition by the United States, the outcry by other parties, and the start
of the activities in Esfahan, this did not come to pass. As a result, we ended our
suspension and resumed our part‐making and assembling activities. The resumption of
these activities created a tense political atmosphere against us.
Another development was that the Europeans gradually reached the conclusion
that we had not accepted suspension in the areas where we had technical problems. We
only agreed to suspend activities in those areas where we did not have technical
problems. This is what they are saying now in their negotiations. We completed the
Esfahan project, which is the UCF where yellowcake is converted into UF4 and UF6
during suspension. While we were talking with the Europeans in Tehran, we were
installing equipment in parts of the facility in Esfahan, but we still had a long way to go
to complete the project. In fact, by creating a calm environment, we were able to
complete the work in Esfahan. Today, we can convert yellowcake into UF4 and UF6, and
this is a very important matter.
In fact, UF6 is what the centrifuges feed on; it is the feed material for centrifuges.
Therefore, it was important for us to conclude that process.
During this past year, we have made relatively good progress from a legal
standpoint in this case. All of the differences that existed between the IAEA and us are
solved, for the most part. The things they were accusing us of doing secretly ‐‐ one was
the issue of conversion, that, for instance, we had converted yellowcake into UF4 or UF4
into UF6. We have now concluded this issue of conversion and have finally solved this
problem with the IAEA. The issue of lasers also was an important discussion concerning
equipment that we had purchased from Russia and China and had not reported to the
IAEA (although from the standpoint of regulations, it was not mandatory for us to

report them to the IAEA). Anyway, we have managed to solve this issue with the IAEA,
as well.
Nevertheless, a few more issues remain, some of which we did not know
anything about even when we were talking with the three [European foreign] ministers
in Tehran. One is the high degree of contamination in our country. We did not know
that we have signs of having a high degree of contamination in this country. By
contamination, I mean we have traces of uranium that has been enriched more than 50%
in our facilities. Having uranium that has been enriched more than 20% means a country
is trying to build weapons. One does not have to enrich uranium more than 20% to use
as fuel at a nuclear power plant, so enrichment of less than 20 percent is justifiable. But
when enrichment reaches 25, 50, or 60%, it means the objective of enrichment is to build
nuclear weapons. When the [IAEA] inspectors inspected our facilities, they found traces
of highly enriched uranium. They have special handkerchiefs [as published] that they
rub over suspect areas and then take to the lab and examine. Test results show what
activities have taken place in that location. The test even shows when the activities were
carried out. When they took samples in the summer of 1382 and tested those samples,
they said they found contamination, traces of 70% and 80% enriched uranium. This
caused a new uproar. We were taken aback, too, because we did not know what caused
this contamination. The only thing we were sure of was that we were not responsible for
it. Some people in Iran even argued that the IAEA inspectors, influenced by the United
States, brought contaminated handkerchiefs to Iran and presented them as evidence of
contamination here. It later became clear that some of the centrifuges that we had
purchased from the dealer were used. These centrifuges had been used by a third
country to enrich uranium, and, naturally, pieces had been contaminated.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] Has the IAEA accepted that we were not
responsible for that contamination?

[Rohani] One of the problems that we currently have with the IAEA concerns
this very issue, the issue of contamination. We still have not been able to solve this
problem completely to the satisfaction of the IAEA. That is to say, the IAEA is still not
sure whether the contamination only involves the pieces that we purchased abroad.
They also have other doubts. They say that after the collapse of the former Soviet Union,
we may have purchased some enriched uranium from them and brought that enriched
uranium to Iran. When they discover contamination, the tests they carry out show which
country the uranium came from. According to the IAEA, the material responsible for the
contamination they found in Iran came from the former Soviet Union. They think that
we purchased this equipment from a third country, Pakistan. Of course, we have not
named any specific countries, because we purchased the equipment through a
middleman/dealer. The Pakistanis say they have never imported any material from the
former Soviet Union. With regard to the 36% enriched uranium they found traces of in
Iran, they say that it is because of the reprocessing of the uranium used at the power
plant. Of course, we have gotten close to finally solving this issue with the IAEA. The
IAEA now intends to go to the Pakistani enrichment facilities and take samples there or
to take some Pakistani equipment to Vienna for testing. This has led to a problem
between the IAEA and Pakistan over this issue.
Another issue is the P2 issue, which we had not disclosed to the IAEA. This issue
is not over yet. They want to know how and when we purchased the plans for the P2,
what else we have bought, and where the operational facilities were. We told them that
P2‐related operations were conducted at a small private sector facility, which was the
only active site. They still have not accepted this argument. They say: You paid so much
money for these designs, only to give them to a private individual to work on in his
small, privately owned workshop?! So, they tell us: You carry out your main activities at
another site. In any case, we have some remaining differences in this area. It should
become clear to them that the truth of the matter is exactly what we have said.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):

[Unidentified SCRC member] Do you mean to say that we have lied about this?
[Rohani] No, we have not lied. In all cases, we have told them the truth. But in
some cases, we may not have disclosed information in a timely manner.
At any rate, the legal matters in most cases have been settled. A few cases
remain, but in those cases, too, we have gotten closer to a final solution. We hope
ElBaradei will state in his upcoming report that Iran has taken all the necessary steps
regarding the contamination issue and that it is the third country that should cooperate
with the IAEA. As for the P2, we hope he will say that most of the problems have been
resolved. In any case, our situation, from a legal standpoint, is good. A year is not a very
long time. Usually when a country faces problems such as these in an international
organization, it takes several years for the problems to be adequately addressed. We
have made relatively good progress. That is, the IAEA, the Foreign Ministry, and all the
officials involved in the case have done a truly good job. We have made good progress
in this area.
As far as technology is concerned, we are in better shape than we were last year.
Last year, we were at the beginning of this project. For instance, we did not even have
the primary material needed to enrich uranium, if we intended to do so. We had
purchased a small quantity of primary material (UF6) from abroad, which would have
been enough for a few months. But today the Esfahan facility has become operational,
and we have made good progress in this area from a technical point of view. We are also
in a good situation as far as building parts and assembly is concerned. That is to say, we
have produced many parts during the last year. Of course, these activities are no longer
secret and take place under IAEA supervision. The IAEA knows how many parts we
have produced, what we have assembled, and how many centrifuges we have readied.
With regard to the number of centrifuges, our situation is relatively good. When
we wanted to negotiate with the Europeans last year, we had something like 150
centrifuges, but today we have about 500 centrifuges that are ready and operational. We

could increase that number to 1,000. We would not have any problems, should we
decide to do so. We have made good progress in this area.
Now we have reached a very sensitive point again. We are at a sensitive juncture.
It is sensitive because the Americans are telling the Europeans that the Europeans have
been deceived. They say we deceived them Europeans because Iran has solved all its
technical problems over the past year. They argue that if they had stopped Iranʹs
activities last year, Iran would not have produced and assembled so many pieces and
would not have this many centrifuges today. They say that last year the Iranians did not
have primary material (UF6), while today they produce this material at Esfahan.
Therefore, they say Iran took advantage of that opportunity, that year, to reach
production. In fact, they say that Iran has been able to push its program forward in a
relatively satisfactory manner and that the Europeans have come up short.
Therefore, we have reached the point where everybody knows that, if we decide
to end the suspension, we will be able to have 3.5% enriched uranium within a few
months time. Now, the pressure has increased on us. They are pressuring Iran to
broaden the scope of its suspension, and they included that demand in the recent
September resolution. They also forced the IAEA to produce a comprehensive two‐year
report and present it to the November meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors. The
IAEA reports are quarterly. If they report on Iranʹs activities during the last 3 months, it
would be a very positive report. There would be nothing negative in it. But when they
say that the report should cover Iranʹs nuclear activities during the last two years, all of
the negative things and the problems of the last year will be reiterated. Therefore, the
upcoming IAEA report to the IAEA Board of Governors will reiterate all of the previous
violations, what Iran has done wrong in the past, how many false statements it has
made, and what it has tried to hide. The upcoming report will include all of these things.
The reason behind this is that the Americans are determined to refer this case to
the UN Security Council. This is why they have increased their pressure on the

Europeans. Furthermore, Europe today is a little different from the Europe of last year.
Europe [referring to the European Union] consisted of 15 countries last year. The
situation was a little better then. There were only three or four countries in the European
Union that cooperated closely with the United States. Now, ten new countries have
joined the Union, and most of these countries are pro‐American. Therefore, the United
States now has greater influence over the European Union. There were great discussions
in the European Union in recent weeks over the package that the three European
countries want to present to Iran. These countries [the new EU members] repeated the
United Statesʹ old arguments, saying: Iran has violated their agreements and now you
want to reward them? They argue that Iran has violated its agreements and should go to
the UN Security Council. The three European countries responded that they will go
ahead and work with Iran alone, if they have to, without support from those EU
members. Therefore, the situation is somewhat different than last year. Meanwhile, the
American pressure on the Europeans has strengthened.
Perhaps some of the European concerns have also been put to rest. That is to say,
at the beginning, they thought that if we went to the UN Security Council, we would
have a new crisis and war in the region, that the Americans would invade Iran.
However, today the possibility that we will have a war if we go to the UN Security
Council seems remote. That is to say, it is unlikely that the Americans want to have
another crisis in the region because of the many problems and difficulties that they are
currently having in Iraq. Therefore, the conditions are somewhat different. Today the
Europeans are not as concerned about us not going to the UN Security Council as they
were last year. Of course, they still do not want us to go to the UN Security Council. In
the UN Security Council, if the case is sent there, the Americans would have the upper
hand and the Europeans would play a smaller role. Meanwhile, the Europeans fear that
the Americans, through increasing pressure and over time, might be able to break the
regime in Iran, and this would not be to their advantage. It is not in their interest to see a
pro‐American system in Iran. They also do not want the increasing pressure to force the

Islamic Republic of Iran ultimately into complete cooperation with the United States;
this would not be in the European interest, either. As the conditions are today, the
Europeans have good relations with us. If the conditions change, those relations might
weaken.
Overall, our going to the UN Security Council would not be in the best interest of
the Europeans. Nonetheless, when it comes to the fuel cycle, the Europeans are as
determined to see us not have it, as the United States. Of course, there is a basic
difference here between the Europeans and the United States. The difference is that the
United States is bent on taking us to the UN Security Council and solving all its
problems with us there. That is, the nuclear case would serve as a pretext to take us to
the UN Security Council, but we would not come out of the UN Security Council with
only a solution to the nuclear case. They intend to raise all of their issues, such as the
Middle East, terrorism, and the rest, there. In other words, the Americans intend to use
the lever of the UN Security Council to solve all of their problems with us, but the
Europeans do not want to create a big problem for us. Perhaps Iran provides them with
breathing room in this region. At the present time, they have nowhere else. Iraq and the
other Arab countries are under American control. The Americans control the oil
resources and oil wells. The only country that is independent and free and that the
Europeans can talk with is Iran. Meanwhile, when it comes to the fuel cycle, the
Europeans views are similar to those of the United States. In fact, when it comes to this
issue, the European views, if not worse, certainly are no better than the views of the
United States. The same goes for the Russians. They also do not want us to have the
nuclear fuel cycle. China does not want us to have this, either, but Russia and China do
not want us to go to the UN Security Council. For instance, [Russian Foreign Minister]
Lavarov insisted during his visit to Tehran that we should not have the fuel cycle. He
asked us: ʺWhy you want to produce fuel? This is a very problematic technology, and it
is not cost effective. We provide you with inexpensive fuel and commit ourselves to
selling it to you.ʺ He also told me: ʺI have a good proposal for you. Donʹt you want 20

power plants and fuel to operate those plants? We would commit ourselves to all that.ʺ
Therefore, the Russians do not want us to have the fuel cycle, either, both for economic
reasons, to sell us fuel and have Iran as a market, and for security reasons. So when it
comes to the nuclear fuel cycle, there is a kind of consensus [among the foreign powers].
Under the present conditions, the package that the Europeans have offered us
has both positive and negatives points. They have presented us with a collection of
positive and negative things. It includes a number of empty, meaningless slogans, too ‐‐
things that in our view are negative. Of course, this morning they presented a new
package to us that shows some modifications to the previous plan. For instance, one
positive point is that they say they recognize Iranʹs right to have nuclear technology
within the framework of the NPT. Or they say that Iran has the right to have nuclear
power plants. So the argument that because Iran has oil and gas, it should not have this
technology is not a correct argument. The United States maintains that Iran does not
need nuclear power plants, but the Europeans say it is Iranʹs right to have nuclear power
plants and it should have them. Iran has the right to worry about its long‐term future.
Iranʹs oil and gas resources will be exhausted one day, and it should have this
technology.
Elsewhere in this package, they say that they would support Iranʹs access to
inexpensive nuclear fuel and would provide Iran with all the safety and protective
requirements that it needs for its power plants and/or nuclear centers. They also have
pointed to things that are positive, but inconsequential. For instance, they say that they
would support Iranʹs membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO). The
Europeans have never been opposed to our membership the World Trade Organization
(WTO); it is the United States that is against it. They say that they would immediately
start the negotiations for a TCA (trade agreement between Iran and Europe). That is to
say, they would immediately start those negotiations if we reach an agreement on the
nuclear issue. There is no immediate benefit to us in any of this. All of these things take a
long time to conclude. It may take a few years before we reach any results.

In this package, they also say that they want Iran to be a permanent trade partner
for Europe and that they are ready to cooperate with Iran and make investments in
industry, civil aviation, agriculture, oil, and gas. This issue, however, is stated in general
terms, because they only say that they are ready to negotiate and reach agreements in
these areas. They included things in the previous package that in our view were not
positive. Of course, they also said that we had misinterpreted them and that they did not
mean those things the way we understood them to mean. For example, they had told us
that they would cooperate with Iran in its fight against terrorism and continue to view
the monafeqin [hypocrites; Mojahedin‐e Khalq Organization (MKO)] as a terrorist
organization. We understood this to mean that if we do not cooperate they will stop
classifying the monafeqin as a terrorist organization. They said that, no, this is not what
they intended to say. Of course, they have indicated something good in their new
proposal and have said they would cooperate with Iran in its fight against terrorism and
terrorist groups, such as Al‐Qaʹida and the MKO, that is to say, they have put the
monafeqin right next to Al‐Qaʹida. Unlike the previous proposal, which was very poorly
put together, this one included some appropriate statements. In reference to the fuel
cycle issue, in the former proposal they used the words ʺobjective guaranteeʺ ‐‐ meaning
they should have an ʺobjective guaranteeʺ that Iran will suspend the program unless a
solution is found. Now, they have omitted all this and have said, instead, that they
should reach an agreement with Iran. They have modified some of the things that we
reacted to strongly. For example, they indicated that they would support Iran joining the
G‐8 plan for Greater Middle East. Our experts told them: Who asked you? We do not
want to be part of this. They said the Russians told them to include this statement in the
proposal and that they would omit it if we were not interested. In this new proposal,
they have taken it out. It was something that they had put forward, and, in our view, it
was not positive. There are also things in this package that are important and things that
are not all that important. Currently, it is just a proposal, until we reach an agreement in
our negotiations with them. It is also possible that we will not reach a satisfactory result.

Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] Is this European cooperation more or less
contingent upon our suspending fuel cycle activities?
[Rohani] Europe is saying that they would deal with us if we suspend
enrichment activities and continue that suspension. This time, they omitted the
ambiguous word ʺindefinitelyʺ from their proposal in response to our concerns. At any
rate, in this proposal they modified the things that we were very sensitive about. They
say Iran should start its suspension according to the September resolution and continue
the suspension throughout the negotiations. We told them there is no problem and that
we would suspend activities for the duration of the negotiations, but we should
conclude the negotiations in two months. They said: No, two years. Of course, they also
said that the two years that they are suggesting for these negotiations is not a precise
timetable; you said two months, and we countered by saying two years, but we can talk
about this and we think we can agree on a timetable.
Question by a member of the Supreme Cultural Revolution Council (SCRC):
[Unidentified SCRC member] Is one year acceptable?
[Rohani] We want the negotiations to be concluded in less than a year. We hope
to agree on a timetable that is shorter than one year, if they show good intentions. They
are saying: Suspend you activities. The issue is not to permanently halt them. They say
that during the period of suspension, as the negotiations go forward, one of the
important issues in these talks between us will be how to proceed with enrichment that
will provide guarantees that you [Iran] are not trying to develop nuclear weapons.
When you develop the capacity to produce 3.5% enriched uranium, how can we be sure
that you will not go further? Therefore, this will be the main issue of discussion between
us and the Europeans. Of course, we may not be able to achieve results by ourselves in

these talks with the Europeans. If we engage in this process with the Europeans,
inevitably we need others to come to our aid, to help us.
We have had a few tests to see if we can get help from the Russians, but
unfortunately, so far, we have not achieved the desired results. They say you can have
the fuel cycle, but you cannot have the fuel cycle and build confidence at the same time.
The insistence on having the fuel cycle in and of itself undermines trust. I reached some
agreements with the Russian foreign minister in a meeting that lasted for two‐and‐a‐half
hours. At the end of the meeting, when I wanted to summarize our discussions, he
immediately retracted and said: Yes, we did agree on these matters, but I must raise
these issues with the president and get permission from him; also, we should consult
with our experts regarding these matters. They later sent their experts to Tehran, and
they did not accept those agreements. They said that those things could not be done. It is
very difficult to work with the Russians. Perhaps it is somewhat easier to work with
Chinese. In other words, the Russians have certain concerns about us that the Chinese
do not have, or not to the same degree. The Chinese have not promised to do anything
in this area, but they seem to have a softer position. Of course, the Chinese foreign
minister will come to Tehran next week, and we shall see what kind of agreements we
can reach with him in our talks.
We have good cooperation with some countries, such as South Africa. We are
currently talking with the South Africans. The reason is that South Africa also intends to
start its fuel cycle in the future and does not want to see difficulties that would create
problems for them later on. Brazil is also ready to cooperate with us to some degree. The
reason for this is that Brazil has started its fuel cycle and does not want to see new
regulations that could cause problems for it in the future.
All in all, we think that together we should come up with a formula that these
countries can take to the Europeans. In other words, it should not be just us and the
Europeans. It should be us and a few other countries on one side and the Europeans on

the other. Perhaps in this way we can reach some desirable results and agreements with
the Europeans. Even if we do not achieve any results, we will negotiate with the
Europeans for a few months and ultimately reach the same point that we are at now. At
least we would put off going to the UN Security Council. If we were to be taken to the
UN Security Council in November, we would push that date back a year. This would
allow us to justify our position and give final notice to the public, while at the same time
we would have an opportunity to work on the technology and solve our legal issues
with the IAEA.
Of course, we benefited a lot from not going to the UN Security Council last year,
when we delayed going to the UN Security Council. We were not ready for those
conditions at all last year; but since last year, we have held various meetings with the
economic, security, and political sectors. We are, in fact, much more prepared than last
year to go to the UN Security Council. We have prepared the necessary plans over the
last few months. Therefore, we think, we still cannot say that going to the UN Security
Council has been 100% obviated.
If we start our talks with Europe and manage to cooperate with other countries,
if we utilize all our countryʹs capacity, that is, if we make the most of all our countryʹs
economic and political capacity, there is a high chance of success. For instance, if a
country helps us in this case, we must give important projects to that country ‐‐ not like
now. Today, we give projects to South Korea and expect others to come to our aid
politically. If a country is to cooperate with us, we must expand our economic relations
with that country. The government stands ready to cooperate in this area, utilize our
countryʹs economic potential, and bring other countries into the picture, but in practice,
we have not yet been successful.
We have another point in mind, too, and that is we do not want to be referred to
the UN Security Council for not having implemented the IAEA Boards of Governorsʹ
resolution. In other words, we do not want to violate a resolution that has passed by

consensus and be referred to the UN Security Council for that violation. There is a legal
justification here, albeit not a very strong one. They can argue that Iran has not
responded to the IAEA Board of Governorsʹ resolution, thus we must take Iran to a
higher authority (UN Security Council) to put more pressure on Iran. However, if we
uphold our agreements, carry out the resolution, but fail to achieve agreements in our
political negotiations with Europe, then if we go to the UN Security Council because of
failed negotiations, the conditions would be very different. It would be much better for
us to go to the United Nations Security Council under those conditions than for
violations of the agreement and/or resolution. If we go to the UN Security Council
because political negotiations have failed, then a strong country like China can argue
that Iran was negotiating and must return to negotiations. They can propose that Iran
and Europe should resume the negotiations, for instance, for another six months. Things
like this have happened a lot in the world. For example, North Korea was negotiating.
Those negotiations failed to produce results. The case was sent to the UN Security
Council. There, Russia and China said negotiations should continue. It is possible for the
negotiations to fail, once again, and the case might return to the UN Security Council.
Therefore, these are two different things, whether we go to the UN Security Council
because negotiations failed or because we violated agreements and/or resolutions.
If the system approves and we go through this process, I think, it is an
opportunity for the country. If we start our negotiations with the Europeans, their
intention becomes clear. Either they negotiate in good faith and do not try to deceive us,
in which case we might get a good accord and might even come to an agreement with
the Europeans regarding enrichment. However, if we find out that they are not
negotiating in good faith and they try to pressure us to give up fuel cycle, then we can
sit and make a decision. What the Europeans want in their heart of hearts is to put a list
in front of us and convince us to give up the fuel cycle. For example, they say that they
will give us atomic power plants and light water research plants and guarantee our fuel,
or the IAEA guarantees access to fuel and gives us assurances. In other words, they

would say that they will help us in the areas of technology and industry, take important
economic steps, and help us with advanced technologies on the condition that we give
up nuclear fuel. Thus, their idea of a deal is to grant us some concessions in return for a
long‐term suspension (several years, for instance), until we can reach an agreement to
produce fuel with certain assurances. Of course, we call them ʺassurances.ʺ They call it
an ʺobjective guarantee.ʺ In any case, we have differences about how we give these
assurances or guaranties. There is a possibility that we can reach an agreement with the
Europeans; it is also possible that we will not.
By the way, these negotiations would be a first for the Islamic Republic of Iran,
the first experience. We in the Islamic Republic have never had political negotiations
with this degree of gravity. We have had three important political negotiations before.
One was with the United States in the early history of the Revolution. Those were short
negotiations, and they turned out the way they did; you know about the outcome.
Another was the negotiations that we had with Iraq after the war. Those negotiations
lasted two years, and we did not get anywhere. That is, we ended up at the same place
that we started. These negotiations, in fact, constitute our third experience.
Furthermore, this case is a very serious case. We are not facing only one country.
In truth, in this case, if not the majority of the countries in the world, at least we are
facing the majority of Western countries. We are negotiating with Europe. Before, we
negotiated with three countries on behalf of the European Union. Today, they officially
argue that they represent the whole European Union. Solanaʹs representative is also
present at these negotiations. Therefore, this is a new experience for the Islamic Republic
of Iran. It is trying to handle a serious international case with different political, legal,
security, and technical dimensions.
In my opinion, so far we have been successful. This, however, does not mean that
we do not or will not have any problems going forward. To date, we have been
successful and have done a good work. This means that our work with the IAEA is

nearly concluded. When ElBaradei speaks, he also says we have only a few months left
to solve all the problems and finally end this matter. They also have stated in their
report that most cases have been satisfactorily resolved; so, we have a good situation
here.
We also have reached a good technical level. According to our information, the
IAEA will state in its upcoming report that Iran has mastered many aspects of the fuel
cycle. This is a very important matter. Of course, it is very difficult for the Europeans to
come to terms with this, because the Americans have repeatedly told them that they
have been duped by Iran. Nevertheless, this is good for our international reputation and
shows that we have made good technological progress and have been successful in the
area of technology. Of course, this is what we anticipate to see in this report, based on
our information and as far as we know. If this sentence is included in this report ‐‐ as we
think it will ‐‐ it is going to be a very effective and important statement.
Our political situation today is also better than it was a year ago. China and
Russia are now somewhat involved and have said that they are against referring Iranʹs
case to the UN Security Council. Countries such as South Africa have also gotten
involved. The nonaligned countries are now more involved than they were before. They
acted better in the last meeting [of the IAEA Board of Governors] than they had in the
past. We hope they act even better in the upcoming meeting [of the IAEA Board of
Governors]. Therefore, we think that although we have been alone until now and had
many countries confronting us, or at least the powerful Western countries were against
us, and also in spite of all the pressures from the United States and Israel, we have
achieved some good successes.
I should be very open here. If not for the American and Israeli pressures, our
issues would have been solved months ago. You know, we even could have reached an
accord with the Europeans about the fuel cycle based on a certain formula. At least we
could have reached an agreement with Germany and France, but the United States and

England interfered and did not allow the agreement to go through. They told the
Germans and the French that Iranʹs proposal is dangerous, and we could not reach an
agreement. If not for the American pressure, we would have finalized that agreement.
Nevertheless, in spite of the pressure from the United States, the games by the Zionists,
and the Zionist political, economic, and propaganda influences in the Western countries,
relatively speaking the Islamic Republic of Iran and the ruling system have proved their
effectiveness in this case. We hope for continued success so that we will be able to solve
this problem in a satisfactory and suitable manner.
His Excellency Mr Khatami (President):
[Khatami] Thank you very much. Thank you for your troubles; we benefited
[from your speech]. May God give you strength ‐‐ God willing. Although Rohani is not
in need of our appreciation, but we congratulate him nevertheless. He indeed has done
all this with strength and dignity, through hard work and by being alert. Truly, you
have performed a very great service.
Rohaniʹs answers to other questions by the members of the Supreme Cultural
Revolution Council (SCRC):
1. The issues that one of our friends raised here, that it is possible for other
matters also to be brought up in the context of nuclear negotiations, yes, this cannot be
ruled out. You know now that in the discussion about chemicals, the Americans and the
British have recently accused Iran of a thing or two. We are getting ready for the
inspectors to come and inspect. However, no other issue is as complex as the nuclear
issue. I mean, let us assume that a country has chemical weapons. That would not create
all that much sensitivity. But atomic weapons have a special standing. The sensitivity
over the nuclear issue is much greater than the concern about chemicals or other issues.
Besides, they are also concerned about our missiles. If one day they take us to the UN
Security Council, one of the issues that they would raise would be the missiles.

As for the suggestion that the Europeans have animosity toward Muslims, well,
the governments of China and Russia are not friends with Muslims either. When it
comes to this, they are all alike. As the imam [Khomeyni] said: One is worse than the
other. There is no doubt that they do not want us to have advanced technology. It is very
clear that they are against us. Nevertheless, under these circumstances, while the United
States, Europe and Russia all pursue the same objective, there is competition between
them, as well.
During a year of negotiations with England, Germany, and France, we came to
better understand what intense competition exists even between these three countries.
For instance, a while ago, I wanted to visit France. The UK and Germany said: If he
wants to come to Europe, he must also visit Germany and the UK. As a result, the visit
was postponed for several months. What I want to say is that they even compete over
these insignificant matters, and we can use that competition to our advantage. Of course,
it is not easy to create a gap between them.
As for the question that the nuclear issue is just an excuse, this is 100% true with
regard to the United States. The United States wants to use the nuclear issue to advance
its objectives. This is the best excuse for the United States to justify the public opinion
and win the support of other countries for its own purposes. The United States intends
to use the nuclear issue as a pretext to take us to the UN Security Council and achieve its
other objectives. Under the present conditions, however, if we reach an accord with the
Europeans on the nuclear issue, they will not be able to take us to the UN Security
Council. This, of course, is because of their own interests, the situation in the region, and
other concerns. Therefore, we can make use of this opportunity. The United States and
Europe think alike in many areas, but at the same time, they have differences over some
other things.
As for the possibility that they might confront us in the future over the issue of
advanced technology, refuse to cooperate with us in this area, and refuse to give us the

fuel they have promised us, all these things are possible. It is for this reason that
ElBaradei was suggesting that if we were to have a great accord with the Europeans, we
should take that agreement to the UN Security Council and have it approved there in
order to make sure that they are committed to the agreement ‐‐ so that they would not
be able to violate the agreement in the future. The same possibilities exist when we get
the fuel from Russia. All the parts that the Europeans are giving us, if tomorrow they
decide not to give us those parts, our facilities would face problems. All of the primary
materials that we import from Europe, China, and Russia for our factories, they may one
day decide not to give them to us. Anyway, all these things are possible. But the
question is this: What is the best way that we have available to us under these
conditions?
Of course, it certainly would be a mistake for us to rely entirely on the three
European countries. It would be a mistake to think that our problems will only be solved
through Europe. We believe that we should talk with Europe and get help from others,
as well. No one can guarantee that in the end we would be 100% successful, but at least
we might operate in a better environment and be able to solve the problems in a less
costly fashion.
In any case, the atmosphere inside the country is also important. It is important
to get ourselves ready. The atmosphere outside of our country is important, as well. For
example, if we could find a country that would be ready to veto a possible resolution in
the future, it would be very important ‐‐ under the possible conditions in the future. One
of the members had asked if any country would be ready to use its veto to support us.
All these things are subject to arrangements; there is a deal to be made regarding every
issue. I mean to say, China would ask: If I use my veto, this would undermine my
relations with the United States, so what benefits would I gain in exchange? They must
see what they would gain politically and economically if they use their veto power or
what would happen if they do not.

China and Russia can use their veto power. I think China has never used its veto
power; it has never vetoed a UN Security Council resolution before. The Russians might
have vetoed resolutions on one or two previous occasions. The country that has used its
right to veto UN Security Council resolutions on numerous occasions is the United
States. Therefore, they can use their veto power. But when they decide to do so in the
face of the United States, there is a price to be paid. They calculate to see if it is in their
best interest to do so. One of our political efforts is to try to elevate our relations with
these countries to an appropriate level. Of course, this is a very difficult and complex
problem. China, for instance, has hundreds of billions of dollars worth of trade with the
West, with Europe, and is not ready to jeopardize all that for our sake. If the United
States and Europe stand together, then the situation would become particularly difficult.
When the United States wants to take us to the UN Security Council, but Europe is
against it, these countries can stand with Europe. However, if the United States and
Europe join hands, then it would be unlikely for China or Russia to confront them.
Overall, it is clear that Europe is not our friend and that it does not have a good
relationship with Islam. Nevertheless, because of Iranʹs strategic position, Europe does
not want to lose Iran. Under the present conditions, Iran is the only breathing space that
Europe has in this region. It is for this reason that they do not want to lose this space. We
think that in some instances they have cooperated with us and have not done so in other
cases. There are also some differences between the United States and Europe, although
when it comes to the nuclear issue, they generally agree and follow the same objective.
2. As for the question of what we can do now that they all disagree with our
having the fuel cycle, I submit to you that we require an opportunity, time to be able to
act on our capability in this area. That is, if one day we are able to complete the fuel
cycle and the world sees that it has no choice, that we do possess the technology, then
the situation will be different. The world did not want Pakistan to have an atomic bomb
or Brazil to have the fuel cycle, but Pakistan built its bomb and Brazil has its fuel cycle,
and the world started to work with them. Our problem is that we have not achieved

either one, but we are standing at the threshold. As for building the atomic bomb, we
never wanted to move in that direction and we have not yet completely developed our
fuel cycle capability. This also happens to be our main problem.
3. One of the members indicated here that all this should have been done in
secret. This was the intention; this never was supposed to be in the open. But in any
case, the spies exposed it. We did not want to declare all this. Some of you say that if we
had said from the start that we wanted to have the fuel cycle, the situation would have
been easier. Yes, if we had decided to declare our intention at the beginning, if we had
told the IAEA that we intended to build a UCF plant at the same time that we started
construction at Esfahan, if we had announced our facilities at Natanz from the start, we
would not have any problems now, or our problems would have been far less than they
are today. In fact, this is the very reason that our case has become so complicated. They
ask: If you truly were after fuel cycle, why did you do it secretly?! This is the root of all
problems. If we had done it openly, the problem would have been far simpler. In the
beginning, we decided not to go public for a number of reasons. For example, pressure
from the West to deny us primary materials, and reasons like that. We wanted to keep it
secret for a while. Of course, we all knew at that some point this would become public
knowledge. I do not want to get into the history of this issue at this time.
4. Some have pointed to a number of difficulties. In any case, there have been a
number of problems, and today we are facing these conditions. The West is against us
having the fuel cycle, and this happens to be our main problem. If the Russians had
agreed that we should have the fuel cycle, our job would have been much easier. Even if
China or Japan had agreed, we would have had an easier time. All these countries are
against this. The powerful countries are all against this, and the United States and Israel
also provoke them. Europe is against this, too, so it is not easy for us to carry on with our
activities. If we can reach a political agreement to work with the world and activate our
fuel cycle, that would be very desirable. We think there is a chance we would be
successful in this undertaking. If we can, it would be a great, artful deed for the Islamic

Republic of Iran. If we fail to reach our objective, that is, if the situation develops into a
confrontation instead of cooperation, then the country must decide whether it wants to
activate the fuel cycle ‐‐ even if we go to the UN Security Council and they place
sanctions against us ‐‐ or it wants to continue the suspension.
I think we should not be in a great rush to deal with this issue. We should be
patient and find the most suitable time to do away with the suspension. If we decide to
start enrichment in the face of opposition by the West, we must find the best time and
the most favorable conditions, and if we decide to work with the West, we must utilize
all our capabilities and everything that is in our power to achieve our objectives. We
should not rush into this. We must move very carefully, in a very calculated manner.
5. As for the question about why we have opened the doors, I must submit to
you we had no other choice. First, according to the agreement, in some cases we were
forced, that is, we, ourselves, to invite ElBaradei to come and visit Natanz. Of course, we
did not know precisely how accurate their sampling would be or how contaminated our
centers truly were. Not only I or our politicians did not know, but even our technical
people were not fully informed that our imported machines were contaminated. When
the IAEA inspectors came to take their samples, we were happy. We thought that these
inspections would show that our activities had been within the framework of the NPT.
When they took samples at Natanz and found out during the testing that there was a
high level of contamination, we knew nothing about the source of that contamination.
Our experts did not know that the pieces that we had bought from the outside had been
contaminated, either. We did not even know from a technical point of view how such
contamination was transferred or spread. We did not even know how such
contamination is discovered at the lab with such precision. Our instruments are very
old, while they use very modern labs. The IAEA uses labs in Europe, the United States,
and Russia. Therefore, we were amazed by their remarks and conclusions. When they
told us that there is 80% contamination, we were taken aback.

Now, as for your question about why many of these issues became evident as a
result of these inspections, the situation is not as it appears on the pages of our
newspapers. What the IAEA knows today is not much different from what it knew
before. We had kept some things secret and thought nobody knew about them.
Nevertheless, the same things that we had kept hidden unfortunately had appeared in
the form of masters and PhD dissertations or published scientific papers. The IAEA also
had learned some things through China and Russia.
6. Some have asked about the middlemen or dealers. We never, anywhere, have
mentioned the name Pakistan. We said we had made purchases from a dealer. We even
told them that out primary dealer was a European. They asked us: Who is this Taher
who has dealt and traded with you, he is the citizen of which country? We said his face
resembled those who come from the [Indian] subcontinent. It was the IAEA itself that
mentioned the name Pakistan. Of course, you know that Libya has exposed everything;
but we have never said anything, we only said that we made purchases from a dealer.
These are the things that others have exposed, and now the situation is as we see it
today. Therefore, these are not important matters that they have uncovered through
inspections. We cannot say that they came here and discovered these things through
inspections, and if they had not come here, these things would not be discovered.
Meanwhile, we had no other choice, either. We are a member of the IAEA and a member
of the NPT (of course, the former Majles ratified those treaties). We did so to reduce the
political and propaganda pressure ‐‐ and other forms of pressure ‐‐ against us. It is for
the same reason that we have accepted the Chemical Convention (according to which
they can come here and inspect any site they want with 12‐hoursʹ notice). We have
accepted and joined this convention in the Islamic Republic of Iran. In fact, between bad
and worse, we chose bad and had no other choice. If we had not signed the Chemical
Convention, we would be deprived of many of the primary chemical materials that we
have in this country today. That being the case, our chemical industry would face many
problems. When we sign these treaties, we should endure these inspections. In any case,

it is the system that decides on these issues. The decision about the chemical issue was
made by the system of Islamic Republic. That is to say, the issue was approved in the
Supreme National Security Council, voted on in the Majles, and ratified by the Guardian
Council. Therefore, for a variety of reasons, we had no other way available to us, and if
we had not accepted these inspections, we would have had to face the consequences.
7. Things were said about the public opinion and matters of prestige, and these
are all completely right. These issues are raised more than they should be, in part
because of partisan and factional motives and interests and in part because of some
other reasons. It seems that we have nothing else to do but to be preoccupied with the
nuclear issue all day and all night. This in fact is one of our concerns at the secretariat
and other decisionmaking centers of the country. It really has taken much of our time.
This issue has become larger than it should in the public opinion. In the beginning,
when the issue of the Additional Protocol came along, some thought that accepting that
protocol would amount to treason. Others believed that the Majles must approve it with
triple urgency. There were differences of opinion between the factions, and this made
the differences between factions even wider. Last year, the discussions about us going to
the UN Security Council had a great impact on our economy, and these influences
persist. When the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) issues a strongly worded
resolution against us, the value of the shares on our stock market goes down. Therefore,
this issue affects the economy, public opinion, and, unfortunately, our security. We must
cool down and lower the intensity of our propaganda. As you said, the public is very
sensitive about this issue. Whatever we do, we must have the support of the public. This
point is well made, and it is a problem. If the countryʹs political decisions conflict with
the public opinion, we definitely would have problems. It is this people who want to
support us under any conditions, so the people must be aware of what is going on from
the start.
About the UN Security Council and sanctions, in spite of everything, there is a
chance that we ill go to the UN Security Council; we still cannot rule this out. We have

worked on this issue for months, and parts of the government, including the
governmentʹs economic headquarters, are involved with this issue. We have held
numerous meetings at the secretariat to plan for the conditions that we would face if we
go to the UN Security Council and are forced to face sanctions. We had the Supreme
National Security Council approve some of these plans. The government also has plans
in place to deal with the economic sanctions that UN Security Council could possibly
impose, should we be taken before it. Therefore, we have prepared ourselves. One
reason that we wanted to postpone going to the UN Security Council was to get ready
and prepare ourselves.
8. As for the issue of sanctions, this is not an easy issue. Of course, we have
announced the 15 sections of our policy, a policy sanctioned by the Supreme National
Security Council, to the government. Unfortunately, some of those things are not being
carried out. Because of our economic problems, the government cannot act within the
framework that we have sanctioned. Therefore, this problem exists. At the same time,
we cannot change the peopleʹs lives and the entire economy in six months.
With regard to Natanz and how it was discovered, there were a number of
things. The monafeqin also played a role here. They collected information through
different channels. First, they had comings and goings in the area of Natanz and found
out that something was going on there. They even got close to this area (the same area
where Dr... [as published] pointed out that they wanted to build a silo to store wheat).
They went there, taken pictures, and collected information. They also obtained
information from some individuals via the telephone. Thus, unfortunately, information
was exposed. In addition, one or two employees at the [Iranian] Atomic Energy Agency
were spies for other countries. That is to say, they had taken pictures at the digging site
and during the subsequent stages of construction. They [the West] collected information
thorough various channels, including by satellite, and one of those channels was the
monafeqin.

As for ElBaradei and what kind of person he is, he is like all other political
individuals. He is the director general of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) and intends to keep that position. This is a primary objective for him. To remain
director general, he must have at least the support of the United States and Europe. He
certainly must have the support of at least one of them. Therefore, since the United
States and Europe both are against our program, he cannot or does not want to
cooperate with us all that much and tries to avoid working with us. In certain cases,
where Europe works with us while the United States does not, ElBaradei, too,
cooperates with us. This is in part because the Europeans support ElBaradei and want
him to remain director general of the IAEA and the Americans are against it. In any case,
he is like all the other politicians in the world. I do not think that he has any particular
animosity toward us because he is an Arab. At the same time, when he helps us or does
certain things, he does so to protect his own interests and the interests of his
organization.
In certain cases, where we thought we had convinced him, he ended up rejecting
our positions. Some of his reasoning is also correct. Now, many nations are represented
in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). One of ElBaradeiʹs deputies is from
Sweden, another one is French, and yet another is English. His deputy for legal affairs is
American. That is to say, the people who surround ElBaradei come from different
countries and represent different powers. Obviously, his American deputy passes
information to the Americans and his British deputy to the British. For instance, in
certain cases, we propose things to ElBaradei and ask him to do certain things, but he
responds negatively and says: I cannot do anything because my team is still not quite
convinced.
9. One question was asked about ElBaradeiʹs own views and how influential they
are. I must say that, of course, his views carry weight in some areas. But generally
speaking, it is the headquartersʹ view that guides the IAEA. They hold discussions there
and sometimes ask questions from us, research the issue, and drive at conclusions.

Therefore, this person is like any other person there. As a member, he can have some
influence.
10. You asked about doing away with the sanctions. I will tell you that this is one
of our proposals in our negotiations with the Europeans, that all these sanctions must be
gradually removed. As the first step, the Europeans say that the sanctions against you
concerns three kinds of commodities: 1. goods that are extraordinarily sensitive, 2. goods
that are sensitive, and 3. goods that are not particularly sensitive. About the last
category, not the very sensitive goods, they say that they can move gradually to lift the
sanctions against this kind of goods. As for the second category, sensitive goods, they
say that they need time. They need time because they have passed laws regarding those
matters and must go to the parliaments for new legislation to overturn those laws.
About the first category, the very sensitive goods, they say that they cannot promise
anything and cannot reach an agreement about them with us at this time. Of course,
they speak in general terms. Parts of what they say might be correct, and parts might
not. They say if we reach a complete agreement at the end of these nuclear negotiations,
this could serve as a basis for strategic relations between Iran and Europe. They do not
mention this at the lower levels, but in a meeting that I had with the three ministers in
Europe, the ministers openly talked about it. They said that ultimately they want
strategic relations with Iran. They also state their reasons for saying so. Of course, this
depends on our ability to move forward and reach an accord [with the Europeans]. As
far as we are concerned, we are not sure about any of the promises that the Europeans
are making, unless we ultimately reach a final agreement and see in practice whether
they remain true to what they say. We do not have any trust in them. Unfortunately,
they do not trust us, either. They think we are out to dupe them, and we think in the
same way, that they want to trick and cheat us. Therefore, we should build trust, step by
step and in practice.
This is a very, very complex and difficult effort. Personally, I am not very
optimistic, but I am not without hope, either. In fact, I cannot even say that I am

pessimistic and think that there is no way and that we are at an impasse. We must go
forward. We may not achieve everything that we want 100%, and what the Europeans
want may not come true, either. In the end, we ‐‐ the Europeans and us ‐‐ might
compromise, accept something less that 100%, and reach an accord.
Well, apparently, the call to prayer [Azan] has been made. We must get ready to
say our prayers and break our fast [iftar].
Peace and Godʹs blessing upon you.
[Description of Source: Tehran Rahbord in Persian ‐‐ Quarterly journal of the
Center for Strategic Research, subordinate to the Office of the President; edited by
reformist Musavi‐Khoʹiniha]
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° |úé·ì |úéý}Ö |êýè¬ |òýíø |ú ô ~ñ}º ¬|úãð |¶¬ ¯è ~ññÞ |úéí¤ |Ý ±Î |ú |úÞ ~ð¬õ |îí¿ì |ïü
Ý ±Î ü |ëô |ó ±ü |úÞ ¬õ |§±Çì ßü±ì °¬ |îø |¥ |òü Èü ±º |ó °¬ .~ð~ý»Þ |òýü |ÿ° ~Ûì
|û¬ì |òíù °¬ ° ¬õ¨_çìÞ ßü±ì ¯è .¬õº |úéí¤ |Ý ±Î |ú |úÞ ~º |òü ± |îýí¿{ |üùð °¬ |þèô
²Ò |Ý ±Î |ú |úéí¤ ~ñ×¶ ±¨ ²ô° °¬ ô ¬õ |û~º ±øÊ |êìÞ |þâ¬ì  |ûì ~ñ×¶ °¬ ô ¬±Þ|þì
.~º
|¥ |ô |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú |»ùü¬° ô |òü¬°ô±Ö |ûì °¬ |ó ±ü |¥ |ÿ ~¾ô±¶ ¬õ¨ |ú ¬õ¨
ô ~º ¬õù»ì |Ý ±Î °¬ ßü±ì |ÿ²ô±ý |úÞ ¬ ¬±¨ ² ì .~º ±}íÞ ¬õ ð |ú |þ»Þ±ß»è ô |Ý ±Î
|Ý ±Î °¬ ²ô±ì |úÞ |þ}ìôÛì |îø ²õñø ô ~ññÞ |Ù±¿{ ° |Ý ±Î ~ñ}·ð õ{ |óº¬õ¨ |§çÇ¾ |ú
~ð¬}Ö ±ßÖ |òü |ú ¬õ |ú}Ö±ãð |êßº |¶ |þüßü±ì |ó ²±¶ |ÿô° _çÏÖ |úÞ |þüø°»Ö ô |¶
{ |¶ |þ¶ñì |úñýì² ô ~ññÞ |§±Çì |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº °¬ ° |ó ±ü |úé·ì { |¶ |¶ñì |Èü ±º |úÞ
|þ¤ ±Æ |ó ±ü |úýéÎ |þìËð |ýéíÎ |þ}¤ ü ô |îü±¥{ |½ |úèð¬ |ú ô ¬ô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô±
.¬±ýã |êßº |ó ±ü |úýéÎ |ÿ¬¿}Ú ô |þ¶ý¶ |ÿø°»Ö |êÚ ~¤ ü ô ¬õº
°¬ |þí¶° °õÆ |ú 1382 |ë¶ ¬ ¬±¨ °¬ ° |òýèô |ÿ ± |ó ±ü |ÿ |ú}·ø |û~ðô± êýè¬ |òýíø |ú
|êÞ ±ü~ì |½° ³â ~»ð °¬¾ |ÿ |úìñÏÇÚ |ú·é |ó °¬ |ú}è .~º |§±Çì |¸ð ´ |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº
|þõ¨ |ÿ~ñ|Ðí |úÞ ¬±Þ |ú ° ° |ÿ~ñ|Ðí |àü |¹ç |¸ý° úýðý |ó õñÎ |ú ô ~º |§±Çì
|òßíì |ÿ |úÆõ{ |àü |úÞ ~ì ¬õô |ú |ÿ±Ç¨ |¹·¤ |àü °õ»Þ °¬ |úÞ ¬õ |óì² |ó ² .¬õð
.îüõº |ú õì |þ{çß»ì  ô ~º |û~º |þ¤ ±Æ |ó ±ü |úýéÎ |¶
±ý×¶ |þñÏü .¬õ |þí{ |ÿ´±ð |óì²¶ |û~ùÎ ± |þñÖ ô |þ¶ý¶ |ÿø°Þ _{~íÎ |óì² |ó {
|òýýÏ{ |þí{ |ÿ´±ð |óì²¶ |Ù±Æ ² ¸ð ´ |ú |Éõ±ì |¼© °¬ |òüô °¬ |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí
|îø ô |þ¶ý¶ °Þ |îø |óì²¶ |òü ±ñ .~ü¬±â|þì |õ¿ñì °õùí |¸ý° |üõ¿{  ô ~º|þì
|àíÞ |ÐÇÛì |ó °¬ |ê·ì ² |þÃÏ °¬ |îø |ú°¨ |° ²ô |ú}è .º ¬ |û~ùÎ ± ° |þñÖ °Þ
|þ¶°± ô |¥ ¬°õì |ÿ±{æ |¦Ç¶ °¬ |ê·ì |òü |úÞ ¬° ¬ |°ô±Â ~º |¹·¤ ì .¬±Þ|þì
|þ{ì ~Ú |ú |úÞ ~º |§±Çì ° |òýèô |ÿ ± |þéì |ýñì |þèÎ|ÿ °õº °¬ |ÑõÂõì ¯è ô ¬±ýâ ° ±Ú
±ì}¶ |ûì |¹ç |úÞ |ÿ~Ï |¹ç |ú { ~º ° ³â± |þ{·é |úñýì² |òü °¬ .¬õº |ïð ~ü
|° ²ô ô |þí{ |ÿ´±ð |óì²¶ |òý |ÿ~ü~º ±Ëð |Ùç}¨ .îü~º |àü¬³ð ¬õ (82 |ë¶ °õü±ùº)
ô |·ýð |þíùì |úé·ì ó ±ü |ÿ |ú}·ø |û~ðô± :×â|þì |þí{ |ÿ´±ð |óì²¶ .~ì |¼ý |ú°¨
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|úÞ ~º |§±Çì °õ»Þ |¦Ç¶ °¬ |¥ |òü |úÞ ¬õ ñü ô ¬õ ¬õù»ì _çìÞ ø±Ëð |Ùç}¨ |òü
°¬ |ÿ¬ü² |ÿ ~¾ô±¶ ~º |ó{¬ü ±â .¬±ýâ |°õ¾ ~ü|þì ~Ú |ú |þÚ¥è |êß{ô± |ú |Ð °
.°ô±Â ü ô |¶ |ðý¨ |êß{ô± |½±ü¯ ï±ü¯ð ü |ï±ü¯ ° |êß{ô± ü |úÞ ~º |Ñô±º °õ»Þ
|û¬ì ±ì}¶ |ûì |ÿ ± |úÞ |þº° ³â °¬(¸ð ´ |êÞ ±ü~ì) |þÎ¬ ±è |ÿÚ |úÞ ¬õ |òü |îø |ó |êýè¬
|û~ðô± |ú |Ð ° |òì |úÞ ¬õ ¬±Þ |û°º |ú}ßð |òü |ú |¤ ±¾ |ú ¬õ |û~º ±»}ñì ô ¬õ ¬±Þ
|þ}¶ ° |úÞ |î}·ýð °¬Ú ~ñÞ ± ° |ó ô ¬±ü¯ ° |þÚ¥è |êß{ô± |ó ±ü |úßñü |óô~ |ó ±ü |ÿ |ú}·ø
±ü¯|óßì |þüì² |þ}¶ ° |òì |ÿ ± ô |îø¬ |ïð ° Verification |îð õ{|þíð |òì |þñÏü |îñÞ |þüì²
.·ýð
|óô~) |Ñí  |ó ±ü |úýéÎ |þñ¥éè |ÿ~ü~º °ý· |úìñÏÇÚ |àü ±ì}¶ |ûì |¹ç °¬
|ÿ |úðõâ |ú |úìñÏÇÚ .îü¬õ |ï^ß¤ |ÿ °õº õÃÎ ì ÐÇÛì |ó °¬ |ú}è .~º |üõ¿{ (ÿ±ýâ|ÿ °
|úÞ ¬õ |òºô° _çìÞ .¬õ |û¬± |êéì |óì²¶ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |°¬ |» |ú ° ì |úÞ ¬õ |û~º °¬¾
|ú ° ì úìñÏÇÚ |òü |Ý±Æ ² { |¶ |û~º |ïð |û¬± |» °¬ |ÿ |û~º |·¤ |ÿ³ü°|úìð± |àü
|ú Èü ±º |òü °¬ |úÞ ~º |§±Çì °õ»Þ °¬ ~ü~ |¥ |àü |Èü ±º |òü °¬ .~ð± |ýñì |ÿ °õº
|îø |Å±Ö |àü ô |Ö° |îýø õ¨ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |úÞ ¬õ |òü |Å±Ö |àü !¬ ¬ |ïð ~ü |ÿ°Þ
ô |þñÖ |Í¥è ² |úé·ì |úÞ |ÐÇÛì |ó °¬ .¶ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |êÚ |ÿ |úðõâ |ú |úé·ì |úÞ ¬õ |òü
|û~º |êýß»{ |ÿ |ú}ýíÞ |þéì |ýñì |þèÎ|ÿ °õº |úð¨±ý¬ °¬ |óì² |ó °¬) ~º |þ¶°± |þÚõÛ¤
|°õ¾ |úñýì² |òü °¬ |þé¿×ì |ÿù¥ ô ~ð¬±Þ|þì |Þ±º |úÆõ±ì |ÿ °²ô |ú}ýíÞ |ó °¬ ô ¬õ
|òü |ÜÆ |¸ð ´  |êìÞ |ÿ°ßíø |þ}¤ ±â |úÞ ¬õ |òü ù¥ |òü |úýèô |ÿ|úý}ð (Ö±â|þì
~ü |òü ±ñ .Ö° |îýø õ¨ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú (1382 °®) ±ì õð °¬ |îø ² îýø¬ |ïð |úìñÏÇÚ
|îø |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ô |îýñÞ |ÿ°ßíø |¸ð ´  |úÞ |îü¬õ|þì |ÿ±ãü¬ °Þô²¶ |àü ±ßÖ |ú
|òü |¥ |úßé Ö° |îýø õ©ð |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |ûâ|¢ýø ¬õº |òýíÃ{ |úÞ ¬õð |òü |¥ .îüô±ð
|ÿ °õº |ÿ ± ° |ï²æ |ÿùýâ¬ì |îø °õ»Þ ô ¬õ °ô±Ò |ô °¬ ßü±ì |úÞ |ÐÇÛì |ó °¬ |úÞ ¬õ
|û¬±ßð |ú±{ ° ùø ° |ïí{ ²õñø ì |úßñü |òíÂ .¬ô±ð |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô± º ~ð |ýñì
°¬ |ÑõÂõì |òü ±ñ .úð ü ¬±Þ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ÿùø ° ² ° |úé·ì |ó õ{|þì ü |úÞ |îü¬õ
.Ö±â ° ±Ú |þ¶°± ¬°õì |Øé}©ì |§õÇ¶ °¬ ¬~Ï}ì |·é
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|°õ¾ |û¬° °ù °¬ |ÿ |ú}·ø |¥ °¬ ì |ÿ±ýâ|îýí¿{ °Þô²¶ îø ±Â¤ |ë¤ °¬
|ú°¨ |° ²ô |ó ±ü~ì ² |þßü ° |ó |¶ü° |úÞ |¶ |þ¶ñº°Þ |¥ |û¬° |àü .¬±ýâ|þì
|ïð ±{æ |û¬° °¬ |îø |þ¶ñº°Þ |¥ .~ð° ¬ |Þ±º |úÆõ±ì |ÿùðâ° |ïí{ ô ¬° ¬ |û~ùÎ±
ïõ¶ |û¬° .¬õº|þì |êýß»{ |þéì |ýñì |þèÎ|ÿ °õº |úð¨±ý¬ °¬ |ó |·é |úÞ ¬õº|þì
ï°ù |û¬° ô ¬õº|þì |êýß»{ |þèÎ|ÿ °õº |úð¨±ý¬ °¬ |îø |ó |úÞ |¶ °²ô |¦Ç¶ °¬ |ÿ |ú}ýíÞ
.¬õº|þì ®©{ |û¬° |ó °¬ |þ¶¶ ô |óçÞ |íýí¿{ |úÞ |¶ |ïËð |ó ±¶ |¦Ç¶ °¬
±üõ¿{ |úÞ |îý×Êõì ±ì}¶ |úìñÏÇÚ |ÜÆ ì |úÞ ~º |§±Çì |¥ |òü |ïËð |ó ±¶ |ú·é °¬
|úÞ ¬õ |òü |þé¾ |¥ @îýñÞ |ÿ|ú ° |¸ð ´ |ú |ú}º¯â |ÿùè¶ |ëõÆ °¬ ° |ÿ |ú}·ø |úìð± |êìÞ
¬õ¨ |îü¬±Þ|þì |ú ° ° |êìÞ ±üõ¿{ ±â úð ü ~ñÞ |ê¤ ° |êß»ì ~ð õ{|þì |êìÞ ±üõ¿{ |ÿ|ú ° ü
² |Øé©{ |þñÏì |ú |úÞ |îü¬±Þ|þíð |ú ° ±â .¬± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì ¬õ |òßíì ±üõ¿{ |ó
|¥ |òü ±ñ .îý}Ö°|þì |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |îü |û¬±ßð ± ° |úìñÏÇÚ |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú ô ¬õ |úìñÏÇÚ
.Ö° ~ø õ¨ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì |û~ðô± ô ~ñÞ|þíð |Ý±Ö îýñÞ |©}ð ° |þø ° ±ø |úÞ ¬õ |òü
|Ñô±º ° |ÿ°ßíø |úñýì² |òü °¬ ùýüô°  ü |úÞ ~º |¥ |þ¶ñº°Þ |·é °¬ |êýè¬ |òü |ú
|ÿ±ý÷{ ô°  |ÿ°ßíø |úÞ ~ð¬õ ~Û}Ïì |þ¨± ·ýð ü |¶ ±÷|öõì |ÿ°ßíø |òü ü ô |úð ü |îýñÞ
ô° ¯è ¬± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì |¶ |îí¿ì ßü±ì |óõ ô |·ýð |êÛ}·ì ô° |óõ ¬° ~ð
.~º ±÷|öõì ~ð õ{|þì ô°  |ÿ°ßíø |úÞ ~ð¬õ ~Û}Ïì |îø |þ¨± .~ø¬ |ïð |ÿ°Þ ~ð õ{|þíð
.~º |§±Çì |ïËð |ó ±¶ |ú·é °¬ |¤ì |òü |úíø
|ÿ ± 1382 |ó}·{ °¬ |ÿ |úìð |þüô° °õ»Þ |ú¶ |úÞ ~ýº |ú}º ¬ |úõ{ |îø |ú}ßð |òü |ú
.~ð¬õ |û¬±Þ ¬ùñ»ý ° |þ¤±Æ |ó ±ü |ÿ |ú}·ø |ê·ì |ú |·ð |úÞ ~ð¬õ |û¬}¶±Ö |ó ±ü |èô¬
°ñÞ ° |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ~ü íº |úÞ ~ð¬õ |ú}ºõð |úéí|òì ¬õ |þ×é}©ì |èÇì |úìð |ó °¬ |ú}è
|ú}ºõð |îø ùð .¬õ |û¬}¶±Ö |ó ±ü |èô¬ |ÿ ± |îø |úý¶ô° |èô¬ ° |úìð |òýíø |ú»ì .~ü° ¯ã
±ü²ô |ú¶ ì ü |úÞ ~º |§±Çì |¥ |òü ¯è .¬° ¯ã °ñÞ ° |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ~ü |ó ±ü |úÞ ~ð¬õ
~ñ}×â|þì ùýÃÏ ¬õ |§±Çì ±Ëñì ô¬ ² ±Ëð |Ùç}¨ úð ü |îýñÞ |õÎ¬ |ó ±ù{ |ú ° |þüô°
|¼ý ² ° |ÿ°Þ ßü±ì ± ± °¬ ~ñð õ{|þíð ~ñø õ© |îø ±â ·ýð ±÷|öõì ô°  |¥ _¶¶
|ëæ~}¶ .¬ ¬ ~ñø õ©ð |ì |ª¶ îýñÞ |õÎ¬ |ó ±ù{ |ú ° ùð ±â ~ñ}×â|þì |îø ùýÃÏ .~ð±
|þüô° ±ýÒ °õ»Þ |àü |ú |Ý×{ |ú |þüô° |îùì ±ü²ô |ú¶ |ë¤ |ú { |ûâ|¢ýø |úÞ ¬õ |òü |îø ùð



~Û}Ïì |îø ì |ú°¨°õì |° ²ô .·ýð |þð~º °Þ |òü _çíÎ ô ~ð |û¬±ßð ±×¶ |þÎõÂõì |ÿ ±
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ó ±ù{ |ú |îýñÞ |õÎ¬ ° ±ü²ô |ú¶ ±â |þñÏü .·ýð |þð~º ×ü±»{ |Í¥è ² °Þ |òü |úÞ ¬õ
±â ô |îýñÞ |õÎ¬ ° ùð |úÞ ~º |ú}Ö±â |îýí¿{ |ú·é |ó °¬ |ë¤ ±ø |ú ì .~ì ~ñø õ©ð

 
TqÞå
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|úÞ |úé·ì |òü  ¬õ |óì² |îø |¥ |òü .¬õº |êýß»{ |þüô° °õ»Þ |àü °¬ |ú·é ~ñ}Ö±ü¯ð
°¬ .~ññÞ |ýèÏÖ ô ±Ëð ±ü² ùðâ° |úíø ô ¬õº ° ¯â ô ¬±Ö |àü |ú |ÿ |ú}·ø |û~ðô± |ýèõ·ì
.îº |û~ðô± |òü |ëõ·ì |û~ñ |úÞ |Ö±â ° ±Ú |òü ± ÃÎ |úíø ±Ëð |ó ±¶ |ú·é
|úðõã ì |úÞ ¬õ |Ù~ø |òü |ÿ ± |ÐÇÛì |ó°¬ |îü¬±Þ |õÎ¬ ° ±ü²ô |ú¶ ì |úÞ |þðì² |ÐÚ ô °¬
.îüô±ð |îø |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ô |îýñÞ |ïçÎ ° |ú}º¯â |ÿù}ýèÏÖ |úíø ô |ÿ |ú}·ø |úìð± ±üõ¿{ |êÞ
~¿Ú |úÞ ~º|þì |òºô° |¸ð ´ |ÿ ± îýñßð |ïçÎ ° |ú}º¯â |ÿù}ýèÏÖ |îý}¶ õ¨|þì ±â
îü¬õ |û¬±ßð |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú ô |îü¬õ |û¬ ¬ |ïð |úÞ |þüù}ýèÏÖ ±Þ |óõ @îü° ~ð |ÿ°ßíø
|òý °õ»Þ _çì .¬õ |û~º |û¬ ¬ |ÑçÆ |¸ð ´ |ú ~ð¬õ ì  |úéìÏì |Ù±Æ |úÞ |þüø°õ»Þ |È¶õ{
ô |îü¬±Þ|þì |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú |·ü|þì |óì¬ |ÜÆ ô |îý}º ¬ _çÚ °õ»Þ |ó  |þüù¤±Æ ì |úÞ
¬° õì |úíø |úÞ ~ñ}×â ì |ú ùð ô ¬õ |û~º |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú ùýñý ¬õ¨ |È¶õ{ |îü¬õ |û¬±ßð |ïçÎ
îø ùð îü¬õ |û~ü±¨ ù¶ô° ² |úÞ |þ{ ³ýù{ ² |þ¨± |òýñ¡íø .~ð |û¬ ¬ |ÑçÆ |¸ð ´ |ú °
°¬ |úÞ |þ×©ì |»üì² ² |þ¨± |úÞ ~º |ïõéÏì |þ}¤ .~ð¬õ |û¬ ¬ |ÑçÆ |¸ð ´ |ú ° ¬° õì |úíø
|ïð |ó ±ù{ °¬ |¼üì² |àü ì _çì .¶ ±¨  ùð ² |¸ð ´ |îü¬õ |û¬ ¬ |ïð |êÚ |ÿùè¶
|ÿ |úè¶° ¬°õì |óíø °¬ ô |óüõ»ð ¬ ² |þßü ô ¬õ |ûã»ð ¬ ¬}¶ |û´ô± |ëõ·ì ô |îü¬õ |û¬ ¬
°ý}¨ °¬ |îø |ó ² |ú©·ð |àü _Ú×{ |úÞ ¬õ |û~º ±»}ñì |ú©·ð |òü~ñ °¬ |úè¶° |ó ô ¬õ |ú}ºõð °
¬±Þ |ú ° ° |úè¶° |òü ² |ú©·ð |àü |¸ð ´ ø~Ï ô |îü¬õð |ÐéÇì |úé·ì |òü ² ì |úÞ ¬õ |¸ð ´
±¨ |þ·Þ ~º|þì ±ßÖ |úÞ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ÑõÂõì °¬ _çì ü .~ü |û¬ ¬ |ïð ° |¼üì² |òü íº |×â ô
|àü °¬ ô |ú}ºõð |þíéÎ |úèÛì ó ¬°õì °¬ ¬õ |ú}º ¬ |Þ±º |û´ô± |ó °¬ |úÞ ~ý{¶ ² |þßü ¬° ~ð
±Þ |òü ±ñ .¬õ |¸ð ´ °ý}¨ °¬ |îø |ó ² |ú©·ð |àü ô ¬õ |û~º | |þééíè |òý |úéì
|·ð |þ}¤ .º ¬ ùð ² |þéìÞ |ÎçÆ ¶ ±¨|þ ùð ² |¸ð ´ ~º|þì ±ßÖ |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì
|ú ° ¬° õì ¬õ ° ±Ú |úÞ |þðì² ¬õ |êÚ |ë¶ 12 ô 10 ¬ô~¤ |ó |¼üì² |úÞ ¬° õì ² |þßü |ú
~ý·üõð|þì _í}¤ |îø ° |ÑõÂõì |óçÖ ^~æ ¬õ |ú}×â |¸ð ´ |òýèõ·ì² |þßü îýø¬ |ÑçÆ |¸ð ´
.îý}·ø |ÐéÇì |îø |ó ² ì ~üõã |¶ õ¨|þì |ÐÚ ô °¬
 ° |ÿ |ú}·ø |úìð± ±üõ¿{ |êÞ ±â |úÞ ¬õ |òü |þüô° ±ü²ô |ú¶  |òì |¥ |¹¶ |ÐÚ ô °¬
|ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì |úÞ ~ð° ¬ ° ±¾ ùýüßü±ì |úßñü |ú |úõ{  |îýñÞ |ú ° | °±Ûì |ú |úõ{
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|ú |Ñô±º ùð  ì ~ññÞ|þì |þâ¬}·ü |úÞ ~ñø¬ |ëõÚ ùð ±â |úÞ ¬±Þ ~ñø õ¨ |ú ùð ~ð±
.îýñÞ |©}ð ° |ÿ±ãü¬ ±ý·ì ~ü |úÞ ~ññÞ |þâ¬}·ü ~ñð õ}ð |îø ±â .îýñÞ |Þ°»ì ô |ÿ°ßíø
~ñ}×â ô ~ð¬±Þ |þâ¬ì |ïçÎ |ó ±ü |ú ±×¶ |ÿ ± ùð _æô |îü¬±Þ |õÎ¬ ° ±ü²ô |ú¶ |þ}Úô
|ó ±ü |ú |þí¶° ±ýÒ |°õ¾ |ú °õ»Þ |ú¶ |ú°¨ |° ²ô |ÿùéÞ ±ü~ì |úÞ |¶ |òü |ú |Éõñì
|ú¶ |ÿùéÞ ±ü~ì úð ü ¬° ¬ ¬õô |þø ° |îýñý { ~ñø¬ |ïð |þ¶ñº°Þ |û±Þ ¯ì |àü ô ~ññÞ ±×¶
|üùð °¬ ô ~ð¬±Þ |¥¾ |ð |òü ô |ú°¨ |° ²ô |ó¶ñº°Þ  ô ~ð~ì |ó ±ù{ |ú °õ»Þ
|ó ±ù{ |ï²Î ±ü²ô |ú¶ |úÞ |îø |þ{Ë¥è |òü±¨ °¬ |ú}è .~ññÞ ±×¶ |ó ±ù{ |ú |úÞ ~ñ}Ö±â |îýí¿{ °²ô
|ó ±ù{ |ú ùð |ë¤ ±ø |ú .îý}º ~ð |ÜÖ õ{ ¬õº |ÜÖ õ{ |·ü|þì |úÞ |þñ}ì |ú |·ð ²õñø ~ð¬õ
¬° õì ~ñ}·ð õ}ð ùð ô |Ö±â ° ±Ú |¥ ¬°õì |þ¶ñº°Þ |ú·é °¬ |îùì ¬° õì ²Ò °¬ .~ð~ì
|ð |òü ô °²ô |ú·é °¬ °ð |ú |Ùç}¨ ¬°õì |ê·ì |òü ±ñ .~ññÞ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ ° |Ùç}¨
|úì ¬ ±ùÊ² ~Ï 3 ¬ô~¤ { ô ~º ²Ò |¦¾ ² |ú·é .~º |þðæõÆ |þéý¨ |ú·é ¯è .~º |§±Çì
.îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú ì { |º ¬
|ÜÆ ° °õ»Þ |ÿ |ú}·ø |êìÞ ±üõ¿{ ì ±â |úÞ ~ð¬ ¬ |ëõÚ ì |ú ùýüô° |ú·é |òü °¬
|ÿ °õº |ú ° ì |û~ðô± |úÞ ~ññÞ ° ±¾ ~ñø õ© ùýüßü±ì ±â îýñÞ |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú |úìñÏÇÚ
~üº |ú}è .~ø¬ |«° |Ý×{ |òü |úÞ ¬ ¬ ~ñø õ©ð |û² ô ¬±Þ ~ñø õ¨ |þâ¬}·ü ùð ~ð± |ýñì
ùýüô° ô ~ð¬õ |Ý ±Î °¬ |ÿ²ô±ý ô °ô±Ò |ô °¬ ùýüßü±ì .¬õ |Á¨ |Èü ±º |àü |Èü ±º |ó
°¬ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ó ±¥ |àü ~ñø õ© ùýüßü±ì { ¬ô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô± |òü ~ñ}º ~ð ~¿Ú |îø
|òü |îü° ¯â|þíð ô |îýñÞ|þì |þâ¬}·ü ì |úÞ ~ð¬ ¬ ì |ú ° |ëõÚ |òü ð °¬ .~ññÞ ¬ü |úÛÇñì
|ïçÎ |úßñü |òíÂ |îü¬±Þ |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú ° |êìÞ ±üõ¿{ ì ¯è .¬ô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô±
|îü¬±Þ |ÜÖ õ{ |þüô° ±ü²ô |ú¶  |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì |ïí{ |ú}è .îýñÞ|þì Ãì ° |þÚ¥è |êß{ô± |îü¬±Þ
|ÜÖ õ{ |ú |îø ±ü²ô |ú¶  ±â |þñÏü .îýø¬ |ïð ° ùð |úÞ ¬õ |ú}Ö±â |îýí¿{ |ïËð |úÞ ¬õ |ÿ¬° õì
|êìÞ ±üõ¿{ @îýñÞ|þì Ãì ° |êß{ô± |úÞ |îü¬±Þ|þì |ïçÎ |úð|àü |°õ¾ |ú îü~ý¶°|þíð
|¨õ¶ |ú¨± ² |þ»© |úÞ |îü¬±Þ|þì |ïçÎ ô ¬±Þ |îýø õ¨ |ú ° |¸ð ´ |ú ° |ÿ |ú}·ø |û~ðô±
|ÜÖ õ{ |ú |îø °õ»Þ 3  ±â |þ}¤ |úÞ ¬õ |û~º |üõ¿{ |þñÏü .îü°ô|þì °¬ |ÜýéÏ{ |è¤ |ú °
|òü ì |úÞ |îü¬ ¬ |ïð |ÿ |úéìÏì |àü ùð  ì |þèô .îýñÞ |ïçÎ |úð|àü ° ¬° õì |òü îü~ý¶±ð
.~ñø~ |ïð ° |þ{ ~ùÏ{ |ó ± ± °¬ |îø ùð ô |îýø~ |ïð ° ¬° õì

!

ô ~ññÞ |þâ¬}·ü |ýñì |ÿ °õº |úé·ì ± ± °¬ |úÞ ¬õ |òü ~ð¬ ¬ ì |ú |úÞ |þèõÚ |òü±{|îùì
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|¹ç °¬ ¬õ¨ |û~Îô |òü |ú ô° .¬õº |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |¸ð ´ |ê¨ ¬ °¬ |úé·ì |òü |úÞ ~ññÞ |ÿ°Þ
|ò ´ ô |þõñ|û±Þ ýè ±}¶ |ÿ°ßíø  ùýüßü±ì |úßñü |îÒ°|þéÎ |þñÏü .¬±Þ |êíÎ ±ì õð
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|þüô° °õ»Þ |ú¶ ¬õº |Ñ° |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ~ü |û~ðô± |òü |úÞ ~ð¬±Þ|þì |ÿ°»Ö
@¬õ |úõ{ |è °ý· |úé·ì |òü .¬õº |§±Çì ßü±ì ¬ùñ»ý ~ñ}º ¯ãð ô ~ð¬±Þ |þâ¬}·ü
|îü¬õ |ó ~øº ì |úÞ ¬õ |þ¶ý¶ |ªü°{ °¬ |è |û±Ëñì |òýèô |òü |úÞ ~ñ}×â ì |ú ù¶ô° |þ}¤
|ÿ ± îü¬õ |û~ü~ð ° |ÿ |û±Ëñì |òýñ |ë¤ |ú { ì .¬õ |ú}Ö±â ° ±Ú ßü±ì |ÿô° °¬ ô° |¸ýéãð |úÞ
|àü ô° ô ì |òý |ÿ²¶¬í}Î _ ~Ï |þù}ñì |îü¬±Þ °õÎ ±ì õð |¹ç ² ì .¬õ ü² |þéý¨ ì
.~º |êß»ì °¬ ° ~Ûì
ô ßü±ì |û¬± |» | ±Þ ¯ì ² ì |ÐÇÛì |ó °¬ |úßñü |ó ô |îñÞ |úÖÂ ° |ú}ßð |òü ñü °¬
|û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ ° |þ{ÏÇÚ ô ² |úÞ |þèæ¬ |úÞ |ÑõÂõì |òü |òýñ¡íø .îü¬õð |ÐéÇì |þýè  |¸ýéãð
|Ð ° ° |þñ}ì |àü ì .îý}º ~ð |ÑçÆ û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ ° | ³ýù{ |ëæ¬ |óíø ² |îø |þýè îü¬õ
|ÿ ± |þ¾õ¿¨ ô |úðâ ~ |å± |°õ¾ |ú |îü¬õ |û~ü±¨ ô ² |úÞ ° |þ{ ³ýù{ ô |ëæ¬ |ó |ú
|úÞ |þ{¿©»ì .îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |ú ° ¸ð ´ |ú |ó ±ü |û~ðô± |êìÞ ±üõ¿{ |óíø |úíýíÂ |ú |þÎ¬ ±è
ô |ÎçÆ |òü ¬ ¬|þì ì |ú îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |úéìÏì ô  |úÞ |þüùðßì ô |ëæ¬ |ó |ÿ|û°°¬ |¸ð ´
° |ê·ì |ïí{ ùýüýè .¬õ |û¬ ¬° ±Ú ùý·ýéãð ô ùýüßü±ì °ý}¨ °¬ |þýè |ÐÚ ô °¬ ° |¿©»ì
|ÿ° ~ü±¨ |ó ±ãü¬ ô |ëæ¬ |òü ² |úÞ |ú ±ø ô ~ð¬õ |ú}×â ùý·ýéãð ô ùýüßü±ì |ú ù}ð { ~} ²
~ð¬õ |ú}¶ õ¨ ùð ² ùý·ýéãð ô ùýüßü±ì |úÞ |ú¡ð ±ø ô ~ð¬ ¬ ùýüßü±ì |êüõ¥{ ° ~ð¬õ |û¬±Þ
|ÐÇÚ ° ùýñýÇ·éÖ  |úÇ ° |úßñü ô |êý ±¶ úðýì°ô¨ |¦é¾ |ú |Ð ° |þñÏü .~ð¬±Þ |êíÎ ùð |ú
~ñ}¶ õ¨|þì ùð |úÞ |ú¡ð ±ø |ÐÚ ô °¬ ... ô @~ñÞ |ÐÇÚ ° ¬±Þ|þì ùð |ú |úÞ |îø |þèì|ÿùßíÞ ô ~ñÞ
|ÿ°ô|Ðí ° ø´õý×ü±}ð¶ |ÈÛÖ |úÞ |·ýð |òü @þýè |ë~ì ~ñüõâ|þì |þ}Úô ¯è .~ñ}Ö±â |þýè ²
|ýí¶° |ú ±ý·ì °¬ |þñÏü |þýè |ë~ì úßé |îý}¶±× |ò}ãñýº ô |ú ô |îü° ¯ã |þ}»Þ |ê¨ ¬ ô |îýñÞ
² |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì |ïí{ |þñÏü @óù °¬ |¼©|ÿ¬ ² |ÿù}Ãùð  |úÇ ° |ÐÇÚ |þñÏü êý ±¶ |ò}¨ñº
° |¦é¾ |ú¶ô± _çÞ |þýè |úÞ ~ýñý|þì íº |óæ <þýè |ë~ì> ~ñüõâ|þì ° |òü ~ñ}Ö±â |ëõÚ |þÖ ¯Ú
|ÐÇÚ |þñýÇ·éÖ |ó ²°ì  ô ~ñÞ|þì |üí¤ |úðýì°ô¨ |¦é¾ |ú¶ô± ² |þÎõð |ú ô ¬±Þ |ëõÚ
.¶ |û¬ ¬ |ù ±ýýÓ{ |ú°¬ 180 |ÐÚ ô °¬ ô |û¬±Þ |ÐÇÚ ° ùßíÞ |úíø ô |û¬±Þ |úÇ °
|òßíì |úÞ ~ð~º |úõ}ì ~ð¬õ |û¬°ô |¶¬ |ú |þýè |Üü±Æ ² |úÞ |þ{ÎçÆ ² ë¤ ±ø |ú
|ëæ¬ |òü ² |úÞ ° |þ{ ³ýù{ ì .îü |û¬ ~ð |ÑçÆ |úÞ |îýº |ú}Ö±â |ëæ¬ ² |îø |ÿ±ãü¬ ³ý ì |¶
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|ú ô |îü¬õ |ú}×ãð |úÞ ¬õ P2 |ú |Éõ±ì ¬°õì îø |ó ô ¬°õì |àü ³ |îü¬õ |ú}×â |îü¬õ |ú}Ö±â
|û¬°ô |¶¬ |ú ° |þÖÞ |ÎçÆ ~ð¬õ |û¬±Þ ~ý |¶¬ |ëæ¬ |ú |þýè |Üü±Æ ² ùñü |úßñü ±Æ¨
|òü °¬ |úÞ ~º |ïõéÏì |úÞ ±ý¨ ü ~ü |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ ° P2 |ÿø|ú»Ûð íº ü |úÞ ~ñ}×â ì |ú .~ð¬õ
|ë¤ ±ø |ú |þèô .îý·üõñ ø|úìð °ùÊ °¬ _ ~Ï ° P2 |îý}º ¬ ~¿Ú ì |ú}è ~ð° ¬ |þ{ÎçÆ |úÇ °
.~ð¬±Þ |õ·¥ì |Øé©{ ° ¬°õì |òü |úßð
·ý P2 ±}Þ¬ |ÿÚ :þãñø±Ö |çÛð |ÿ °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
.¶ P1 ² ±{|ú}Ö±»ý ´õý×ü±}ð¶ P2 :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
·ý ´õý×ü±}ð¶ : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
|þñÒ |ó |Üü±Æ ² ô ¬õº|þì |ó ¬° ô UF6 ²â |úÞ |¶ |þøã}¶¬ ´õý×ü±}ð¶ :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
¬¬±â|þì
·ý UF6 ²â : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
|Üü±Æ ² |ÿ²¶|þñÒ |ÿ ± |úýèô |û¬ì |úÞ |¶ ~ü °õéÖ ³ãø ²â |óíø UF6 :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
.¬õº|þì |õ·¥ì ´õý×ü±}ð¶ |á °õ¨ |ÐÚ ô °¬ |þñÏü .¶ ´õý×ü±}ð¶
ú |þñÏü |ÿ²¶|þñÒ : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
235 |ÿùõ{ô³ü (¶ ²â |°õ¾ |ú |úÞ UF6 °¬ |òýñ¡íø) |þÏýÆ |ïõýð °ô °¬ :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
~¾°¬ 0/7) |¶ ±}íÞ %1 ² 235 ô 234 .¶ 238 |ÿùõ{ô³ü %99 ² |¼ý |þñÏü |¶ %1 ² ±}íÞ
.îýð¶°|þì ~¾°¬ 3/5 |ú ~¾°¬ 0/7 |ÿ |ú ° 235 |ÿùõ{ô³ü ÿ²¶|þñÒ °¬ ì .(¶
|ïð ° |ÿ²¶ ~ |êíÎ ³Þ±ì ² ³ü±â |Üü±Æ ² ô ¬ü² |Î±¶ |êýè¬ |ú ´õý×ü±}ð¶ |ÿùøã}¶¬
° ³ø ¬ô~¤ |úýð÷ |àü °¬ |þñÏü .¬° ¬ |½¬±â °ô¬ ° ³ø 60 |úÛýÚ¬ |àü |ëõÆ °¬ |ûã}¶¬ |òü .~ø¬|þì
|í¶ ¯è ~º |÷ ~ð õ{|þíð |ó |ÿ|úü ô¬ |ó ¬ü² |Î±¶ ±Æ¨ |ú ¯è ô ~ñÞ|þì |½¬±â °ô¬
|½¬±â |òÒô° |ê¨ ¬ ô |ó²õ¶ |àü |úéý¶ô |ú |òýü |í¶ ² ô |¶ |ÜéÏì |ñãì |Üü±Æ ² æ
|ÿ´õèõñß{ ² _¶¶ ô ¬° ¬ |ÿ |û~ý¡ý |óí}¨¶ |àü |þñÖ |Í¥è ² |Ñõíì °¬ .~ø¬|þì |ïð °

#

|ó ² ~Ï û~º|þì |û¬×}¶ ýð¬ °¬ 60 |úø¬ |úÞ |¶ |þé·ð P1 |ú}è .¶ ° ¬°õ¨± |ÿ |ú}Ö±»ý
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ô |¶ P1 |ë~ì |îü° ¬ °ý}¨ °¬ì |úÞ |ÿ³ý |ó .~ð |ú}Ö±â ° ±Ú |û¬×}¶ ¬°õì ...ô P2 P1 |ÿùé·ð
.¶ |ïð |ë¤ °¬ |þüø°Þ |þ{ÛýÛ¥{ ~¤ °¬ |îø P2 ¬°õì °¬
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ô ~ðô° |ú ô ¬õº ¬° ô |úº~¨ ô° ô ì |òý ¬í}Î |ú |úÞ ~º |Î P2 |úé·ì |ë¤ ±ø |ú
|óíø ² ùýüßü±ì |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .¬õº ¬° ô |þ¶¶ |ú±Â îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |Ñô±º |úÞ |ÿ |ú¶ô±
íº |ú ° |ê·ì |ïí{ ô ~ñüõâ|þì |Õô°¬ íº |ú ùýð ±ü |úÞ ~ñ}×â|þì ùýüô° |ú |òü²Ò |ÿø²ô°
ùð |ú ì |úÞ ~ñ}×â|þì ùýüô° |êÛì °¬ ¶ |û~ðô± ² |þ»© |û~º |ïçÎ |ú¡ð ô ~ð |ú}×ãð
ì ü |úÞ ~ð¬±Þ |àº _¶¶ ô ¬±Þ |þð¿Î ° ùýüô° ~º |Ø»Þ |úÞ P2 |ÑõÂõì .îü |û¬±Þ ¬í}Î
ì |ú _çì ±ý¨ ü |îü |û¬ ~ð |ÑçÆ ùð |ú ô |îü |ú}Ö±â |îø ° |ÿ±ãü¬ | ³ýù{ ü |ú»Ûð P2 ² ±ýÒ
|ÿ° ~ü±¨ |îø ° |í |ú»Ûð |þýè |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú ~ü |ú}Ö±â |îø ° |í |ú»Ûð íº ü |úÞ ~ñ}×â|þì
~ý}º ¬ |úÇ ° ô  íº |úÞ |þèæ¬ |òýíø ² ° |í |ú»Ûð |þýè ~ñ}×â|þì ì |ú ùð .¬õ |û¬±Þ
!~ýñßð |ÿ° ~ü±¨ ° |í |ú»Ûð ô ~ü±© ° P1 ô P2 |úÞ ¬õº|þì |úðõã .¶ |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨
.¶ |ÿ³èì |ó ~ð² °¬ |óæ |ëæ¬ |òü |ú}è
ô |©¶ ° ~Ûì |àü ì °Þ ¬°ô ¬õô |ú ì |ÿ ± |þýè |úÞ |þé·ì ±Æ¨ |ú Ñõíì °¬
|ÜÖ õ{ |àü |ú ùýüô°  |ÿ~Ï |ê¤ ±ì °¬ çß»ì |òü |úíø |îÒ°|þéÎ |úßñü |òíÂ .~º |êß»ì
|ëÚ °¬ ùð ô |îýø¬ |½±}·â ° ~Ûì |àü ° |ÜýéÏ{ |úñì ¬ ì |úÞ ¬õ |òü |ó ô |îü~ý¶° |þõ¨ °ý·
|ê·Þô± °¬ 2004 |úü°õÖ |ûì °¬ |ÜÖ õ{ |òü .~ññÞ |°¨ |¸ð ´ °Þ °õ}¶¬ ² ° ì |û~ðô± ó
±ü²ô |ú¶ ~Ï ô |Ö±â |ïð |ó¶ñº°Þ |¦Ç¶ °¬ |ÜÖ õ{ |òü |úßñü ² ~Ï |þèô .Ö±â |°õ¾
² |üùð °¬ |úÞ ~ð¬°ô °»Ö ùð |ú |þéý¨ ùýüßü±ì ~ð¬±Þ |ë¶° ì |ÿ ± ô ~ð¬±Þ Ãì ° |ó
|Ý±Æ ²  ~} ¬°õì |òü °¬ ßü±ì ~ü~º °»Ö ±¨ |ú |·ð .~ð¬±Þ |þñý»ð |ÛÎ ¬õ¨ | ~ùÏ{
±é  |½õ |úÞ ~º ±»}ñì ÑõÂõì |îø |þüô° |ÿø|úìð²ô° °¬ ~Ï ô |îü~ýñº ° |ó |þ¶ý¶
~ü |û¬±Þ Ãì |ó ±ü  |úÞ |¶ |þÛÖ õ{ |ú |òü |úÞ |û¬±Þ ¬Û}ð °õ»Þ |ú¶ °Þ ² ô |ú}Ö±â |¹í{
|îø ùð ó ² ±}»ý |úð ô |îü¬±Þ |ÜýéÏ{ ¬õ |û~ì ø|úìñÏÇÚ °¬ |úÞ |ÿ~¤ °¬ ° |ÿ²¶|þñÒ ì
±ø |ú .~ññÞ |°¨ |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº °Þ °õ}¶¬ ² |òô´ |ûì °¬ ° ì |û~ðô± |úÞ ~ð¬õ |û¬±Þ ~ùÏ{
|ïð °Þ |òü |óù×¾ |ÿ² ~ð |û ° |úé·ì ô |ó ±ãü¬ |ÿ ~¾ô±¶ ô ßü±ì |×è©ì |êýè¬ |ú |ë¤
|îø |ú ° ¬õ |û~º |Ñô±º ´}ðõì ô |ÿ²¶|úÏÇÚ |ÿô° |úÞ |þÛýéÏ{ ~º |Î |ÑõÂõì |òü .Ö±ãð
.¬°ô ¬õô |ú ì |úýéÎ |ÿ~ü~º |þ¶ý¶ |ÿÃÖ |àü ´}ðõì ô |ÿ²¶|úÏÇÚ ¬~ì |Ñô±º .îýð³
°¬ ì |úÞ ~ð~ý¶° |úý}ð |òü |ú |îÞ |îÞ ùýüô° |úÞ ¬õ |òü ~ì |¼ý |úÞ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ÑõÂõì
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|úÞ |ÿ¬° õì |ÿô° |ÈÛÖ ô |îý}Ö±ü¯ð ° |ÜýéÏ{ îý}º ¬ |þ{çß»ì |ÿ°ô|òÖ |Í¥è ² |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì
| ±Þ ¯ì °¬ ùð ¬õ¨ _ ±ý¨ |úÞ |¶ |þéÇì |îø |òü .î}Ö±ü¯ ° |ÜýéÏ{ |îý}º ~ð |þñÖ |êß»ì
UF4 |ú ° ¬°² |àýÞ |úÞ |¶ |ÿ |úð¨°Þ ô U.C.F |¼© |óíø |úÞ |óù×¾ |¼© |þñÏü @~ñüõâ|þì
|¥¾ |ó ±ù{ °¬ ùýüô°  |úÞ |þðì² |ó .îü¬±Þ |êýíß{ ÜýéÏ{ |ó °ô¬ °¬ ~ñÞ|þì |êü~{ Uf6 ô
|ÿ¬ü² °Þ ô |îü¬õ |óù×¾ |ÿù»© ² |þÃÏ °¬ ùøã}¶¬ |¿ð |ë¤ °¬ ²õñø |îü¬±Þ|þì
|óù×¾ |îý}·ð õ{ îü¬±Þ ¬ü |úÞ |þì ° |ÿÃÖ  |ÐÚ ô °¬ .¬õ |û~ðì |þÚ |û´ô± |êýíß{ |ÿ ±
|ú ° ¬°² |àýÞ |úÞ |îýð õ{|þì ô |¶ |û~º |êýíß{ |óù×¾ ²ô±ì |ú^éè ~í¥è |úÞ |îýñÞ |êýíß{ °
.¬° ¬ |ýíø °ý· |úé·ì |òü |úÞ |îýñÞ |þè~{ UF6 ô UF4
Feed Material |ó õñÎ |ú |úÞ |¶ ´õý×ü±}ð¶ |ÿùñýºì |þé¾ |ÿ |úü¯Ó{ |û¬ì UF6 |ÐÚ ô °¬
.îýð¶± |úý}ð |ú ° |ú¶ô± |òü |úÞ ¬õ |îùì |òü ±ñ .~º|þì
|þõ¨ |þéý¨ |Ö±»ý _}·ð |þÚõÛ¤ |û~ðô± |Í¥è ² º¯â |úÞ |þè¶ |àü |òü |ëõÆ °¬
ô |ê¤ _{~íÎ û¬õ |¸ð ´ ô ì |òý |Ùç}¨ ¬° õì |ó õñÎ |ú |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì |ïí{ |þñÏü .îü |ú}º ¬
|àü ~ü¬ ¬ |ïð |þ×©ì |°õ¾ |ú íº ~ñ}×â|þì ùð |úÞ |þüø°Þ |ïí{ |þñÏü .¶ |û~º |ê¿Ö
|ú ° UF4 _çì ü ô UF4 |ú ° ¬°² |àýÞ _çì |úÞ ¬õ (Conversion) |çü~{ |ú |Ð ° ¥ ° ~Ûì
.îü |û~ý¶° |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ú ô |û~º |ïí{ |¸ð ´  |çü~{ |¥ îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |êü~{ UF6
ô |òý ² |úÞ ¬õ |þüùøã}¶¬ |ú |Éõ±ì ô ¬õ |ÿ |û~íÎ °ý· |¼© |àü |úÞ °³ýè |¥ °¬
|ú |ï³éì |þ{ °±Ûì |Í¥è ² |ú±â) îü¬õ |û¬ ~ð |ÑçÆ |¸ð ´ |ú ô |îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |úý¶ô°
.îü~ý¶° |¸ð ´  |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ú (îü¬õð |¸ð ´ |ú |ÑçÆ |ó¬ ¬
±ü²ô |ú¶  |úÞ |ÿ²ô° |ó |þ}¤ ° ùð ² |þ¨± |ú}è |úÞ |¶ |û~ðì |þÚ ±ãü¬ |úé·ì ~ñ ì
æ |¦Ç¶ |þâ¬õè ¬° õì |ó ² |þßü .îü¬õ ±¨|þ ùð ² ç
_ ¾ îü¬±Þ|þì |û±Þ ¯ì |ó ±ù{ °¬
ñÏì |òü |ú |þâ¬õè .¬° ¬ ¬õô æ |¦Ç¶ |þâ¬õè °÷ ì °õ»Þ °¬ |úÞ |îý}º ~ð |þÎçÆ ì .¶
°¬ |ïõýð °ô |ÿ°õ»Þ °¬ ±â .¬° ¬ ¬õô ì |ÿùøâ°Þ°¬ %50 |ÿæ |ïõýð °ô |ÿñÒ °÷ |úÞ |¶
|ÿ²¶|þñÒ .¶ |§ç¶ |¨¶|þ°¬ |úÞ |¶ |òü |ó|ÿñÏì ¬õº |ÿ²¶|þñÒ %20 ² |¼ý |¦Ç¶
|Ù~ø |þñÏü ~¶°|þì %60 ô %50 %25 |ú |þ}Úôô ¬° ¬ |ûâô±ýð |¨õ¶ |ÿ ± |úýõ{ %20 ² ±}íÞ {
|àü ² |û¬×}¶ |Üü±Æ ² ~ð¬±Þ |ÿ±ýâ |úðõíð ì |ÿùøâ°Þ ² |þ}Úô |ó¶°² .¶ |í |¨¶
¬°õì ô |û¬± |ûã»üì² |ú ° |ó ô ~ñ»Þ|þì |áõß»ì |ÉÛð |ÿô° ± |úÞ |þ¾¨ |ÿùèí}¶¬ |Ñõð

%

|ú}Ö±â |°õ¾ |óßì |ó °¬ |þ{æÏ×ð ô |êÏÖ |ú |úÞ ¬õº|þì |À©»ì ~ñø¬|þì ° ±Ú |¼üì²
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°¬ .¶ |ú}Ö±â |°õ¾ |ì ~Ú |òü |þ©ü°{ |ú °¬ |úÞ ~ø¬|þì |ó»ð |þ}¤ |¼üì² |òü .¶
|ó ±ü °¬ |úÞ ~ñ}×â ~ð¬ ¬° ±Ú |¼üì² ¬°õì ~Ï ô ~ð¬±Þ |ÿ±ýâ |úðõíð |þ}Úô 1382 |ó}·{
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|ÿ~ü~ |ÿ ~¾ô±¶ |àü |Î |ÑõÂõì |òü .¶ |û~º ~ý ~¾°¬ 80 ô 70 |ÿñÒ  |þâ¬õè
|îü¬õ |òíÇì |úÞ |þè¤ °¬ ¬° ¬ ¬õô |þâ¬õè |òü ± |úÞ |îü¬õ |û~º |±ý¤ °¬ |îø ì .~º
~º |§±Çì |ó ±ü °¬ |¥ |òü |þ}¤ .~ð¬±Þ|þíð |ëõÚ |îø ùð .îü |û¬ ~ð |ïð ° |þ}ýèÏÖ |òýñ ì
~ð |û¬±Þ |ïçÎ ô |û¬°ô |ó ±ü |ú ° |û¬õè |ëí}¶¬ ßü±ì ±ý÷{ |¥{ |¸ð ´ |ó¶°² ² |þ¨± |úÞ
|þ¨± |îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |ëæ¬ ² |úÞ |þüø´õý×ü±}ð¶ ~º |ïõéÏì ø~Ï .¶ |û¬õè ñü |úÞ
|òü |ÏÇÚ |ÐÇè ô |û¬õ |û~º |ÿ²¶|þñÒ |è÷ °õ»Þ |È¶õ{ ô |û¬õ |ïô¬ |¶¬ ùð ²
.¶ |û¬õ |û¬õè ø´õý×ü±}ð¶
û¬õð ì |Ù±Æ ² |þâ¬õè |òü |úÞ |ú}Ö±ü¯ |¸ð ´ |óæ ü : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
|û~»ð |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ ²õñø ô |îü° ¬ |¸ð ´  |óæ ì |úÞ |þ{çß»ì ² |þßü :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
|ê¤ |êìÞ °õÆ |ú |¸ð ´  |úé·ì |òü |îü |ú}·ð õ}ð ²õñø ì ô |¶ |þâ¬õè |òýíø |ú |Ð ° |¶
|¶ |þ{ÏÇÚ |ú |Éõ±ì _ìí{ ùýâ¬õè |òü ü |úÞ ¬° ¬ |àº |îø ²õñø |¸ð ´ |þñÏü .îýñÞ |ê¿Ö ô
|þºô±Ö |óì² °¬ |¶ |òßíì ~ñüõâ|þì ùð |úßñü ±ãü¬ |úùº úð ü |îü¬±Þ ¬° ô |°¨ ² |úÞ
°¬ |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .~ü |û¬°ô |ó ±ü |ú ô |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |û~º |þñÒ |ïõýð °ô ùð ² Ü¶ |ÿô°õº
|ï ~Þ |ú |Éõ±ì |ïõýð °ô |úÞ ¬õº|þì |À©»ì |»üì² °¬ ¬õº|þì |Ø»Þ |úÞ |þüùýâ¬õè
¶ |û~º |Ø»Þ |ó ±ü °¬ |úÞ |þüùýâ¬õè ² |þ¨± ¬° ¬ |¸ð ´ |úÞ |ÿ±Ëð |ÜÆ .¶ °õ»Þ
|ÏÇÚ |òü ì ~ñø¬|þì |ëí}¤ ùð |úÞ |þè÷ °õ»Þ .¬õº|þì |Ü¶ |ÿô°õº |ú |Éõ±ì |ó ¬ õì
|¶ |û~»ð |§±Çì |ÿ°õ»Þ |¢ýø |î¶ ì |Ù±Æ ² |ú}è .¶ |ó}·Þ îü¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ ð ² °
|Ü¶ |ÿô°õº ² ° |ÿ |û¬ì |¢ýø |úÞ ~ñüõâ|þì |îø ùýð}·Þ .îü |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |ëæ¬ ² ì |óõ
~ñüõâ|þì |¶ |û~º |Ø»Þ |ó ±ü °¬ |úÞ |ÿ~¾°¬ 36 |þâ¬õè ¬°õì °¬ ùð .~ð |û¬±ßð ¬° ô
|ê¤ |ÿ ± |¸ð ´  _ü±Û{ ì |ú}è .¶ |ûâô±ýð °¬ |û~º |Ù±¿ì |ïõýð °ô |ÿ°ô±Ö² |ú |Éõ±ì
|ó}·Þ |ÿ²¶ |þñÒ ³Þ ±ì |ú ¬° ¬ ~¿Ú |¸ð ´ |óæ .îü |û~º |àü¬³ð |úé·ì |òü |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô
°¬ ~ñÞ |êÛ}ñì |¼üì² |ÿ ± |òüô |ú |ó}·Þ ² ° |þ{ÏÇÚ ü ô .~ñÞ |ÿ° ¬± |úðõíð ð ² ô ¬ô±
|¶ |û~º ¬ü |ÑõÂõì |òü ±¶ ± |ó}·Þ ô |¸ð ´ |òý |þéß»ì |îø ±Â¤ |ë¤
|òü |ê·ì ²õñø |úÞ |îü¬õ |û¬±ßð |ïçÎ ° |ó |Ü |öõ¶ |úÞ |¶ P2 |¥ ±ãü¬ |ÑõÂõì

&
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|ÿ° ~ü±¨ |þðì²|ú ô |úðõã ° P2 |ÿø|ú»Ûð |úÞ |¶ |òü ùð |ë |öõ¶ .¶ |ú}Öýð|óü |ÑõÂõì
ùð |ú .P2 ¬°õì °¬ ì .¶ |û¬õ Þ P2 |ûâ°Þ ô |îü |û~ü±¨ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ÿø³ý |ú ô |îü |û¬±Þ
|û¬õ |ýèÏÖ ð  °¬ |ÈÛÖ ô |û~º|þì |ýèÏÖ |þ¾õ¿¨ |¼© |àõÞ |ûâ°Þ |àü °¬ |úÞ |îý}×â
~Ï ô ~ü |û¬ ¬ ø |ú»Ûð |ÿ ± |ëõ |úíø |òü íº ~ñüõâ|þì |óõ .~ð |ú}Ö±ü¯ð ²õñø |îø ùð .¶
!~ø~ |ïð ° ù}ýèÏÖ |òü ¬õ¨ |àõÞ |ûâ°Þ |ê¨ ¬ |úÞ ~ü¬ ¬ |À©º |àü |ú ° ø |ú»Ûð |òü
° ~Ûì |àü ²õñø |ë¤ ±ø |ú .~ýø¬|þì |ïð ° |þé¾ |ýèÏÖ |ÿ±ãü¬ |úÇÛð |àü °¬ íº _{~ÎÚ
|¶ |òýíø |ýÏÚ ô |úÞ ¬õº |òºô° ùð |ÿ ± ~ü |úÞ .¶ |û~ðì |þÚ |úñýì² |òü °¬ |Ùç}¨
.îü |û¬±Þ |ïçÎ |úÞ
îü |ú}×â |Õô°¬ ¬°õì |òü °¬ ì |þñÏü : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
°¬ |¶ |òßíì |ú}è îü |ú}×â |¶°¬ ° ¬° õì |ïí{ ì .îü |ú}×ãð |Õô°¬ ì úð :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
.~º |û~º ±ý¨{ ùð |ïçÎ °¬ ¬° õì |þ¨±
|þÚ ²õñø ¬° õì ² |þÃÏ |þèô |¶ |û~º |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |þÚõÛ¤ |¼© °¬ ¬° õì ±Þ |òü ±ñ
|ÿ~ñ { |úÞ |þº° ³â °¬ |îü° ô~ýì ì .îü |û~º |àü¬³ð |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ú |ú±â ¶ |û~ðì
|ïð ° |ï²æ |ÿø°Þ |ïí{ þâ¬õè |ú |Ð ° |ó ±ü |úÞ ~üõã ~ð õ} |þÎ¬ ±è ¬õº|þì |ú ° ~Ï
±Þ |úÞ ~üõã P2 ¬°õì °¬ ô ~ñÞ |ÿ°ßíø |¸ð ´  ~ü |úÞ |¶ |è÷ °õ»Þ |òü ô |¶ |û¬ ¬
|àü .¶ |õ¨ |þÚõÛ¤ |Í¥è ² ì |ÐÂô |ë¤ ±ø |ú .¶ |û~º |ÐÖ° ì |æßº ô |ùº
 |þééíè |òý |óì²¶ |àü °¬ °õì |úðõâ |òü °¬ |ÿ°õ»Þ ±â _æõíÏì .·ýð |ÿ¬ü² |óì² ë¶
|Ö±»ý |õ¨ _}·ð ì .¶ ²ýð |¾±Ö ùè¶ |ú _æõíÏì úé·ì |ê¤ |ÿ ± ¬õº |ú õì |êß»ì
ô ~ð |û¬±Þ °Þ |õ¨ _ÏÚ ô |òýèõ·ì |úíø ô |ú°¨ |° ²ô þí{ |ÿ´±ð |óì²¶ |þñÏü .îü |û¬±Þ
.¶ |û¬õ |õ¨ |úñýì² |òü °¬ ì |Ö±»ý
|ë¶ |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .îü° ¬°õ¨± |þõ¨ |ÐÂô ² |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |ú |·ð ÿ°ô|òÖ |Í¥è ²
|þ}¤ îýø~ |ïð ° |ÿ²¶ |þñÒ |îý}º ¬ ~¿Ú ì ±â _çì .îý}º ¬ ° ±Ú |úìð± |ÿ ~} °¬ |ú}º¯â
|îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |°¨ ² ° (UF6) |úýèô |û¬ì |þíÞ ° ~Ûì |àü ì .îý}º ~ð ° |ó |úýèô |û¬ì
|ÿ² ~ð |û ° |óù×¾ ²ô±ì ì .îýñÞ |Ù±¿ì |ûì ~ñ |~ì |ÿ ± |îý}·ð õ{|þì ° ° ~Ûì |óíø ô
|¨¶ |í·Ú °¬ ì |ÐÂô .îü |ú}º ¬ |þõ¨ |Ö±»ý |úñýì² |òü °¬ |þñÖ |Í¥è ² ì ô |¶ |û~º

'

|ú}è .îü¬±Þ ~ýèõ{ ° |þð ô ±Ö |ÏÇÚ ú}º¯â |ë¶ |àü |ëõÆ °¬ |þñÏü |¶ |õ¨ ´}ðõì ô |úÏÇÚ
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ô ´}ðõì ô |ÏÇÚ ~ýèõ{ |ó ³ýì ² ô ¬° ¬ |°Ëð ùð ± |¸ð ´ ô |·ýð |þ×©ì ±ãü¬ ø°Þ |òü
.¶ |ûâ @îü |û¬±Þ |û¬ì ´õý×ü±}ð¶ ° ~Ûì |ú |úßñü

 
TqÞå
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~¿Ú |úÞ |þðì² |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |þñÏü .¶ |õ¨ _}·ð ì |ÐÂô ´õý×ü±}ð¶ ¬ ~Ï{ |Áõ¿¨°¬
500 ¬ô~¤ °¬ |óæ ì |îý}º ¬ ´õý×ü±}ð¶ ¬~Î 150 ¬ô~¤ °¬ |ÿ³ý |îý}º ¬ ° ùýüô°  |û±Þ ¯ì
îýð¶± ¬~Î 1000 |ú ° ¬ ~Ï{ |òü |úÞ |îýº |ú}º ¬ ~¿Ú |îø ±â .îü° ¬ |û¬ì ´õý×ü±}ð¶ ¬~Î
.îü |ú}º ¬ |úñýì² |òü °¬ |þõ¨ |Ö±»ý |¸ .îü° ~ð |þéß»ì
|ÐÇÛì |ý¶·¤ .îü |ú}Ö±â ° ±Ú |þ¶·¤ |ÐÇÛì |àü °¬ _ ¬~ì |úÞ |îü |û~ý¶° |þÏÇÛì |ú |óæ
|úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .¶ |ú}Ö° |ûçÞ íº±¶ |úÞ ~ñüõâ|þì ùýüô° |ú ùýüßü±ì |úÞ |¶ |êýè¬ |òü |ú
|ÿõé |ú}º¯â |ë¶ ±â .¶ |û¬±Þ |ê¤ ° ¬õ¨ |þñÖ |çß»ì |ïí{ ë¶ |àü |òü |ëõÆ °¬ |ó ±ü
°ý}¨ °¬ ´õý×ü±}ð¶ |ó ³ýì |òü ô ¬õ |û~»ð ´}ðõì ô ~ýèõ{ |ÏÇÚ |îü¬õ |ú}Ö±â ° |ó ±ü |ýèÏÖ
~ýèõ{ |óù×¾ °¬ ¬ õì |òü |ë·ì |úÞ |þ{°õ¾ °¬ .~ñ}º ~ð (UF6) |úýèô |û¬ì |ú}º¯â |ë¶ .~ñ}º ~ð
±Þ ~¤ ë¶ |àü |¾±Ö ² ô |û~ð¶° ~ýèõ{ ²±ì |ú ° ¬õ¨ |ó ±ü ~ñüõâ|þì |òü ±ñ .¬õº|þì
|ó ±ü ô |û¬±Þ °±Â |Ñõíì °¬ ô° |úÞ ~ñüõâ|þì ° |éÇì |òü |ÐÚ ô °¬ .¶ |û¬±Þ ° |û¬×}¶
.~ø¬ |úì ¬ |þ¶ñì _}·ð õ¥ð |ú ° ¬õ¨ |úìð± |ú}·ð õ{
 |ûì ~ñ |Å±Î °¬ îýø¬ |óü |ÜýéÏ{ |ú ì ±â ~ñð ¬|þì |úÞ |îü |û~ý¶° |ÿ²±ì |ú |òü ±ñ
ì |ÿô° °»Ö |óæ .îý¶± %3/5 |¦Ç¶ °¬ |ÿ²¶|þñÒ |ú |îýð õ{|þì |îü° ¬ °ý}¨ °¬ |úÞ |þ{ðßì
|îø ±ì}¶ |ûì ±ý¨ |úìñÏÇÚ °¬ |úÞ ~ø~ |ïð ° |ÿ±{|Ðý¶ô |ÜýéÏ{ |ó ±ü |úÞ |¶ |û~º ±}»ý
|½° ³â |àü ±ì õð |ûì |¹ç °¬ |úÞ ~ð¬±Þ °õì ° |¸ð ´ |úßñü |òíÂ .¶ |û~º |üõ¿{
|ûì 3 |ú |Éõ±ì |þº° ³â ±â .¶ |úøì 3 |¸ð ´ |º° ³â |óõ .~ñÞ |ú ° ° |úè¶ 2 |Ðì
2 |½° ³â ~ñüõâ|þì |úÞ |þðì² ì .¬° ~ð ¬õô |þ×ñì |èÇì ô |¶ |ì ùð |ïí{ ~ñø~ ±ý¨
|¸ð ´ |úÏÖ¬ |òü |úÞ |þº° ³â ¯è ô ¬õº|þì ±Þ® |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |þ×ñì ¬° õì |ïí{ _ ¬~ì ~ø~ |úè¶
° |þ{×é©{ |ú |ó ±ü |úÞ ~ñÞ|þì |óý ° |ú}º¯â |×é©{ _ ¬~ì ¬ ¬ ~ø õ¨ |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº |ú
|û¬±Þ |þ×©ì ° |þüø³ý |ú ô |¶ |û¬õíð °ùÊ |ÐÚ ô |Ùç¨ ¬°õì ~ñ °¬ ô |¶ |û¬ ¬ |ïð
.¬õº|þì ±Þ® _ ¬~ì |û~ñü |½° ³â °¬ ¬° õì |òü |ïí{ .¶
|ú ° û~ðô± |ÐÇÛì |òü °¬ { ~ð |û~º |îí¿ì ùýüßü±ì |úÞ |¶ |éÎ |òü |ú |ÑõÂõì |òü
.~ð |û¬±Þ ¬ü² ùýüô° |ÿô° ° ¬õ¨ °»Ö |úÞ |¶ ±Æ¨ |òýíø |ú ô ~ñø¬ |Ñ° |ýñì |ÿ °õº
|ú}º¯â |ë¶ °¬ ô° .¶ |ô×}ì ° ~Ûì |àü |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |ÿô°  ²ô±ì |ÿô° |úßñü |òíÂ
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|þßü¬³ð |ÿ°ßíø ßü±ì  |úÞ ~ð¬õ °õ»Þ 3-4 |ÈÛÖ ô ¬õ ±}ù |ÐÂô |ÿ° ~Ûì ô ¬õ °õ»Þ 15
|þüßü±ì ø°õ»Þ |òü |ü±Þ |úÞ |¶ |û~º |úÖÂ ùð |ú ~ü~ °õ»Þ 10 |óæ |þèô .~ñ}º ¬
°õ»Þ |ú¶ |úÞ ±ý¨ |ÿø |ú}×ø °¬ .¬° ¬ ô° |úü¬¥{ °¬ |ÿ±}»ý ®õ×ð |óæ ßü±ì ¯è .~ñ}·ø
|ÿ¬ü² |¥ |úü¬¥{ °¬ ~ññÞ |îü~Û{ |ó ±ü |ú ~ñø õ¨|þì |úÞ |Ùô±Ïì (Package) |ú}· |ú |Ð °
ô |û¬±Þ |Øé©{ |ó ±ü |úÞ ~ð¬õ |û¬±Þ ° ±ß{ ° ùýüßü±ì |Ù±¤ |óíø ø°õ»Þ |òü .¶ |û~º
|ú¶ .~ðô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ~ü ô ~ð¬±Þ |Øé©{ ùð ~ýø~ |û³ü ùð |ú ~ýø õ¨|þì íº
.îýñÞ|þì °Þ |ó ±ü  |þüùñ{ |ú ì ¬õ¨ ~üõ»ð |û ±íø ì  íº ±â ~ð¬õ |ú}×â |îø |þüô° °õ»Þ
|îø ùýüßü±ì °»Ö |úßñü |òíÂ .¶ |ô×}ì |ÐÂô ú}º¯â |ë¶ |ú |·ð ° ~Ûì |àü |òü ±ñ
.¶ |û~º ±{~ü~º ùýüô° |ú |·ð
|úÞ ~ð¬±Þ|þì °õ¿{ ~} °¬ ùð |þñÏü .¶ |û~º ±}íÞ ùýüô° |þð ±ãð |îø ° ~Ûì |àü ~üº
|ó ±ü |ú ßü±ì ô ¬õ ~ø õ¨ |úÛÇñì °¬ |ÿ~ü~ |äñ ô |ó ±¥ îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì ±â
|ØýÏÂ |þéý¨ ~ø~ |«° |þãñ îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ±â |úßñü |ëí}¤ |óæ ì ~ñÞ|þì |úéí¤
~ññÞ ¬ü |úÛÇñì °¬ |ÿ±ãü¬ |ó ±¥ |àü ~ñº |ú}º ¬ ~¿Ú |úÞ |¶ ~ýÏ ùýüßü±ì |þñÏü .¶
|àü Èü ±º |òü ±ñ .~ñ}·ø |ú õì ùð  |Ý ±Î °¬ ²ô±ì |úÞ |þ{çß»ì ô |çÃÏì |êýè¬ |ú
|ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì |úßñü ² |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |ú |·ð ùýüô° |êýè¬ |òýíø |ú ô |¶ |ô×}ì ° ~Ûì
|êýè¬ |ú .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì |úÞ ~ñø õ¨|þíð |îø ²õñø |ú}è .~ñ}·ýð |ó ±ãð |þéý¨ |îüô±
~ñø õ¨ |ÿ±}íÞ |¼Ûð ùýüô° ô ~}Ö |þì ßü±ì |¶¬ |ú °Þ _{~íÎ |ýñì |ÿ °õº °¬ |úßñü
|ó ±ü |ïËð |ü°~{ |ú °»Ö |òü  ùýüßü±ì |úÞ ~ð° ¬ |¹ ±ø |ÑõÂõì |òü ² |úßñü |òíÂ .º ¬
ô ~üý °Þ |ÿô° |ó ±ü °¬ |þüßü±ì |ìõß¤ |àü |úÞ |·ýð ùð |Ð×ð |ú |úé·ì |òü ô ~ññß» °
|òü ~ñÞ |ÿ°ßíø ßü±ì  |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí |üùð °¬ |úÞ ~ññÞ ¬° ô °»Ö °~Ú |ó |úßñü ü
|ó °¬ _æí}¤ ô ~ð° ¬ ì  |þõ¨ |È ô° |Èü ±º |òü °¬ ùð .·ýð ùýüô° |Ð×ð |ú |îø |ÑõÂõì
.¬õº |ØýÏÃ{ ùð  ì |È ô° |¶ |òßíì |Èü ±º
°¬ |ë¤ |òýÎ °¬ ì .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì |úÞ |·ýð ô° |Ð×ð |ú |þéý¨ Ñõíì °¬
|îø ùð ~ñ}·ø |ÿ±ýâõé |ú |îí¿ì ùýüßü±ì |úÞ |þð ³ýì |óíø |ú ¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úé·ì
|úßñü |ó ô ¬° ¬ ¬õô ßü±ì ô ô° |òý |þ¶¶ |ô×{ |àü |úé·ì |òü °¬ |ú}è .~ð |îí¿ì
|þñÏü .~ñÞ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ ì  ° ¬õ¨ |ê·ì |ïí{ { ¬± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì ¬° ¬ ~¿Ú ßü±ì



|ýñì |ÿ °õº ² |ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |ê¤  ì |îüô°|þì |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |úðù |ú
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|úðýì°ô¨ |¥ |óõ¡íø |óº±Ëð ¬°õì |ê·ì |ïí{ ~ð° ¬ ~¿Ú ùð .îüõº|þíð |°¨
|û¬×}¶ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ï±ø ² ~ð° ¬ ~¿Ú ùýüßü±ì |þñÏü .~ññÞ |§±Çì ð °¬ ° ...ô |ï³ü°ô±{ô
°¬ ° ì ~ñø õ¨|þíð ùýüô° |þèô ~ññÞ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ ì  ° ¬õ¨ ±Ëð ¬°õì |ê·ì |ïí{ { ~ññÞ
°¬ ùð .~º ùð |ÿ ± |þ·×ñ{ |ÿÃÖ |àü |ó ±ü úÛÇñì °¬ ~üº .~ñø~ ° ±Ú |å°³ |êß»ì |àü
ô |×ð ±ü¨® .¶ ßü±ì °ý}¨ °¬ |þ±Î |ÿø°õ»Þ |úýÛ ô |Ý ±Î ~ð° ~ð ° |þü ±Â¤ |ë¤
ùýüô° ô |¶ ¬ ² ô |êÛ}·ì |úÞ |ÿ°õ»Þ |ÈÛÖ ô |¶ ßü±ì °ý}¨ °¬ |þ}×ð |ÿùø
|îø ô° ±Ëð |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úé·ì °¬ |úßñü |òíÂ .¶ |ó ±ü ~ññÞ |¥¾ |ó  ~ñð õ{|þì
|îø ùð ô |¶ ùð ~ñðíø |îø |¹ô° .·ýð ±}ù ~ºð ±{~ ±â ô |¶ ßü±ì ~ñðíø
|òýíø |ú |îø ±ãü¬ |ÿø°õ»Þ |ïí{ _ü±Û{ .îýº |ú}º ~ð |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ì |úÞ ~ñø õ¨|þì
|úý¶ô° ô |òý |þèô |îýº |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ì |úÞ ~ø õ¨|þíð |îø |òý .~ñ}·ø |°õ¾
° ±¾ ¬õ |û~ì |ó ±ù{ |ú |úÞ |Ùô°ôæ |ÿÚ _çì .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ì |úÞ ~ñø õ¨|þíð
|¨õ¶ ~ýø õ¨|þì |ú |ÿ ± |×â|þì ô |îýº |ú}º ~ð |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úßñü ± |º ¬ |þð ô ±Ö
ì .·ýð |úÖ±¾ |ú |óô±Ûì ç
_ ¾ ô ¬° ¬ |þð ô ±Ö |çß»ì ô |çÃÏì |ÿ°ô|òÖ |òü ~ýñÞ ~ýèõ{
¬ùñ»ý |àü |úÞ ~ñ}×â |òì |ú |ó»ü .îýñÞ|þì |ó |½ô±Ö |ú ~ùÏ{ ô |îýø¬|þì |ó ²° |¨õ¶ íº |ú
|ïí{ ì ~ýø õ¨|þíð ° ùð |¨õ¶ ô |ûâô±ýð 20 íº ±ãì úßñü |ó ô |ï° ¬ íº |ÿ ± |þõ¨
|êýè¬ |ú |îø îýº |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ì ~ñø õ¨|þíð |îø ù¶ô° ¸ .îýñÞ|þì ~ùÏ{ ° ùð
|êüæ¬ |ú |îø ô ~º ùð ° ² |ó ±ü ô ~ñºô±× ì |ú ° |¨õ¶ |úÞ ~ð° ¬ ~¿Ú |úÞ |ÿ¬¿}Ú
.¬° ¬ ¬õô |ÿ±Ëð |Ý×{ |þÎõð ¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úé·ì °¬ |òü ±ñ .þ}ýñì
|îø |ú}· |òü °¬ ~ð |û¬ ¬ ¬ùñ»ý ì |ú ° (Package) |ú}· |òü ùýüô° |úÞ |þéÏÖ |Èü ±º °¬
|ÿ±·ßü ~ð |û¬ ¬ |ú ° ì |ú ùð |úÞ |ÿ |úÎõíì °¬ .¬° ¬ ¬õô |þ×ñì |ßð |îø ô |ì |ßð
ì ±Ëð ² |îø ¬° õì |ÿ±·ßü ô õ}¥ì |þ ô |ÿ°Ïº |°õ¾ |ú |îø |ÿ¬° õì õ¨ ô |ì ¬° õì
° ~Ûì |àü |ÐÚ ô °¬ |úÞ ~ð |û¬ ¬ |ú ° ì |ú ° ¬õ¨ ~ü~ (Package) |¦¾ ²ô±ì |ú}è .¶ |þ×ñì
° |ó ±ü |Ü¤ ì ~ñüõâ|þì |úÞ |¶ |òü |ó |ì |úÇÛð ç
_ ì .~ð |û¬±Þ |§ç¾ ° ¬õ¨ |þéÚ |§±Æ
~ñüõâ|þì |úßñü ü .îý¶ñº|þì |ýí¶° |ú N.P.T |õ° °¬ |ÿ |ú}·ø |ÿ°ô|òÖ |ò}º ¬ |ÿ ±
~üð |¸ ¬° ¬ ²â ô |×ð |ó ±ü |óõ |úßñü ô ~º |ÿ |ú}·ø |ûâô±ýð |ÿ ° ¬ |úÞ ¬° ¬ |Ü¤ |ó ±ü
|ûâô±ýð |ú |ÿ²ýð _ç¾ |ó ±ü ~üõâ|þì ßü±ì |óõ .¶ |¶°¬ð ~º |ú}º ¬ ° |ÿ°ô|òÖ |òü
|ó ±ü |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .~º |ú}º ¬ ~ü ô |¶ |ó ±ü |Ü¤ |òü ~ñüõâ|þì ùð |þèô ¬° ~ð |ÿ |ú}·ø
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ô ¬õº|þì |ïí{ |½²â ô |×ð |ÿ²ô° |àü |úÞ ~º |ó ±ãð ¬õ¨ |~ì ~ñé |û~ñü |ÿ ± ¬° ¬ |Ü¤
.~º |ú}º ¬ ° |ÿ°ô|òÖ |òü ~ü
|ó ±ü °ý}¨ °¬ |ÿ |ú}·ø |ûâô±ýð |ó ²° |¨õ¶ ° ² |úßñü ² ì |úÞ ~ð |ú}×â |ÿ±ãü¬ |¼© °¬
ü ô ùøâô±ýð |þ}Ê×¤ ô |þñíü |ê·ì |ÿ ± |úÞ |þ{ðßì |ïí{ ô |îýñÞ|þì |üí¤ ¬±ýã ° ±Ú
|û°º |ÿ¬° õì |ú |ó ±ãü¬ |ÿù»© °¬ .îýø¬|þì ° ±Ú |ó ±ü °ý}¨ °¬ ° ùð |¶ |ÿ |ú}·ø ³Þ ±ì
õÃÎ |ó ±ü |úÞ |úé·ì |òü ² ì ~ñüõâ|þì _çì .¬° ~ð |ÿ¬ü² |ýíø |þèô |¶ |ì |úÞ ~ð |û¬±Þ
|×è©ì |úÞ |ÿ°õ»Þ |ó ~ð¬õð |Øè©ì |ûâ|¢ýø |îø _çÚ ùýüô° .îýñÞ|þì |üí¤ ~º WTO
° (ô° ô |ó ±ü |òý |ÿ°{ ¬ ¬° ±Ú) T.C.A |û±Þ ¯ì |úé¾Öç ì ~ñüõâ|þì .¶ ßü±ì ~ñÞ|þì
|îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú |ó ±ü  |úéìÏì |òü ±¶ ± |úßñü |Ä¥ì |ú ~ñüõâ|þì |þñÏü .îýñÞ|þì |Ñô±º
|óì² |úßñü |ÿ ± .¬° ~ð |ÿ~Ûð |ÿ³ý ì |ÿ ± ¬° õì |òü .¬±Þ |îýø õ¨ ²Ò ° | ±Þ ¯ì |úé¾Öç
.îý¶± |þüùð |úý}ð |ú { ~»ß |ëõÆ |ë¶ ~ñ |¶ |òßíì ô |¶ |þðæõÆ ùð |ó~º|þüùð
~º ô° |ÿ°{ ° ~ü |àü±º |àü |ó õñÎ |ú |ó ±ü |îýø õ¨|þì ì ~ñüõâ|þì ±ãü¬ |¼© °¬
ô |×ð |Ðüñ¾ ô |ÿ²°ô»Þ þìËð±ýÒ |ÿíý õø Ïñ¾ ÿ° ¯â|úüì±¶ |úñýì² °¬ |îü |û¬ì ì ô
ì ~ñüõâ|þì |óõ ¶ |þéÞ |°õ¾ |ú ±}»ý úé·ì |òü .îüõº |ÿ°ßíø ¬° ô |ó ±ü °¬ ²â
¬õ |û~º ±Þ® |þèÇì |þéÚ (Package) °¬ .îý¶± |îø×{ |ú { |îýñÞ |û±Þ ¯ì ±ãü~ßü  { |îü |û¬ì
~ñ}×â _çì .¶ |û¬õ |ÿ±ãü¬ ³ý |óº°õËñì |úÞ ~ð¬±Þ |ïçÎ ùð |ú}è ¬õð |ì ì ~ü¬ ² |úÞ
.îýø¬|þì |úì ¬ ° |òýÛÖñì |ó~ð õ¨ |·ü°ô±{ ô |îýñÞ|þì |ÿ°ßíø |ó ±ü  |ï³ü°ô±{  |û²°ì °¬ ì
ø° ° |òýÛÖñì |ó¬õ |·ü°ô±{ |¶ |òßíì |îýñßð |ÿ°ßíø ±â |þñÏü |úÞ ¬õ |òü ì |Éñ}¶
ô ~ð |û¬°ô |þõ¨ |ú}ßð ~ü~ |§±Æ °¬ |ú}è .¶ |û¬õð |òü ì ¬õ¿Ûì úð ~ñ}×â ùð .~ññÞ
|ÿùøô±â ô |û~ÎÛè |úýéÎ ô |îüõº|þì |ÿ°ßíø ¬° ô |ï³ü°ô±{  |û²°ì |ÿ ± |ó ±ü  ì ~ð |ú}×â
° ±Ú |û~ÎÛè |ûô±â °ñÞ °¬ _ÛýÚ¬ ° |òýÛÖñì |þñÏü |îýñÞ |ÿ°ßíø (òýÛÖñì) M.E.K |êì |þ}·ü°ô±{
.¶ |û~ì|þ¶ñì|çí ¬õ|û~º|§±Çì ~ |þéý¨ |úÞ|êÚ |§±Æ |¸ßÎ± |§±Æ |òü °¬ .~ð |û¬ ¬
(objective guaranty) |þ}ð °â |àü |ú ~ü |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |ú |Ð ° |ó ±ü  ì |úßñü ¬°õì °¬
|úßñü ±ãì |¶ |ØÚõ{ |þñÏì |ú _ ~} (objective guaranty) |úÞ ~ð¬õ |ú}ºõð |þéÚ |§±Æ °¬ îý¶±
° ~Ûì |àü .îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |àü |ú |ó ±ü  ~ü ì ~ñ}×â ô ~ð¬±Þ |Ù¯¤ ° ¬° õì |òü .îýñÞ ~ý |þø °
|ÿ ± G8 |§±Æ ² ì ~ð¬õ |ú}×â ç
_ ì .~ð |û¬±Þ |§ç¾ |îü¬±Þ ¬°õ¨± ~ñ{ ùð  ì |úÞ |ÿ¬° õì

!

|ú |úÞ ~ñ}×â ùð |ú ì |ó¶ñº°Þ .~º õÃÎ |îø |ó ±ü |úÞ |îýñÞ|þì |üí¤ |å°³ |úðýì°ô¨
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ì |ú ù¶ô° ° |ÑõÂõì |òü |úÞ ~ñ}×â ùð .îýø õ¨|þíð _ç¾ ì ¶ |ú}¶ õ¨ íº ² |þ·Þ
° ¬°õì |òü ±ý¨ |§±Æ °¬ |ú}è .îýñÞ|þì |Ù¯¤ ° |ó ~ýø õ¨|þíð ±â îýðñã ° |ó ~ñ}×â

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

|îø (Package) |òü °¬ |òü ±ñ .¬õð |ì ì ±Ëð ² ô ~ð¬õ |û¬°ô |úÞ ¬õ |þéÇì .~ð |û¬±Þ |Ù¯¤
_çÏÖ .¬° ~ð |þð ~ñ |ýíø |úÞ |·ø |îø |ÿ±ãü¬ |èÇì ô ¬° ¬ |ýíø |úÞ |¶ |þèÇì |¼©
|ú |¶ |òßíì .îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |àü |ú |îýð õ} ùð  |û±Þ ¯ì °¬ |úßñü { ¶ |§±Æ |àü ~^¤ °¬
.îý¶±ð |õéÇì |úý}ð
|ØÚõ{ ± ± °¬ ¬ü² ü |îÞ ùð |ÿùü°ßíø |òü |ïí{ ü : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
±ý¨ ü |¶ |¨õ¶ |ú¨±
²ô±ì íº |úßñü |É±º |ú |ïõº|þì íº  |úéìÏì |òü ¬° ô |òì |úÞ ~üõâ|þì ô° :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
(infinitive) |À©»ìð |úíéÞ ùð .~ñÞ ~ý |úì ¬ |ÜýéÏ{ |òü ~ýñÞ |ÜýéÏ{ ° |ÿ²¶ |þñÒ |ýèÏÖ |úÞ
|ë¤ ±ø |ú .îý}º ¬ |úùº |ó |ú|Ð ° ì |úÞ ¬õ ±Æ¨ |òü |ú |îø |òü .~ð |û¬±Þ |Ù¯¤ |úÏÖ¬ |òü °
~ñüõâ|þì ùð .~ð |û¬±Þ |§ç¾ |§±Æ |òü °¬ îü¬õ |¹·¤ |þéý¨ ùð |ú |·ð ì |úÞ |þüø³ý
.~ñÞ ~ý |úì ¬ |û±Þ ¯ì |û°ô¬ °¬ |ÜýéÏ{ |òü ô ~ñÞ ²Ò ° |ÜýéÏ{ ±ì}¶ |ûì |úìñÏÇÚ |ÜÆ |ó ±ü
ì .~ñÞ ~ý |úì ¬ |ÜýéÏ{ |òü |îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú { |îýñÞ|þì |û±Þ ¯ì ±ãü~ßü  ì |úÞ |þðì² ±ø { |þñÏü
.~º|þì |ûì 2 |û±Þ ¯ì |û°ô¬ |þèô |îýñÞ|þì |ÜýéÏ{ |û±Þ ¯ì |û°ô¬ { ì ô ¬° ~ð |þèßº |îý}×â ùð |ú
~ü ° |îü° ¬ íº  |úÞ |þüù¤±Æ |òü ² |ÿ°ý· |úßñü |ÿ ± .·ýð ±ü¯|óßì |ûì 2 ~ñ}×â ùð
|þ}¤ ° ùð ² |þÃÏ ô |îü± ¬õ¨ |ÿø°õ»Þ |ú ° ùð ~ü ~Ï ô |îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú { |îýñÞ |¥
ô |ûì 2 |îý}×â|þì ì .¬õº|þíð |ê¤ |ûì 2  |ê·ì |òü .îýð¶± |üõ¿{ |ú ¬õ¨ |ÿùðíè° °¬
|êýè¬ |òü |ú ·ýð |þÛýÚ¬ |~ì |àü |îý}×â ì |úÞ |þè¶ 2 |òü ~ñ}×â ùð |ú}è .ë¶ 2 ~ñ}×â ùð
|îýñÞ|þì ±ßÖ ô |îýñÞ |¥ ±ãü~ßü  |îýð õ{|þì |þèô .ë¶ 2 |îý}×â |îø ì ~ý}×â |ûì 2 íº |úÞ
.îý¶± |þÛÖ õ{ |àü |ú |ÿ |û°ô¬ |òü |ÿ ± |îýð õ}
¶ |ëõÚ ¬°õì |ë¶ |àü ü : °õº |ÿÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶
|àü ² ±}íÞ °¬ |ÑõÂõì |òü ±¶ ± |îü° ô~ýì ì .îýø õ¨|þì |ë¶ |àü ² ±}íÞ ì :þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬
|ÜýéÏ{ ° ¬õ¨ |ÿù}ýèÏÖ ~ñüõâ|þì ùð .~ñº |ú}º ¬ |ýð |ò·¤ ùð ±â |îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú |ë¶
¬° õì ² |þßü | ±Þ ¯ì °¬ ô |ÜýéÏ{ |ó °ô¬ °¬ ~ñüõâ|þì ùð .·ýð |ØÚõ{ |¥ |òü ±ñ ~ýñÞ
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|úÞ ~º |ï²æ |óñýíÆ  |ï õ{ |úÞ ~ýñÞ |ÿ²¶ |þñÒ |úðõã |úÞ |¶ |òü íº ô ì |òý |û±Þ ¯ì |îùì
|òü ² íº |úÞ |îüõº |òíÇì |úðõã ì ~ü~ý¶° %3/5 |ú íº |þ}Úô |þñÏü .~ý}·ýð |§ç¶ |þ °¬
|ú}è .¬õ ~ø õ¨ ô°  ì |þé¾ |¥ ÑõÂõì |òü |òü ±ñ .~üô°|þíð |ÿ±{æ |¦Ç¶ |ú 3/5
|úÞ |îü°ð |îü~º |ú¶ô± |òü ¬° ô ô°  ±â ô |îý¶±ð |úý}ð |ú ô°  |þüùñ{ |ú ì |¶ |òßíì
.~ñüý ì |àíÞ |ú ³ýð |ó ±ãü¬
úý}ð |óõñÞ{ |úð×¶}ì |þèô |îü¬±Þ |·{ ° |ÿ¬° õì ù¶ô°  |àíÞ |ò}Ö±â |ÿ ± ì
|òü |ú |þèô ~ýº |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ~ýð õ{|þì íº ~ñüõâ|þì ùð .¶ |û¬õð |õéÇì
¬õ¨ .~ýñÞ ¬ü ¬í}Î ~ýð õ} |îø ô ~ýº |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |îø |úÞ ¬õº|þíð |°õ¾
|úÞ |ÿ |ú·é °¬ |úý¶ô° |ú°¨ ±ü²ô  |òì .ÿ¬í}Î |þ |þñÏü |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |ò}º ¬ ± ° ±¾
îñÞ |ÿ~ñ |Ðí |î}¶ õ¨ |þ}Úô |ú·é ±¨ °¬ .îü~ý¶° |þ{ÛÖ õ{ |ú ~ýìð |ëõÆ |ú |Î¶ 2/5
|èÇì |òü ~ü |òì |þèô |îü¬±Þ |ÜÖ õ{ ° ¬° õì |òü |úé |×â ô |»â± |½¬õ¨ |Ù±¤ ² |ÿ°õÖ
~ü |îø |þ¶ñº°Þ |îý{  |úßñü |òíÂ |ï±ýã |û² |ó»ü ² ô |îñÞ |§±Çì °õùí |¸ý°  °
~ñ}×â ô ~ð¬±ßð |ëõÚ ° |ÛÖ õ{ ~ð¬}¶±Ö |ó ±ù{ |ú |úÞ ° |þ¶ñº°Þ |îý{ _ ~Ï .¬õº |°õ»ì
° ~Ûì |àü ùýñý  |ó¬±Þ °Þ ~üº ô |¶ |©¶ |þéý¨ |ó¬±Þ °Þ ù¶ô°  .·ýð ±ü¯ |óßì
|òý .¬° ~ð |ý¶·¤ ~¤ |ó °¬ |òý ~ð° ¬ ì |ÿô° ù¶ô° |úÞ |þ}ý¶·¤ |þñÏü .~º ±{|ó¶
|òý |ú°¨ ±ü²ô |ú}è .¶ ±{|ï±ð _}·ð |þèô ~ñß |ÿ°Þ |úñýì² |òü °¬ |úÞ |¶ |û¬ ~ð |þèõÚ ì |ú
.îý¶°|þì |þíø×{ |ú |ú |ó ±ù{ °¬ |ÿô  |û±Þ ¯ì °¬ ~ü¬ ~ü ~ü|þì |ó ±ù{ |ú |û~ñü |ú}×ø
°¬ |þõñ |ÿÛü±Ö  ì .þõñ |ÿÛü±Ö |êì ~ð° ¬ |þõ¨ |ÿ°ßíø ì  ø°õ»Þ ² |þ¨±
|ú¨± ¬° ¬ ~¿Ú |û~ñü °¬ |îø |þõñ |ÿÛü±Ö |úÞ |¶ |òü |îø |ó |êýè¬ îý}·ø |û±Þ ¯ì |ë¤
|þ{çß»ì ùð |ÿ|û~ñü |ÿ ± |úÞ ¬õº ¬ü |þ{çÃÏì ~ø õ¨|þíð ¯è ô ~ñÞ |ÿ² ~ð |û ° ° |¨õ¶
|êü²± |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú ~ñÞ |ÿ°ßíø ì  |úÞ |¶ |û¬ì |ÿ~¤ { |êü²± _çì .¬°ô ¬õô |ú °
|îø ùð |ÿ ± |úÞ ¬õº |ÐÂô |þ{ °±Ûì ~ø õ¨|þíð ô |¶ |û¬±Þ |Ñô±º ° ¬õ¨ |¨õ¶ |ú¨±
.~º ² |êß»ì
|úÞ |îý¶± |ÿ±ãü¬ |§±Æ |àü |ú ~ü ±ãü¬ |ÿø°õ»Þ ² |ÿ±¶ |àü  |îýñÞ|þì ±ßÖ |Ñõíì °¬
ô ì |Ù±Æ |àü ² .îýºð ô° ô ì |ÈÛÖ |þñÏü .~ðô± ùýüô° |Õ ±¶ ùð ëõì±Ö ô |§±Æ |ó |ÜÆ
ô |îø×{ |ú ùýüô°  |îýð õ} |Üü±Æ |òü ² ~üº .~º ô° |îø |êÛì |Ù±Æ ô |îýº °õ»Þ ~ñ

#

|ÐÂô |ú |üùð °¬ ô |îýñÞ|þì |û±Þ ¯ì ùýüô°  |ûì ~ñ îü~ý¶±ð |îø ±â .îý¶± |þõéÇì |úÇÛð
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|ÜüõÏ{ |ú ° |ýñì |ÿ °õº |úÞ ¬õ ~ø õ¨ |òü °Þ |ëõ¿¥ì |êÚ ~¤ |îý¶°|þì |óì¬õ¨ ²ô±ì
±ãü¬ |ë¶ |àü |ÿ ± |êÚ ~¤ |îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ±ì õð |ûì °¬ |úÞ ¬õ ° ±Ú ±â îü² ~ð |þì

 
TqÞå
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|òü °¬ ô |îü |û¬±Þ |þ}¤ |ïí{ |îø |þìõíÎ °ßÖ |ú |·ð ô |îü² ~ð |þì |ÜüõÏ{ |ú ° |úé·ì |òü
|ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |¸ð ´  ° |óíé·ì |þÚõÛ¤ |Í¥è ² ô |îýñÞ|þì ±{|êìÞ ° |ÿ°ô|òÖ |¾±Ö
.îýñÞ|þì
±Æ¨ |ú .îü¬± |Ï×ñì |þéý¨ |îý}¨ ~ð |ÜüõÏ{ |ú ° |ýñì |ÿ °õº |úÞ |ú}º¯â |ë¶ ² ì |ú}è
|ú { |ú}º¯â |ë¶ ² ì .îý}º ~ð |ýñì |ÿ °õº |Èü ±º |ÿ ± |þâ¬ì _ç¾ |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |úßñü
|óì¬õ¨ |óæ |ÐÚ ô °¬ .îü¬±Þ ° ³â± |þ¶ý¶ ô |þ}ýñì ÿ¬¿}Ú |¼©  |þð ô ±Ö |·é ë¤
|ú}º¯â |ÿùøì °¬ |óõ .îü |û¬±Þ ±{|û¬ì |þéý¨ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ÿ ± |ú}º¯â |ë¶ |ú |·ð °
|Å±Ö |îýüõã |îýð õ{|þíð |îø ²õñø |îýñÞ|þì ±ßÖ |òü ±ñ .îü¬±Þ |û¬ì ° ²ýð ¬°õì |ÿù¤±Æ
.¶ |þ×}ñì ~¾ °¬ ~¾ |ýñì |ÿ °õº
|úíø ô |îýñÞ |ÿ°ßíø |îø ø°õ»Þ ±ãü¬  ô |îýñÞ |Ñô±º ô°  ° ¬õ¨ | ±Þ ¯ì ±â
îýñÞ |û¬×}¶ °õ»Þ |þ¶ý¶ ô |ÿ¬¿}Ú |ýÖ±Ê |êÞ ² |þñÏü îü°ôý |ó ~ýì |ú ° °õ»Þ |ýÖ±Ê
~ü |îø ì ~ñÞ |àíÞ ì |ú |û~ðô± |òü °¬ |ÿ°õ»Þ ~º ° ±Ú ±â _çì .·ýð |îÞ |ýÛÖõì ~ýì
|ÐÚõ{ ô |îýø~ |þõñ |û±Þ |ú ø|û´ô± |úßñü |úð |îýñÞ ° ¯â ô °õ»Þ |ó |ú ° |îùì |ÿø |û´ô±
|úñýì² °¬ ~ü ~ñÞ |ÿ°ßíø ì  |ÿ°õ»Þ ~º ° ±Ú ±â .îýº |ú}º ¬ |ó ±ãü¬ ² |þ¶ý¶ |àíÞ
|àü ¬° ô |úÞ ~ñÞ|þì |þâ¬ì |ïçÎ |èô¬ .îýø¬ |½±}·â °õ»Þ |ó  ° |ÿ°ßíø |ÿ¬¿}Ú
|ÿø°õ»Þ úý}ð °¬ ô ~ü±ýã °Þ |ú ° |ÿ¬¿}Ú |ÿùéý·ð} ô ~üõº |úñýì² |òü °¬ |ÿ°ßíø
.îü |ú}º ~ð |þÛýÖõ{ ²õñø ± |ïÛì °¬ |þèô |îü°ôý |ó ~ýì |ú ° ±ãü¬
|úìñÏÇÚ |ÿ ± |ï~Î ±Æ¨ |ú |îýø õ¨|þíð ì |úßñü |ó ô |¶ì ±Ëð ¬°õì |îø |ÿ±ãü¬ |úÇÛð
|üõ¿{ |Ñí  |ÿ |úìñÏÇÚ |úÞ ¬õº |úðõâ |ú |þñÏü .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº
|òü .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |Øé©{ |òü ±Æ¨ |ú ô |îýñÞ |Øé©{ |úìñÏÇÚ |ó |ú |·ð ì ô ¬¬±â
|õ¿ì ° ±ü² |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú |ó ±ü |úÞ |·ýð |ÿõÚ |ó |úýõ{ |ú}è ¬° ¬ |þÚõÛ¤ |úýõ{ |úé·ì
°»Ö |ó ±ü ± |îýð õ} ì { ¬ô± ±{æ |Ð±ì |ú |û~ðô± ~ü |¸ ¬ô°|þíð |¸ð ´ ô |ïß¤ |ÿ °õº
|úéìÏì °¬ |þèô |îýñÞ ± ° |ó ô |îýº |ú}º ~ð |Øé©{ |þðì¬ |ØüÊô|ú |·ð ì ±â .îýñÞ ¬° ô
| ±Þ ¯ì |·ßº ±Æ¨ |ú ô ~ìðý |·ßº |ú |ÑõÂõì |þ¶ý¶ | ±Þ ¯ì °¬ ô ô° 
|úßñü { |¶ ±}ù |þéý¨ ì |ÿ ± ô ¬õ ~ø õ¨ |ô×}ì |Èü ±º îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |þ¶ý¶

$
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þ¶ý¶ | ±Þ ¯ì |·ßº |°õ¾ °¬ |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |×é©{ ±Æ¨ |ú
|û±Þ ¯ì |ë¤ °¬ ùñü ~üõã |ýñì |ÿ °õº °¬ |úÞ |¶ ² |òý |êì |ÿõÚ °õ»Þ |àü |¶¬
|û±Þ ¯ì ±ãü~ßü  _ ¬~ì |ûì 6 _çì |úÞ ~ññÞ ¬ùñ»ý ô ~ð¬±â± |û±Þ ¯ì ±ý·ì |ú ~ü ô ~ð |û¬õ
|òü |úÞ ¬õ |û±Þ ¯ì |ë¤ °¬ |þèíº |û±Þ _çì .¶ |û¬}Ö |Ý×{ ¬ü² ýð¬ °¬ |ê·ì |êýÚ |òü .~ññÞ
|úý¶ô° ô |òý ð °¬ |þèô ~º |Ñ° |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô± ô ~ýìð |·ßº |ú | ±Þ ¯ì
|òßíì .~ñø¬ |úì ¬ | ±Þ ¯ì |ú |úÞ |Ö±ü¯ |ýñì |ÿ °õº .~ü |úì ¬ | ±Þ ¯ì ~ü |úÞ ~ñ}×â
ô¬ |òü |þèô @¬ô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô± |û°ô¬ ô ~ìðý |·ßº |ú _ ¬~ì |û±Þ ¯ì |¶
|îýº |ú}Ö° |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û±Þ ¯ì |àü °¬ |·ßº |êýè¬ |ú ì |úÞ |¶ |ô×}ì |îø  |úé·ì
.×é©{ ±Æ¨ |ú |úßñü ü
|ÿ ± |¾±Ö |àü |îñÞ|þì ±ßÖ îýñÞ þÆ ° ~ðô° |òü |îýð õ} ì ô ~ð ~ |¥é¿ì |ïËð ±â
|ò·¤ |ÐÇÛì |òü °¬ ùð |úÞ ¬õº|þì |òºô° ü ¬õº |Ñô±º ùýüô°  | ±Þ ¯ì ±â .¶ °õ»Þ
°¬ |þ}¤ ô |îýñÞ ~ý |¶¬ |þõ¨ |ÜÖ õ{ |àü |ú |¶ |òßíì |úÞ ~ñüõâ|þíð |Õô°¬ ô ~ð° ¬ |ýð
|ò·¤ |úÞ |îü~º |úõ}ì ±â |þèô @îý¶± |ëõÚ |êÚ |îø×{ |ú ô°  |îýð õ} |ÿ²¶|þñÒ |¥
|ó °¬ |úÞ |îü° ¯ã °ñÞ ° |¨õ¶ |ú¨± { ~ð°ôý °»Ö ~ñø õ¨|þì ô |·ýð °Þ °¬ |þ}ýð
|ú¨± ± ± °¬ |þ}·ýè |úÞ |¶ |òü ùýüô° |ë¬ |ú{ |óõ îü±ýã ° |óì¬õ¨ |îýí¿{ ~ü |Èü ±º
|ÿùøâô±ýð ~ñüõâ|þì ùð _çì .îü° ¯ã°ñÞ °|¨õ¶|ú¨± { ~ð° ¯ã ì |ÿô°|¼ý |¨õ¶
|þ}¤ .îýñÞ|þì |òýíÃ{ ° |¨õ¶ ô |îýø¬|þì íº |ú |à¶ | |þ{ÛýÛ¥{ |ÿùøâô±ýð ô |þí{
|ú ô ~üíð |òýíÃ{ ° |ó |¸ð ´ ü ô |îýñÞ|þì |òýíÃ{ íº |ÿ ± ° |úè¶ 50 |¨õ¶ ì ~ñüõâ|þì
°¬ ô ~ð° ¬± |ÿ¬¿}Ú |îùì |ÿùì~Ú ô |Ïñ¾ ÿ´õèõñß{ ùð |þñÏü .~ø~ |óñýíÆ íº
|¸ .îü° ¬± |¨õ¶ ~ýèõ{ ² |¶¬ |úßñü |É±º |ú ~ññÞ |àíÞ ì |ú |ú}Ö±»ý |ÿùü°ô|òÖ
|ÿ~ñé |~ì |àü |îø ì ô ~ñø~ ì |ú ° |þ{ ²ý}ì |àü ùñü |úÞ |¶ |òü ùð ±Ëð ¬°õì |úéìÏì
|ú ô (ì |§çÇ¾ |ú) ¬í}Î  |ï õ{ |¨õ¶ ~ýèõ{ |ÿ ± ùð  { |îýñÞ |ÜýéÏ{ (ë¶ ~ñ _çì)
ùð ô |îýüõâ|þì assurance ì .îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú |þ}ð °â  |ï õ{ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ùð |§çÇ¾
¬í}Î |ûõ¥ð ü ô |òýíÃ{ |ûõ¥ð |ú |·ð |þ{Öç}¨ |àü ë¤ ±ø |ú ~ñüõâ|þì objective guarnty
ô |îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú ô |îý¶± |úý}ð |ú ô°  |îýð õ} ì |úÞ ¬° ¬ ¬õô |ëí}¤ |àü |òü ±ñ .îü° ¬
.îý¶±ð |ÜÖ õ{ |ú |úßñü ±ãü¬ |ëí}¤

%

°¬ |ûâ|¢ýø ì .¶ |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí °¬ ì |ú±{ |òýèô  ±Þ ¯ì |òü |òíÂ °¬
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.îý}º ¬ |îùì |þ¶ý¶ |û±Þ ¯ì |ú¶ ì .îü |úº ~ð |þñýãñ¶ |òü |ú |þ¶ý¶ |û±Þ ¯ì þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí
|ú |îø ô ¬õ |û{õÞ °ý· |û±Þ ¯ì |ÿ|û°ô¬ |îø ÐÚõì |ó °¬ |úÞ ¬õ ßü±ì  |çÛð |êü ô |þßü

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

|Ý ±Î |èô¬  |úÞ ¬õ |îø |ÿ±ãü¬ |û±Þ ¯ì |àü .~ü° ¬ |ÑçÆ ô ~ü±Ã¥}·ì íº |úÞ ~º |ÿ |úðõâ
|þñÏü .îý}º ~ð |þ}Ö±»ý |¢ýø ì ô ~ýìð |ëõÆ |ú |ë¶ 2 |û±Þ ¯ì |òü |úÞ |îý}º ¬ |äñ ² ~Ï
|òü |ÐÚ ô °¬ .þ}Ö±»ý |¢ýø |óô~ îü¬õ  |óíø |îø ±¨ ²ô° °¬ |îü¬õ |ëô ²ô° |úÞ  |óíø
.¶ ì |ïõ¶ |ÿ|ú±{  ±Þ ¯ì
|îýüõãð ±â ô |îý}·ýð ô°|úô° °õ»Þ |àü  ì |ÐÚ ô °¬ .¶ |òýãñ¶ °ý· û~ðô± |òü _ñíÂ
ô°  |û±Þ ¯ì |ë¤ °¬ ì .îý}·ø ô°|úô° |þ±Ò |ÿø°õ»Þ ±Þ  |êÚ ~¤ ýð¬ |ÿø°õ»Þ ±Þ 
|óæ ì ~ññÞ|þì |û±Þ ¯ì |úü¬¥{ |Ù±Æ ² ~ñ}×â|þì °õ»Þ |ú¶ ú}º¯â |óì² °¬ |þñÏü .îý}·ø
|ÿÚ |û~ñüíð |óõ ~ññÞ|þì |û±Þ ¯ì ì  ô° |úü¬¥{ |êÞ |Ù±Æ ² |úÞ ~ññÞ|þì |ïçÎ _í¶°
|ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí |ú±{ |òýèô |òü ±ñ .¬° ¬ °õÃ¤ | ±Þ ¯ì |·é °¬ |îø ðæõ¶
¬° ¬ |þñÖ ô |þ}ýñì þÚõÛ¤ þ¶ý¶ |Øé}©ì ¬Ï |úÞ ° |þééíè |òý |òýãñ¶ |û~ðô± |àü |úÞ |¶
.~ð¶± ±í÷ |ú ~ø õ¨|þì °
|þéß»ì °Þ |óü { |úÞ |·ýð |òü |Ù±¤ |òü |ÿñÏì îü |û¬õ |ÜÖõì ²ô±ì { òì ¬Û}Î |ú
°Þ |óü |ú |¸ð ´ °¬ ì |þñÏü .îü |û¬± |¼ý |õ¨ ° °Þ ô |îü |û¬õ |ÜÖõì ²ô±ì |ú { ì .îü° ~ð
±}»ý |ûì ~ñ |úÞ ~üõâ|þì |îø |ó»ü ~ñÞ|þì |¥¾ |þÎ¬ ±è |ÿÚ |úÞ |þðì² .îü |û~º |àü¬³ð
¬° õì ±Þ |úÞ |¶ |û¬±Þ |ïçÎ |îø |½° ³â °¬ .¶ |û~ðíð |þÚ |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |óì² {
.¶ |õ¨ ì |ÐÂô |úñýì² |òü °¬ |¸ .¶ |û~º |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤
¬õ¨ ±ý¨ |½° ³â °¬ |¸ð ´ ÑçÆ |ÜÆ .îü |û~ý¶° |þõ¨ °ý· |¦Ç¶ |ú |îø |þñÖ |úñýì² °¬
|û~ý¶° |êìÞ |Èé·{ |ú ø |úñýì² ² |ÿ°ý· °¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úñýì² °¬ |ó ±ü |úÞ |¶ |û¬°ô
¶ |òýãñ¶ |þéý¨ |úé·ì |òü |êí¥{ ùýüô° |ÿ ± |ú}è .¶ |îùì °ý· |ÑõÂõì |òü .¶
|ûçÞ íº ±¶ |ó ±ü |úÞ ~ð |ú}×â ø° ùð |ú ùýüßü±ì |úÞ |¶ |þ}ýÏÂô |óíø |òü |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú
ì |úÞ ~ø¬|þì |ó»ð ô |¶ |õ¨ °ý· |þééíè |òý |úùô |Í¥è ² ì |ÿ ± |þèô .¶ |ú}º ¯â
|þñý |¼ý ùñü |ú}è .îü |û~ý¶° |þõ¨ °ý· |ýÛÖõì ô |Ö±»ý |ú |ÿ°ô|òÖ |úñýì² °¬ |ë¤±ø |ú
±ßÖ |úÞ |þ{°õ¾ |óíø |ú |½° ³â °¬ ±â .îü° ¬ |ÑçÆ ì |úÞ |¶ |ÿ^~¤ °¬ ¶ |½° ³â ² ì
.¬õ ~ø õ¨ |þíùì ô ° ¯â±ý÷{ °ý· |úéí ~º |úéí |òü îýñÞ|þì
°¬ |ÿ~¤{ |úý¶ô°ô |òý .¶ ±}ù |ú}º¯â |ë¶ ² ²ô±ì ì |ÐÂô |îø |þ¶ý¶ |úñýì² °¬

&
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|êì |þüø°õ»Þ .~ñ×è©ì |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |û~ðô± |Ñ°  |úÞ ~ð |û¬±Þ |ïçÎ ô ~ñ}·ø |ó ~ýì
|ó ~ýì °¬ |ú}º¯â ² ±}»ý |îø ~ùÏ}ì ±ýÒ |ÿø°õ»Þ ô ~ð |û~ì |úñ¥¾ |ú |îø |þõñ |ÿÛü±Ö
±}ù |îø |þ{ |¹ç °¬ |úÞ |îü° ô~ýì .~ð¬±Þ |êíÎ |ú}º¯â ² ±}ù êÚ |¹ç °¬ ùð .~ñ}·ø
ì |ÿô°|úô° ô |îü¬õ ùñ{ |úßñü |ú |úõ{  |úË¥è |òü { |îýñÞ|þì ±ßÖ ì |òü ±ñ .~ñº |êÚ ²
ô ~ð¬õ ì |úýéÎ |þ±Ò ~ñí{°~Ú ô |ÿõÚ |ÿø°õ»Þ êÚ æ ü ô ~ð¬õ |û¬}·ü ø°õ»Þ ² |ÿ°ý·
.îü |ú}º ¬ |þõ¨ |ÿù}ýÛÖõì ì êý ±¶ ô ßü±ì |ÿø°»Ö |îÒ° |þéÎ |òýñ¡íø
ùøì ì |ê·ì ¬õð |êý ±¶ ô ßü±ì |ÿø°»Ö ±â |úÞ |îüõã |¦ü±¾ |þéý¨ ñü °¬ |òì
|ú¨± |úé·ì |ÿô° |þ}¤ ùýüô°  ì ~ýð ¬|þì íº .¬õ |û~ý¶° |þüùð |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ú |êÚ
|ÜÖ õ{ |ú |îý}·ð õ{|þì |ú·ð ±Ö ô |óíè  |êÚ ~¤ .îý¶± |ÜÖ õ{ |ú |îý}·ð õ{|þì |þèõì±Ö  |¨õ¶
|¶ |áð±Ç¨ |ó ±ü ¬ùñ»ý |úÞ ~ñ}×â ùð |ú ô ~ð¬² |îø |ú ° |ó |¸ýéãð ô ßü±ì |þèô |îý¶±
|îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |þüùð ° |ó ì ¬õð |úé·ì |òü °¬ ßü±ì °»Ö ±â .îý¶± |úý}ð |ú |îý}·ð õ}ð ¯è ô
ô |ÿ¬¿}Ú þ¶ý¶ |Í¥è ² ù}·ýðõýù¾ |úÞ |ÿ®õ×ð ô |ÿ² ô ßü±ì °»Ö |îÒ°|þéÎ |þèô
ïËð ô |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí þ·ð °õÆ |ú |îñÞ|þì ±ßÖ ~ð° ¬ |þ±Ò |ÿø°õ»Þ °¬ |þ{Óýé{
ô ~º |ÜÖõì |îø |óü { |îü° ô~ýì ô |¶ |û~ð¶° |÷ |ú |û~ðô± |òü °¬ ° ¬õ¨ |ÿ~ì°Þ
.~ñÞ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |¶ñì |°õ¾ |ú ° |úé·ì ~ð õ}
(°õùí |¸ý°) |þí{¨ |ÿÚ |ñ
|ú±â .~ø~ |õÚ íº |ú ~ðô ~¨ |úéè »ð .îü¬±Þ |û¬×}¶ ô ~ü~ý»Þ |í¤² @±ß»}ì |þéý¨
|³Î õÚ  |îø _ÏÚ ô .îýüõâ|þì |àü±{ |ó»ü |ú ì |þèô ~ð° ~ð ì |þ¶ñº°~Ú |ú |ÿ²ýð |ó»ü
|ì~¨ |þèÎ|±Ã¤ _ÏÚ ô .~ð |û¬ ¬ |ïð ° ø°Þ |òü |û¬Ïè |ÝõÖ |½ç{ ô |ÿ°ýºõø  |îø ô
.~ü |û¬ ¬ |ïð ° |þâ°³ |þéý¨
°õº |ÿÃÎ |ÿù»¶± ±ãü¬ |ú |þð¤ô° ±}Þ¬ |ª¶
|ê·ì ÿ |ú}·ø |ÿ´±ð |¥ °¬ |¶ |òßíì |úÞ ~ð¬õì±Ö ñü |ó}¶ô¬ ² |þßü |úÞ |þé·ì -1
þüýíýº |¥ °¬ ~ü° ¬ |ÑçÆ íº |óæ .·ýð |þ×}ñì |¥ |òü |úé @¬õ» |§±Çì |îø |ÿ±ãü¬
|ó~º |û¬ì |ë¤ °¬ ì |úÞ ~ð |û¬±Þ ¬° ô |ó ±ü |ú |ïù{ ¬°õì ô¬ þßü ùý·ýéãð ô ùýüßü±ì _ ±ý¨

'

|ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |þâ~ý¡ý |ú |ÿ |úé·ì |¢ýø ì .~ð°ô |êíÎ |ú ~ü¬² ô ~ñüý |ó¶°² { |îý}·ø
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|þèô ¬° ~ð ¬õô |ý¶·¤ °~Ú |ó ~º |ú}º ¬ |þüýíýº |§ç¶ |ÿ°õ»Þ ±â _Â±Ö |þñÏü .·ýð
¬ü² |þéý¨ |úé·ì |òü |ÿô° |ý¶·¤ ô ùýð ±ãð ô ¬° ¬ ° |½¬õ¨ |Á¨ |ûãü |þí{ |§ç¶

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

|òíÂ .¶ ±}»ý |ê·ì ±ü¶ ô |þüýíýº ² |ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |ÿô° |ý¶·¤ ~ü¬±{|þ .¶
|þßü ~ð± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì |ÿ²ô° ±â ô ~ñ}·ø |¹·¤ |îø ì |àºõì |ú |Ð ° ùð |úßñü
.¶ |àºõì |úé·ì ¬õº |§±Çì ð °¬ |¶ |òßíì |úÞ |ê·ì ²
|úý¶ô° ô |òý |ìõß¤ \¨ ~ñ}·ø |òíº¬ ùðíé·ì  ùýüô° ~ýüì±Ö|þì íº |úßñü ì
|ïì |úÞ |ÿ°õÆ |óíø .~ð±ãü~ßü |úýº |úíø |ÑõÂõì |òü °¬ .~ñ}·ýð |¶ô¬ ùðíé·ì  |îø
|ú}Ö±»ý |ÿ°ô|òÖ |àü |ú ì ~ñø õ¨|þíð |úßñü °¬ |ë¤ ±ø |ú .±{~ |ÿ±ãü¬ ² |þßü ~ð¬õì±Ö
|ó °¬ |úÞ |þÇü ±º °¬ ì .~ñ}·ø |Øè©ì ì  |úÞ |¶ |òºô° |þéý¨ .·ýð |¥ |ÿ îý¶±
ë¤ |òýÎ °¬ ì ~ñÞ±}»ì |Ù~ø |àü °¬ |úý¶ô° ô ô° ô ßü±ì |úßñü |òíÂ |îü° ¬ ° ±Ú
.¬° ¬ ¬õô ùð |òý |îø |þüù}Ú°
|úÞ |îü¬±Þ |¸íè ±}ù îý}º ¬ |ú·ð ±Ö ô |óíè ¸ýéãð  |úÞ |þ{ ±Þ ¯ì |ë¶ |àü |ëõÆ °¬ ì
|ú ±×¶ ~¿Ú êÚ |ÿ~ñ |òì ç
_ ì .¬° ¬ ¬õô °õ»Þ |ú¶ |òü |òý |þ}¤ |ÿ~ü~º |ÿù}Ú° |ú
|ú ~ü ~ð° ¬ ° ô° |ú ±×¶ |úìð± |ó»ü ±â |úÞ ~ñ}×â|þì |óíè ô |¸ýéãð î}º ¬ ° |ú·ð ±Ö
|þ}¤ ùñü |úÞ |îüõã |îø õ¨|þì .¬}Ö |ÜüõÏ{ |ú ±×¶ |òü ùøì ¯è ô ~ñÞ ±×¶ |îø |¸ýéãð ô |óíè
|û¬×}¶ ù}Ú° |òü ² |îýð õ{|þì |îø ì ô ~ð° ¬ |Ú° ±ãü~ßü  |îø |û¬¶ |ê·ì |ÿ±·ßü ±¶ ±
.·ýð |ó¶ ùñü |òý |Ùßº ¬ü |ú}è .îýñÞ
|þñÏü .¶ °õÆ |òü ~¾ °¬ ~¾ ßü±ì |ÿ ± ¶ |úðù |àü |ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |úßñü ì
~ñÞ |úýõ{ °|þìõíÎ °ßÖ ~ð õ{|þì ô |¶ |úðù |òü±}ù |úÞ |ÿ |ú}·ø |úðù  ¬° ¬ ~¿Ú ßü±ì
|úðù |ú ° ì ¬° ¬ ~¿Ú ßü±ì .~¶± ¬õ¨ ±ãü¬ |Ù ~ø |ú ~ñÞ |û ±íø ¬õ¨  ° ±ãü¬ |ÿø°õ»Þ ô
°¬ ùýüô°  ±â |þéÏÖ |Èü ±º °¬ |þèô .¬± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ¬õ¨ |Ù ~ø ±ü¶ |ÿ ± ÿ |ú}·ø
|òü |ú}è .~ð± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° ì |úÞ ~ðõº|þíð |ÜÖõì ùð |îý¶± |îø×{ |ú |ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì
² _ ¬~ì |îýð õ{|þì ì |òü ±ñ .¶ ±ãü¬ |ê·ì ô |úÛÇñì ô |óº¬õ¨ |ÐÖñì ±Æ¨ |ú |ÑõÂõì
±ßÖ ±ãü~ßü |úýº |ê·ì ² |þÃÏ °¬ ô° ô ßü±ì |úßñü |òíÂ .îýñÞ |û¬×}¶ |¾±Ö |òü
.~ð° ¬ ±Ëð |Ùç}¨ ±ãü~ßü  |îø |ê·ì |þ¨± °¬ |ë¤ |òýÎ °¬ ì .~ññÞ|þì
±Â¤ ô ~ñ}·ü ì |ÿô°|úô° ú}Ö±»ý |ÿùü´õèõñß{ °¬ |û~ñü °¬ |¶ |òßíì |úßñü ì
|ê·ì |òü |ïí{ ~ñø~ð ì |ú ° ~ð |û¬ ¬ |ëõÚ |úÞ |þ}¨õ¶ ô ~ð° ¯ã ì °ý}¨ °¬ |þ{ðßì ~ðõ»ð
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±â |×â|þì ô ¬±Þ|þì ¬ùñ»ý |þÎ¬ ±è |ÿÚ ¯è ô .¬° ¬ ¬õô |ó |ëí}¤ ô |¶ |§±Çì
|óì²¶ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ° |ÜÖ õ{ |òü ~ü ~ýø¬ |ïð ô°  |þâ°³ |úéìÏì |àü ~ýø õ¨|þì
|úÞ |îø |úý¶ô° ² ì .~ññÞ |Øé©{ ~ñð õ}ð ô ~ðõº |ï³éì ùð |úÞ |îýñÞ |õ¿ì ð °¬ ô |îü± |êéì
ì |ú ùýüô° |úÞ |þüø|úð¨°Þ |ÏÇÚ |ïí{ .¬° ¬ ¬õô |æí}¤ |òýíø |îü±ýâ|þì |¨õ¶
|ïí{ |¶ |òßíì .~ðõº|þì |êß»ì °¬ ø |úð¨°Þ |òü |ïí{ ~ñø~ð ì |ú ¬±Ö ±â ~ñø¬|þì
ì |ú ° ùð |ÿ²ô° îýñÞ|þì ¬° ô ø |úð¨°Þ |ÿ ± |úý¶ô° ô |òý ô ô° ² |úÞ |ÿ |úýèô ¬^ õì
°¬ |¥ |þèô .·ýð |þ×}ñì ùð ² |ï ~Þ |¢ýø ô |¶ |êí}¥ì |ê·ì |òü |ïí{ |ë¤ ±ø |ú .~ñø~ð
¶ |ï ~Þ |¶ì |ÿô° |¼ý |úÞ |þø ° |òü±}ù þéÏÖ |Èü ±º °¬ |úÞ |¶ |òü
|ê·ì |îýñÞ ±ßÖ ±â .¶ |û}º _ÏÇÚ ~º |þüô° °õ»Þ |ú¶ |ú |ÈÛÖ ì |úýß{ |úßñü |ú}è
² ô |îýñÞ |û±Þ ¯ì ô°  ~ü |îü~Û}Ïì ì .¶ |û}º |îø |òü ¬õº|þì |ê¤ ô° |Üü±Æ ² |ÈÛÖ ì
~¾ °Þ |óü |úÞ ~ø~ |óñýíÆ |üùð °¬ ~ð õ{|þíð |¸Þ |¢ýø .îýñÞ |û¬×}¶ |îø |ó ±ãü¬ |àíÞ
°¬ ô |îýñÞ ~ý |ÿ±}ù |ÿÃÖ |¶ |òßíì |úÞ |¶ |òü |êÚ ~¤ |þèô .~º ³ýì |ýÛÖõì ~¾ °¬
.îýñÞ |ê¿Ö ô |ê¤ |ÿ±}íÞ |úñü³ø  ° |çß»ì |îýð õ} ÃÖ |ó
|þðô±ý |ÿÃÖ °õÆ |òýíø îýñÞ |û¬ì ° |óì¬õ¨ |úÞ |¶ |îùì ì |þé¨ ¬ |ÿÃÖ |ë¤±ø |ú
|þèí}¤ |Èü ±º |ÿ ± õ{ô |ÿ ± |îýñÞ ~ý ° |ÿ°õ»Þ |îý}·ð õ{|þì ì ±â _çì .¶ |îùì |îø
|ÿ ± ¬õ¨ õ{ô |Ü¤ ² |¶ ±Â¤ |ÿ°õ»Þ ü |úÞ ¬õ |òü ÃÎ ² |þßü |ë |õö¶) ¬õ |îùì |û~ñü
² |òì ±â ~üõâ|þì |òý |þñÏü .¶ |úéìÏì |êÚ ýð¬ °¬ |ê·ì |òü |úíø |ú±â (~ñÞ |û¬×}¶ ì
|¶¬ |ú |þÏ×ð |ú |úé·ì |òü |êÛì °¬ ¬õº|þì |û±ý{ |òì  ßü±ì |È ô° |îñÞ |û¬×}¶ õ{ô |Ü¤
|ú ~ññÞ |û¬×}¶ õ{ô |Ü¤ ² ~ñ}¶ õ¨ ±â ~ýñý |úÞ |¶ |òü |ú |ú}· ô |ê·ì |òü ï°ô|þì
.~ø¬|þì |«° |ÿ |ú÷¬¤ |ú ~ññßð |û¬×}¶ ±â ô ~ð±|þì |ÿ¬¿}Ú ô |þ¶ý¶ |Í¥è ² |ÿ¬õ¶
õ{ô |Ü¤ ² |ë¤ |ú { |òý |îñÞ|þì ±ßÖ |òì .~ññÞ |û¬×}¶ |Ü¤ |òü ² ~ñð õ{|þì |úý¶ô° ô |òý
°¬ |úÞ |ÿ°õ»Þ |ó .~º |û¬±Þ |û¬×}¶ ¬°õì ô¬ þßü |ÈÛÖ |îø |úý¶ô° ~üº .~º |û¬±ßð |û¬×}¶
² ~ñð õ{|þì ùð |òü ±ñ .~ñ}·ø ùýüßü±ì ¶ |û¬±Þ |û¬×}¶ ¬ü² õ{ô |Ü¤ ² |ýñì |ÿ °õº
|û¬×}¶ ßü±ì |ÿô°|úô° |Ü¤ |òü ² ~ñø õ¨|þì |þ}Úô |ë¤±ø |ú |þèô ~ññÞ |û¬×}¶ õ{ô |Ü¤
² |þßü úð ü |¶ ùð |úÖ±¾ |ú ü |úÞ ~ññÞ|þì |ú¶¥ì ùð .¬° ¬ |þ}íýÚ |úé·ì |òü ~ññÞ
.îýð¶± |þ¶ñì |¦Ç¶ |ú ø°õ»Þ |òü  ° |óì¬õ¨ |È ô° |úÞ |¶ |òü |îø ì |þ¶ý¶ |ÿùºç{

!

ô° ô |±Ò  °æ¬ ¬°ýéýì ø~¾ _çì |úÞ |òý .¶ |©¶ ô |û~ý¡ý °ý· °Þ |òü |ú}è
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ô ßü±ì ±â |úßñü _¾õ¿©ì ¬² ~ñý ±Ç¨ |ú ° ùð |úíø ì ±Æ¨ |ú |·ýð ±Â¤ ¬° ¬ |°{
|¶ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |þ °¬ ßü±ì |þðì² |àü .¬õº|þì |©¶ |þéý¨ °Þ |òü ~ñº |îø  ô°

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

~ñ}·ø |îø  ô° ô ßü±ì |úÞ |þðì² |þèô ¬õ ~ñø õ¨ ô° °ñÞ |îø ùð ¶ |Øè©ì ô° ô
.~ðõº |êíÎ ¬° ô |úý¶ô° ô |òý |¶ ~ýÏ ô ¬õº|þì |©¶ °Þ |ÐÚõì |ó °¬
±Æ¨ |ú ì ¬° ~ð |ïç¶  |þõ¨ |úÇ ° ô |·ýð ì |¶ô¬ ô° |úÞ |¶ |òºô° Ñõíì °¬
°¬ |úÛÇñì °¬ ô° |þ·×ñ{ |ÿÃÖ .~ø~ |¶¬ ² ° |ó ±ü ~ø õ¨|þíð |ó ±ü |àüµ{ ±}¶ |ûãü
|îýñÞ|þì ±ßÖ ì .~ø~ |¶¬ ² ° ÃÖ |òü ~ø õ¨|þíð ±Æ¨ |òýíø |ú .¶ |ó ±ü þéÏÖ |Èü ±º
.~ð |ú}º ~ð |ÿ°ßíø ±ãü¬ ¬° õì |þÃÏ °¬ ô ~ð |û¬±Þ |ÿ°ßíø ì  ¬° õì |þÃÏ °¬ |ë¤ |ú {
|ÿ |ú}·ø |¥ °¬ |êÞ °¬ |úßñü |òíÂ ¬° ¬ ¬õô ¬° õì |þ¨± °¬ |îø ô° ô ßü±ì |òý |Ùç}¨
.~ð° ¬ |ÿ~¤ ô |Ù~ø
|Å±Î ~ü ¬° ¬ ¬õô |þø ° |ú |¸ ~ñ×è©ì ì |¨õ¶ |ú¨±  |úíø |úÞ |ë |öõ¶ |úßñü ì -2
±â |þñÏü .îýð¶± |^ýéÏÖ |ú ° ¬õ¨ |ÿ~ñíð õ{ |òü |îýð õ} { |îü° ¬ ²ýð |¾±Ö |àü |ú ì |úÞ |îñÞ
|ó °¬ ¬±ýã ° ±Ú |û~º |ïð |êíÎ ± ± °¬ ýð¬ ô |îýñÞ |êìÞ ° |ú¨± |òü |îýð õ} |ÿ²ô° |àü ì
|ú¨± |îø |êü²± ô ~¶± |î{ |í |ú |ó}·Þ |¶ õ¨|þíð ýð¬ .~ñÞ|þì |Ý±Ö |úýÃÚ |°õ¾
 ýð¬ _ ~Ï ô ~ð~ý¶° |í |ú |îø |ó}·Þ ô |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |ú |êü²± |þèô .~º |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶
°¬ .îü° ¬ ° ±Ú |úð}¶ °¬ |þèô |îü |û~ý¶±ð |àü |¢ýø |ú |úÞ |¶ |òü ì |ëßº .¬±Þ |êìÏ{ ùð
¬°õì °¬ |þèô |îýñÞ |Þ±¤ |ó |í¶ |ú |îýø õ¨|þíð |ûâ|¢ýø |úÞ |ÿ |ú}·ø |í |¨¶ ¬°õì
|òýíø ì |þé¾ |êß»ì _Ú×{ .îü |û¬±ßð ~ý |¶¬ |ó |ú |êìÞ °õÆ |ú ²õñø |îø |¨õ¶ |ú¨±
.¶
°ßº |úÞ ¬õ |òü ° ±Ú .Ö±â|þì |ïð |þ×©ì |úé·ì |òü ~ü |úÞ ~ñ}×â ñü ÃÎ ² |þßü -3
.¬õº |ïçÎ |ÑõÂõì |òü |úÞ ¬õð |òü ° ±Ú .~º °ßº |ó¶õ¶ |Üü±Æ ² |ë¤ ±ø |ú |þèô ~ºð
.¬õ ±{|ó¶ îýº |ú}º ¬ |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |îýø õ¨|þì ì |úÞ |îý}×â|þì ~} ² ±â ~ýüõâ|þì íº
|ó¬² |äñéÞ |óì² |óíø ² |úÞ |ÿ°õÆ |óíø |þñÏü |îýñÞ |ïçÎ ì |úÞ ¬õ |òü ° ±Ú ~} ² ±â úé
|ïçÎ ~} ² |îø ° ³ñÇð îü° ¬ ° UCF |úð¨°Þ |ò}¨¶ ~¿Ú |úÞ |îü¬±Þ |ïçÎ |¸ð ´ |ú |óù×¾
ì |û~ðô± |úßñü |éÎ _¶¶ .¬õ ±}íÞ |{ ±ì |ú ì |çß»ì ü ô |îý}º ~ð |þ{çß»ì |îü¬±Þ|þì
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~ü¬õ |þÏÚ ô |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |þ °¬ íº ±â ~ñüõâ|þì ùð .¶ ±Æ¨ |òýíø |ú |û~º |û~ý¡ý
îü¬ ¬|þì |ïð °ßº ±â .¬±ýâ|þì |»ð ñü ² |æßº |ïí{ !~ü¬±Þ °Þ |úðý×©ì ±
|úýù{ |ÿ ± |±Ò °»Ö _çì |êüæ¬ |ÿ±·ßü ±Æ¨ |ú ¬õ ° ±Ú ~} ² .¬õ ±{|û¬¶ |þéý¨ |úé·ì
|þðì² |ÑõÂõì |òü |úÞ |îý}·ð ¬|þì |úíø |ú}è ¬õ»ð |ïçÎ |þ{~ì |ÿ ± ó |ëì ô |úýèô ¬ õì
.îñÞ |óý ° |úé·ì |òü |ú¡©ü°{ |îø õ¨|þíð ç
_ ÏÖ .¬õº|þì °ßº
|Èü ±º |òü  _çÏÖ ì |û¬õ |þ{æßº |ÿ±·ßü |ë¤±ø |ú æßº ² |ÿ¬° õì |ú ~ð¬±Þ |û°º -4
.¶ |òýíø |îø ì |þé¾ |êß»ì _Ú×{ ô |¶ |Øè©ì ì |¨õ¶ |ú¨±  |±Ò .îý}·ø |ú õì
ü ô |òý ±â |þ}¤ .~º|þì |ó¶ |þéý¨ ì °Þ ¬õ |ÜÖ õì ì |¨õ¶ |ú¨±  |¹ô° ±â ç
_ ì
|ÿø°õ»Þ .~ñ×è©ì |ÑõÂõì |òü  ø°õ»Þ |úíø .¬õ ±{|ó¶ ì °Þ ~ð¬õ |ÜÖ õì °Þ |òü  |ò ´
|ú .¶ |Øè©ì |îø ô° ô ~ññÞ|þì |àü±¥{ ° ùð |îø ùýüßü±ì ô |êý ±¶ ô ~ñ×è©ì ~ñí{°~Ú
|îý¶± |þÞ±}»ì |úÇÛð |ú |þ¶ý¶ |Í¥è ² |îýð õ} ì ±â .¬õ ~ø õ©ð |ó¶ ì |ýèÏÖ |êýè¬ |òýíø
|òü °¬ |îýø¬|þì |ëí}¤ ì .¶ |õéÇì °ý· îýñÞ |ëÏÖ ° |¨õ¶ |ú¨± ýð¬  |êìÏ{  |úÞ
|òü |ú ±â .¶ |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí |ÿ ± |þâ°³ ±ñø îýð õ} ±â .îüõº |ÜÖõì |îýð õ} |û °
|îýí¿{ ~ü °õ»Þ Èü ±º |ó °¬ @~º |êÛ{ ô ¬°õ¨± êìÏ{ |ÿ |ú |þñÏü |îü~ý¶±ð |Ù~ø
|úßñü ü ~¶± |îü±¥{ ô ¬ô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú ±â |þ}¤ ~ñÞ |ëÏÖ ° |¨õ¶ |ú¨± |úÞ ¬±ýã
.~ø¬ |úì ¬ ° |ÜýéÏ{ |þ{~ì |ÿ ± ¬±ýã |îýí¿{
|±¨ |ú |úé¾õ¤ ° ~Ûì |àü ~ü ì .¬±Þ |úéÎ |þéý¨ |úé·ì |òü °¬ ~üð |îñÞ|þì ±ßÖ |òì
|±Ò |×è©ì  |îýø õ© ±â .îýñÞ ~ý ° |óì² |òü±{|¶ñì |ÜýéÏ{ |ò}·ßº |ÿ ± ô |îýø¬
~¿Ú |îø ±â ô |îýñÞ ~ý ° |Èü ±º |òü±}ù ô |óì² |òü±}ù ~ü .îýñÞ ²Ò ° |ÿ²¶|þñÒ |ýèÏÖ
|îýñÞ |úéÎ ~üð îü±ýã °Þ |ú |Ù~ø |òü |ÿ ± ° |ðßì ô |ó õ{ |úíø ~ü îýñÞ |êìÏ{ |îü° ¬
.îýñÞ |Þ±¤ |û~º |·¤ |þéý¨ ~ü ô
|Í¥è ² _æô .îý}º ~ð |ÿ±ãü¬ |û ° |úÞ |îñÞ |Å±Î ~ü ~ü¬±Þ ² ° ø°¬ ± ~ý}×â |úßñü ì -5
² { |îü°ô |êíÎ |ú |õÎ¬ |þÎ¬ ±è |ÿÚ ² ì ¬õ¨ |þñÏü |îü¬õ °ð ¬° õì ² |þÃÏ °¬ |óì¬
°~Û ì ³Þ ±ì °¬ |þâ¬õè ô ¬° ¬ |Ú¬ °~Û ùð |ÿ° ¬± |úðõíð |úßñü |ú}è .~ñÞ ~ü¬² ³ñÇð

!!

|îø ì |ÿùýñÖ îý}º ~ð |ÑçÆ |óõý¶ý¶ ô |û~ñ |úßñü |úð .îý}º ~ð |þÛýÚ¬ |ÎçÆ ì |¶
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|û~ì |¸ð ´ |ó¶°² |úÞ |þðì² .¬° ¬ |þâ¬õè |þ{ ¬° ô |ÏÇÚ |úÞ ~ñ}º ~ð |þ}¶°¬ |ÎçÆ
|òºô° ùý¶°² |òü  |îý}×â|þì |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú |îü¬õ |ë¥ºõ¨ ì ~ññÞ |ÿ° ¬± |úðõíð { ~ð¬õ

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

|ÿ° ¬± |úðõíð ô ~ð~ý»Þ |ëí}¶¬ ³ñÇð °¬ |þ}Úô .¶ N.P.T |õ° °¬ ì |ýèÏÖ |úÞ ¬õº|þì
|þâ¬õè |òü »ñì ² ì .¬° ¬ ¬õô æ |¦Ç¶ |þâ¬õè |úÞ ~ð~º |úõ}ì |¼üì² ² ~Ï ~ð¬±Þ
|û¬õ |û¬õè |û~º |û¬° ô |°¨ ² |úÞ |þ{ÏÇÚ |úÞ ~ñ}·ð ¬|þíð |îø ì |òý¿¿©}ì .îý}º ~ð ±¨
° |òü |þ}¤ .¬õº|þì ±»}ñì ô |êÛ}ñì |úðõã |þñÖ |Í¥è ² |þâ¬õè |úÞ |îý}·ð ¬|þíð |þ}¤ ô |¶
.¬õº|þì |À©»ì ùøã»üì² °¬ æ |Ú¬  ùýâ¬õè |òü |úðõã |úÞ |îý}·ð ¬|þíð
°ý· |ÿùøã»üì² ² ùð | ú Þ | þ è  ¤ ° ¬ |  ¶ |þíü~Ú °ý· |îü° ¬ °ý}¨ ° ¬  ì | ú Þ | þ ü  ù ø  ã } ¶ ¬
ßü±ì ô ô° °¬ ~ñÞ|þì |û¬×}¶ |¸ð ´ |úÞ |þüùøã»üì² |þñÏü .~ññÞ|þì |û¬×}¶ |ó°~ì
ì |ú |úÞ |þðì² .¬õ °ô |Ï{ ì |ÿ ± ùð |ÿ±ýâ |úý}ð ô ùð | °ùÊ |òü ±ñ .¶ |úý¶ô°ô
.îü~º |±ý¤ °¬ ¬° ¬ ¬õô |þâ¬õè %80 ~ñ}×â
|ó |ú ¶ |û~º °ßº ùý¶°² |òü °¬ |ê·ì ² |þéý¨ |úÞ ¬õ íº |ë |õö¶ ¬°õì |ú¡ð
~ð ¬|þì |¸ð ´ ²ô±ì |úÞ |þé·ì _ÏÚ ô .¬õº|þì |¸ßÏñì ì |ÿø |úìð²ô°°¬ |úÞ |·ýð |þ{°õ¾
ô |îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |þ×©ì ° |ê·ì ² |þ¨± ì .¶ |û¬±ßð |Ý±Ö |þéý¨ |ú}·ð ¬|þì |êÚ ² |úÞ |ú¡ð 
|úð×¶}ì |îü¬õ |û¬±Þ |þ×©ì |úÞ |ÿ³ý |òýíø |þèô |·ýð |ÐéÇì ùð ² |¸Þ |¢ýø |îü¬±Þ|þì ±ßÖ
.¬õ |û~º ±»}ñì _çÚ þíéÎ |ÿø|úèÛì °¬ ô |ÿ±}Þ¬ ô |¸ð·ýè |ÝõÖ |úè¶° °¬ ô |ÛýÛ¥{ °¬
.¬õ |û~º |êÛ}ñì |¸ð ´ |ú |úý¶ô° ô |òý |Üü±Æ ² |îø |ê·ì ² |þ¨±
|ïçÎ Þ |¢ýø °¬ ²ô±ì |ú{ ° |ó}·Þ |î¶ ì ~º |û°º ñü |úÞ ø|úÇ¶ ô |úé·ì ¬°õì °¬ -6
|àü ì |úýèô |ëæ¬ |úÞ |îý}×â ùð |ú |þ}¤ ì .îü¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |ëæ¬ |àü ² |îü |ú}×â ì |îü |û¬±ßð
¶ |û¬ ¬ |ïð |úéìÏì íº  |úÞ ±øÆ |ÿÚ |òü |úÞ ~ð~ý¶± ì ² .¶ |û¬õ |þüô° |À©º
|úýº |û°Ú |úº |ï¬±ì |ú |À©º |òü |úÖýÚ |úÞ |îü¬±Þ |ïçÎ | õ °¬ ì ¶ °õ»Þ |ï ~Þ |úÏ{
° |ê·ì |úíø |þýè |úÞ ~ýð ¬|þì |ú}è .¶ |û¬±Þ |§±Çì |¸ð ´ ¬õ¨ ° |ó}·Þ |ïð .¶ |û¬õ
_Ú×{ .îü |û¬±Þ |ÿ° ~ü±¨ |ëæ¬ |àü ² |úÞ |îü |ú}×â |ÈÛÖ ô |îý}×ãð |ÿ³ý ì |þèô .¶ |û¬±Þ »Ö
|ú |úÞ ~ð¬±Þ »Ö ° |úé·ì |òü |ó ±ãü¬ |þèô |îü¬±Þ |Î ±ì |ó}·Þ |ú |·ð ° |úé·ì |òü ì
|Ø»Þ |þ¶°²  ô ~ð~ì ùñü |îýüõã |úÞ |·ýð |þíùì ¬° õì |òü ±ñ .¶ |û~ì°¬ |°õ¾ |òü
ì .îý}º ~ð |ÿ±ãü¬ |û ° |úßñü |òíÂ @~º|þíð |Ø»Þ |îü¬ ¬|þíð ¬ô°ô |û² ùð |ú ±â ô ~ð¬±Þ
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{ (¶ |û~º |üõ¿{ |Ü¶ |òý·éì °¬ ùñü |ÿô¬ ±ø |ú}è ) .îü |û¬±Þ |ëõÚ ° N.P.T ô |óì¬
° |þüýíýº |óõý·ð õñÞ |úÞ °õÆ |òýíø .~ðõº |îÞ ì |úýéÎ ø°»Ö ±ü¶ ô |þÓýé{  |þ¶ý¶ °»Ö
~ü¬² ~º |óº±Ëð ~ì |úÞ Þ±ø ² ô ~ñü|þì |Î¶ 12 |Ù±Ê |ó |ÜÆ |úÞ) |îü¬±Þ |ëõÚ
~ |òý ì |ÐÚ ô °¬ .îü |ú}Ö±ü¯ |ó ±ü |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí |ïËð °¬ ° |óõý·ð õñÞ |òü |ú}è (~ññÞ|þì
° |þüýíýº |óõý·ð õñÞ ±â .¶ |û¬õð |ÿ±ãü¬ |û° ô |îü |û¬±Þ |©}ð ° ~ |ê¤ |û ° ±{~ ô
ô |îü~º|þì |ïô±¥ì |îü° ¬ °õ»Þ °¬ |óæ |úÞ |þüýíýº |úýèô ¬ õì ² |ÿ°ý· ² |îü¬±Þ|þíð Ãì
Ãì ° | ~øÏì |òü |þ}Úô .~º|þì |êß»ì °¬ ì |þüýíýº |Ïñ¾ |úÞ ~º|þì |òü |ú ±ñì
°¬ .¬±ýâ|þì |îýí¿{ |ê·ì |òü |ÿô° |ïËð |ë¤ ±ø |ú .îýñÞ |êí¥{ |îø ° ùý¶°² ~ü |îü¬±Þ
|þèÎ|ÿ °õº °¬ |ÑõÂõì |þñÏü .¶ |ú}Ö±â |îýí¿{ |þìç¶ |ÿ°õùí |ïËð |þüýíýº |¥
~ýü{ |óùãð |ÿ °õº |È¶õ{ |üùð °¬ ô |üõ¿{ |þìç¶ |ÿ °õº |¸éì °¬ ~Ï ô |þéì |ýñì
|ëõÚ ° ùý¶°² |òü ±â ô |¶ |û¬õð |òü ³ |þø ° Øé}©ì |êüæ¬ |ú |òü ±ñ .¶ |û~º
.îü¬±Þ|þì |êí¥{ ° |ó ±ãü¬ |Ï{ ~ü îü¬±Þ|þíð
.¶ |¶°¬ _çìÞ |úé·ì |òü |úÞ ~º |ú}×â þ}ýý¤ |úé·ì ô |þìõíÎ °ßÖ ¬°õì °¬ |þéÇì -7
~ü |úÞ |ú¡ð ² |¼ý ±ãü¬ |êüæ¬ |ú ô |þ¤ñ ô |þÇ¨ |ê·ì |êüæ¬ |ú ° ~Ûì |àü |úé·ì |òü
|ÿ |ú}·ø |úé·ì |òýíø |º { |¦¾ ² ì |úìð± ô ±ßÖ |ïí{ |þüõâ .¬õº|þì |§±Çì ¬õ» |§±Çì
|¥ |òýíø °õ»Þ |ÿ±ýâ |îýí¿{ ±ãü¬ ³Þ ±ì °¬ ô |úð¨±ý¬ °¬ ì |ÿù¥ ² |þßü .¶ |û~º
°ßÖ °¬ ~¤ ² |¼ý ° ~Ûì |àü |úé·ì |òü .¶ |û¬±Þ |Ù±¾ |þéý¨ ° ì |Úô _ÏÚ ô .¶
|òü |úÞ ~ð¬õ ~Û}Ïì |û~Î |àü ~º |§±Çì |êß{ô± |úé·ì |úÞ |êü ô .¶ |û~º |§±Çì |þìõíÎ
|üõ¿{ |ú |¸éì °¬ |ü°õÖ |ú¶  ~ü |úÞ ~ð¬õ ~Û}Ïì ±ãü¬ |ÿ |û~Î ô |¶ |ðý¨ |êß{ô±
|ë¶ °¬ .¬²|þì |òì ¬ |úé·ì |ú |Öç}¨ |òü ô |º ¬ ¬õô ±Ëð |Ùç}¨ ù¤ñ |òý .~¶±
° ì ¬¿}Ú ¬õ |§±Çì |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |ÿ |ú}·ø |û~ðô± |ò}Ö° |¥ |úßñü |êýè¬ |ú |ú}º¯â
|àü |¸ð ´ |úÞ |þðì² .¬° ¬ ¬õô | ±ý÷{ |òü |îø ²õñø ô ¬õ |û¬ ¬ ° ±Ú ±ý÷{ |¥{ _ ~ü~º
|úìñÏÇÚ |úÞ |þðì² ô ~ü|þì |¼øÞ |¹°õ °¬ |ïù¶ |½²° ~ñÞ|þì °¬¾ ì |úýéÎ |ÿ~ñ{ |úìñÏÇÚ
ô |þìõíÎ °ßÖ ¬¿}Ú |òü ±ñ .¬ô°|þì æ |¹°õ °¬ |ïù¶ |½²° ¬õº|þì °¬¾ |þõ¨
|óíø ô |îý»ß |òýü |þíÞ ° |Óýé{ |úéý}Ö ~ü ì .¶ |úé·ì |òü ±ý÷{ |¥{ ì |ýñì |úð×¶}ì

!#

~ü |îýø¬|þì |ïð |úÞ |ÿ°Þ ±ø ì .¶ |¹·¤ °ý· |þìõíÎ°ßÖ |¥ ~ý}×â |úÞ |ÿ°õÆ
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~ñÞ ~ý |úüô ² ±â |úÞ |¶ |ÿ¬° ô |ëßº ëßº |òü .îýº |ú}º ¬ |û ±íø |ú ° |þìõíÎ °ßÖ
|úßñü |êýè¬ |ú .îüõº|þì |ú õì |êß»ì  _í}¤ þìõíÎ°ßÖ  °õ»Þ |þ¶ý¶ |íýí¿{ |þñÏü

 
TqÞå

1-gof1-37.qxd

°õì |óü± °¬ ~} ² ~ü |ï¬±ì |¸ .~ññÞ |þðý}» ì ² |þÇü ±º ±ø °¬ ~ñø õ¨|þì |ï¬±ì |òýíø
.~ñº
|òü |îø ²õñø ô ¬° ¬ ¬õô |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ëí}¤ |óõ îü±¥{ ô |ýñì |ÿ °õº ¬°õì °¬
² |þüù»© ô |îýñÞ|þì °Þ |ýñì |ÿ °õº |¥ |ÿô° |úÞ |¶ ùøì ·ýð |þ×}ñì |úé·ì
|§±Æ |ÿ ± ° |ÿ¬~Ï}ì |·é ì .¶ |úé·ì |òü ±ýâ°¬ |èô¬ |ÿ¬¿}Ú ¬}¶ |úéí|òì |èô¬
.îü |û¬±Þ ° ³â± |úð¨±ý¬ °¬ |îüõº |ú õì |îü±¥{  ô |îüô± |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |úÞ |þÇü ±º |ÿ ±
|úìð± |îø |èô¬ ô |îü |û~ð¶° |üõ¿{ |ú |þéì |ýñì |þèÎ|ÿ °õº °¬ ° ù¤±Æ |òü ² |þ¨± ì
ô ~ ø ¬ ° ± Ú |ÿ¬¿}Ú °»Ö °¬ ° ì ~º |ú}º ¬ ~¿Ú |ýñì |ÿ °õº |úÞ |þÇü ±º |ÿ ± ° |ó |ÿø
|°ô±Â |êýè¬ |àü .îü¬±Þ |û¬ì ° ¬õ¨ ì |òü ±ñ .¶ |û¬±Þ |û¬ì ~ñÞ |ÿ¬¿}Ú |îü±¥{
|ê¨ ¬ °¬ ° |ï²æ |ÿùýâ¬ì |îýð õ} |úÞ ¬õ |úé·ì |òýíø |îø |ýñì |ÿ °õº |ú |ò}Ö° |ÿ ± ±ý¨{
.îýº |ú}º ¬ °õ»Þ
|õ° °¬ ° |¶ý¶ ~ñ 15 ì |ú}è .·ýð |ó¶ |îü±¥{ |úé·ì îü±¥{ |¥ |ú |·ð ì -8
¬° õì |ó ² |þ¨± |ú |úð×¶}ì |ú}è .îü |û¬±Þ |Õç |èô¬ |ú |þéì |ýñì |þèÎ|ÿ °õº |õ¿ì
|õ° °¬ ~ð õ{|þíð |èô¬ |·ø |úÞ |ÿ¬¿}Ú |çß»ì ±Æ¨ | ú  | ¸ é  ì ô ¬ õ º | þ í ð | ê í Î
|ë¤ |òýÎ °¬ ì .¬° ¬ ¬õô |êß»ì |òü |òü ±ñ .~ñÞ |êíÎ |îü |û¬±Þ |üõ¿{ ° ùð ì |úÞ |þüø
.îýø~ ±ýýÓ{ |ûì 6 |Ù±Ê ° |ï¬±ì |þâ~ð² ô ¬¿}Ú |êÞ |ó õ{|þíð
.~ð |ú}º ¬ |è¨¬ |òýÛÖñì |úéí|òì |û¬õ |þ×é}©ì |ê·ì ³ñÇð |ó~º |Ø»Þ |ó}¶ ¬ ¬°õì °¬
³ñÇð |úÛÇñì °¬ |úÞ |þüø¬¬±{ ² ùð _æô ~ð¬±Þ|þì |·Þ |ÎçÆ |Øé}©ì |Ý±Æ ² |îø ùð
|þü |óíø) |úÛÇñì |òü |ÿùýßü¬³ð { ùð |þ}¤ .¶ |þ}ýèÏÖ ñü °¬ ~ð¬õ |û~º |ÐéÇì ~ñ}º ¬
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